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Abbntianncnti.
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a 0. BURRILL & SON,
ELLSWORTH, ME.

MKPRUKRT THB

WB

Most Reliable Home and
Lowest Rates
■

Foreign Companies.

OUR

LET US

on

Improaed rent

For other local neiee
Enoch Brown,
ElUworth, is 111.

And wish all to understand that the
handle are Imperial.

Imnsrifllisfs
imperialists

PRICES

goods

we

And want a moderate tariff on lumber that will
redound to the l>eneflt of the home builder.

Pomshllrane

l\CpilDIICaila
iicmocrais

liberty to FREE-

Ami want Cncle Sam to buy up all the railroads and
us out on our freight nites.

Pnmilictc

PAINT

And want all the people to feel at
j,Y trade with us.

ru|fUIIM9 help

STRATTON & WESCOTT,
11

Drummey

MAIN

Bupt. P. B. Ruaeell, of tbe Cole shoe
factory, returned Bundey from a vlett in
Boaton.

Mlaa Harriet Maeon arrived home laat
week from a vlelh to frlenda In Masaachuaetta.
Tbe many frlenda of Mlaa J. A. Thompwbo has been ill, ere pleased to know
that she la now Improving.

son,

Alexander Delzell, of Bnlltvan, wea
arrested In Klla worth Friday for Intoxication. He paid ble tine of f3 and coats.

Hor/tti
arenutn Tin* ones you read s«i inueh about and trade with
naru^aremen
^ often.
Your* truly,

ETC.

Children’s Day, June 3, will be observed

by

Congregational Sunday school.
There will be a concert by tbe children.

STREET, ELLSWORTH.

the

Mrs. F. 8. Smith returned to her home
in Gardiner Monday, after a short visit

I

We have all kinds and sizes of
bed-springs. ranging in price

»

t

|
£
Si

fci

?ii

J

SPRINGS.

^

81.25 to S6.

I

Kora low-priced spring “THE SURPRISE” leads them
all. This spring we sell on its merits, and is guaranteed not to sag.
If you should want a better one, we recommend "tiif ci iiitan”
which we guarantee for ten years, and which is acknowledged to !»•
the finest spring on the market.

=3

FROM

|

STllFFT,

I

------

her

parents, capt.
Lord, in this city.
with

ana

Mrs.

a.

L.

|

^

l.l.-W (tlSTII.

while account of stock

opened

Mrs.

GRADUATING PICTURES
REDUCED RATES.
Ellsworth.

JOY’S STUDIO.

A NEW STORE.

That Hot

was

■r

To the Citizens of Ellsworth

i
I

opened

have

my

■■

yet, hut the soda fouutain is in operation just

••

the

Hancock County:

and

hasn't struck the town

G. F. Murch, whose contemplated
to Charlestown, Mass., was re-

■■

Jlemeinber—

same.

■

my syrups
from fresh,

ripe

and

is

now

being put in cruising

cove

shape by

skipper, Capt. Perry Alley

her

hose

re-elected

company or
R. J. Good

win, foreman; H. C. Woodward, assistant
P. E. Lathn, clerk, and John Brady, stew-

SPECIAL SALE

—

OF

for sale

I

CONFECTIONERY
I:

FRUIT,

yesterday,

dowu in the

ard.

Main street—the store formerly occu- ::
pied by K. V. Robinson and have i

j:

NEXT SATURDAY.

Wm. Hagan, Dana Hurley and John
Perkins, of B«r Harbor, were brought tithe county jail >esterday, having been
committed iu default of tine for intoxication.

J. F. Hurly left Monday for Boston, to
specialists with regard to hl«
health, if they advise him to seek the
drier climate of Colorado, he will go West
consult

CONFECTIONERY,

J.

;;

A.

II

CUNNINGHAM.

at

TOBACCO,
“The

Beautiful 1*

perhaps

CIGARS.

as

more

Useful

the

as

—

Victor

once.

F. W. Stanton, of Boston, arrived Sunto spend several weeks with his wife’s
parents, Capt. and Mrs. H. J. Joy, of
Ellsworth. Mrs. Stautou has been here

Useful, day

so.”

Hugo.

for

some

lime.

Monaghan went to Boston
SEEDLINGS
of nil kinds
last Thursday, where she will remain for
and
am*
a few weeks.
She will probably not refirst quality
BEDDING PLANTS
sume her musical studies or public singELLSWORTH
ing before fall.
AT TUB
Judge L. A. Emery will lecture ou
-GREENHOUSE.
Miss Mabel

pleased to see both old and
new friends, and shall endeavor to
please all.
I shall be

CHARLES H. LELAND.

I.^j|
!:

Also a limited number of Hardy Shrubs, Hydrangea, Weigel la, Spiraea, and Snowball—all
ready now for planting.

Mail Orders and PrescriDtions

Boys

;i

!! SCHOOL SHOES,
,

To

rip

mean, 1.1

These ,boe,
< >

are

;;
t

►

II

made of the

stock that

■

]

o
..

without Main,,

J[

he

can

plumpest, stoutest
Itought-

THE SOLES
heavy—best grade sole leather.
are

No. 1 sole leather.

The whole shoe Is made

to

wear, to

...

ROYS’

« ►

<>

1.80.

o

I!

SOUTH 8TEEET.

:;
i:CARRIAGE PAINTING,;;
are

<;

3!

Charles E. Carter and Miss Grace 1.
Maddocks, of North Ellsworth, were
married Saturday
afternoon
Rev.
by
George H. Sally, of the Free Baptist

The

aid society of the Free
Baptist church will have a sociable at the
home of Mrs. John
Frazier, Sterling
ladies’

3&brrtiennrnt0.

GEORGE A. PARCHER,

Perhaps you
already insured In the

WHOLESALE and RETAIL

if not, l» it worth your while to lose too many
golden hours before securing protection In tho
“Strongest Company In the World”?

WALL

DRUGGIST.

ELLSWORTH.

PAPER

PHYSICIANS’ SUPPLIES
AND

8 cents per roll
Me.

]|

and up.

MAIL

ORDERS

<

SPECIALTIES.

J. A. THOMPSON.

The Ellsworth American
[The only

county

paper.]

Advertising brings

assists the salesman.

the customers

time-table

summer

and

Ellsworth,

Maine.

vv. li. Black house, opposite the Congregational church, but very early in life
his parents moved to the well-known
Jellison farm in North Ellsworth near

the

on

Maine

The only change
which

train

will arrive aoout

from

last

for

H.

banquet,
policy,

made

in the form of

was

surance

feature

a

an

of

native town.

He

the recent

from

In

rains.

June 10.

the

all

on

many

is

Hurley

sides

being

for the work he it<

streets, particu arly by the
On this
residents ou the £urry road,
road be is doing exceptionally good work,
cutting down the grades and Improving
the roadbed.

Henry A. Haynes, of
Minneapolis, formerly of Ellsworth, anMr. and

Mrs.

I he ericmi'Pinent

nounce

of

t

heir daughter.

May, to Austin Dayton
wedding will take place in

Miss Gertrude

Stevens. The
Juiie. Ellsworth

friends

extend

con-

gratulations.

Baptist
At

a

church at

service in Hancock hall.

The

church has taken

as

a successor

|

Work of

dredging

game

may be arranged later. Next Saturday
the high school team will go to Bucksport
fora return game with the seminary nine.
At the

meeting

tarian association

of the
in

American

Uni-

Boston yesterday.

Rev. Samuel A. Eliot

was

dent to succeed

Carrol D. Wright.
resident of North-

Hon.

elected

presi-

Eliot is a summer
east Harbor, and has taken great interest
in the Unitarian churches of this vicinity.
He has been heard frequently from the
pulpit of the Ellsworth church, and in
Mr.

always counted upon to be present at the
Rev. C. E. St. John,
county conference.
who was elected secretary of the Uni-

from the ladder to the loft, when the ladder slipped from under him, and he fell
backward. He suffered a severe shock to
his nervous system, and for a time fatal
results were feared. He now seems to be
improving daily, and it is hoped no per-

Injury

has resulted.

Ellsworth friends of Supt. E. H. Emerson, of the Bucksport electric light station, were sorry to learn of his painful
accident Friday. He was at work at a
lathe, turning a large roller, when his
shirt sleeve caught In the machine, pulling his left forearm into the gear, lacerating the flesh severely. By great effort Mr.
Emerson succeeded in reaching the lever
and

shutting

the permanent

disability of

Twenty stitches

were

the wound, but

as

no

saving

thus

off the power,

the

cords

or

muscles

seriously injured, a speedy recovery
is expected.
Z. Jellison, of Brooklyn, N. Y., left
Ellsworth yesterday, after spending about
were

ft

week

here.

Mr.

Jellison

was

born in

The

hut

the

quality

most

Crotch

at

by

good

in the
very I .tf
of ttie granite is

important is

its

avail-

recreation number.

JFmanriai.

Ellsworth

yet to

secure

Ellsworth

engineers

The

over

have

week, rtstak-

a

Yesterday
ing the lines of the survey.
dredger and two scows and a small
boat to he used in towing, arrived in the
river from Portland in tow of the tug
“L. A. Belknap”. Another dredger, now
a

V urn 1 ha veil, is expected soon. The
work this year is on the contract for the
completed work for which $130,000 was
at

will

the work
and

be

continued

wharves,

forty

It

men

They will

is

carried
that

as

far

as

about half

this

up river to the upper
understood from thirty to

will be

employed

on

live

board the

dredger.

on

—

year. The
at Tinker’s wharf,

done

the

work.

The Wm. H. H. Rice post has completed
arrangements for the proper observance
of
Memorial Day.
In tbe morning as

COMING EVENTS.
at Odd Fellows’ hall—
Music by Monaghan’s or-

Saturday, May 26,

j
|

Prize dance.
chestra.

Tuesday and Wednesday, June 5 and 6—
Hancock county conference of Congrega*
tional churches at Ellsworth.

|

|

Thursday afternoon, Juno 14, at home
Mrs. L. A. Emery—Lawn tea, by ladies
post
! of Park street improvement society,
the various cemeteries in the vicinity to
cents.
At 1 Tickets, 25
decorate the graves of comrades.
j
Two weeks beginning July 16—Summer
o’clock the post, escorted by Monaghan's
usual the details from the

w

ill

of

visit

school for teachers at E Isworth.

baud, will marcu to the soldiers’ monument, where the customary services will
beheld.
The post will then maich io
Hancock

hall

where the

will be delivered

lips,

of

by

public

address

Thursday evening, May 24,

Dr.

George A PhilTbe post requests

Ellsworth.

at

home of

John Frazier, Sterling street—lcecream sociable by ladies’ aid society of
Mrs.

1

Free

Baptist

church.

Thursday evening, May 24, at Ellsworth
donations of flowers to be left at Grand
Falls Congregational vestry- I'.utertainArmy ball by 2 o’clock Tuesday afternoon, ment for benefit of church. Admission,
i
May 29. It is hoped there will be liberal 10 cents.
donations of flowers. Tbe school children j
—

have been invited
in the line

join

to assist, and

of march.

The

also to

women

of

Sfo&crtisnntnts.

;

the relief corps, who meet at Grand Army
hall Tuesday afternoon, will be pleased to

NEGLIGE

have outside assistance.

these

This question arises in the family every
day. Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
dessert. Prea delicious and healthful
No boiling! no
pared in two minutes.
baking! simply add boiling water and set
to cool.
Flavors:—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. Get a package at
your

grocer’s to-day.

SHIRTS7~

We have the finest line of

What Shall We Have for Dessert?

goods

ever

shown,

with collars and ruthattached and detached.

10 cts.

PRICES
2tlrf)erttsnnmts.
range from 41>c to

arm.

necessary to close

of

quarry

pronounced

Union river is to

on

once.

dredging will begin

A

one

Ht once.

to Mr. McLearn.

he resumed at
been in

steps

no

postponed

account of rain.

judges

pastorate (here j
'country.
meeting of the Ellsworth

appropriated, and will be
possible. It is probable

on

been

iihh

each,

$1,000,000

begin

The G'>sh & Small

his

upon

over

which will

on

island

llarbo*,

Bar

of

contracts

work

The baseball game between Ellsworth
and Shaw’s business college of Bangor, scheduled for Saturday, had to be

high

two

morning for the last time as pastor of the
church, hut will not deliver a formal
In the evening he will
farewell sermon.
preach the Memorial sermon at the union

the

on

j

the

coed,

suspended.
Road-Commissioner

of

Baptist society last Friday evening Mr. j anility. Vessels of h envy disught can lie
McLearn’s resignation was accepted with righ t at ttie
quarry.
Next Sunday will be his last
regret.
^
Next
is-me of the Boston <Sunweek’s
Sunday as pastor here. He will occupy
the pulpit of the Baptist church Sunday day Journal is to be a special outing and
1

places the track is still under water.
Travel on the Princeton branch-has been

commended

is connected

appraisers’ department

and will enter

in-

Washington county
greatly delayed lately by
washouts and damage to bridges by high
water

and

Rev. C. B. McLtarn has accepted the

road have been

doing

his

call to the

the

over

mother

were

government.

occasion.
Trains

Important Quarry Deal.
Gobb & Small quarry at Stonington
baa closed negotiations with a large New
York firm, by which the entire output of
the quarry will be taken by the New York
firm. The quarry will be operated as at
present by Goss & Small.
The new arrangement, it is Haid, will
assure
more
and steadier work at the
quarry. The New York firm has in hand
The

cousins, and
much of his hovhond was spent wit h t he
Tisdales here.
He left Ellsworth in 1853,
but lias always retained a strong affection

west, which

hour later than

His

Tisdale

with the

George

the

an

line.

tiie late Beth

Ellsworth is in the

Hffects

morning

second

Dedham

the

go in effect June 24.
from last season’s time-

will

road

manent

U. 8. H0D8KIWS, *8T.

WALSH’S
Ellsworth,

j:

, ,

81.25.

_

]|

WIGGIN’S DRUG STORE.

c. a. tower,

“Probate Law and Probate Practice” before the University of Maine law school.
The lecture will be divided iuto a course
of six, the first to be given May 28.

;;

J[

give satisfaction.

YOUTHS'

, (

I\

THE COUHTERS
and lnnersole#

St and to
<>

made

ripping I, Impossible.
THE UPPERS

are
*

separate al the

ii

The

tarian association yesterday, Is a son of
church, at his home on Spruce street.
E. St. John, of Eastport.
Through the efforts of L. F. Giles 5,OtX Rev. Thomas
Charles H. Emery met with a serious
in
brook trout fry have been placed
Webb's pond, and the same number in accident Saturday at his stable, falling
Molasses pond in East brook.
The fry from the hayloft to the stable floor, about
fifteen feet. Mr. Emery was just stepping
were obtained at the Green Lake hatchery.

AT

< >
seam,. < ■

therefore

!|
*

are

A SPECIALTY.

i:

"NEVER RIP'

until the second

CO., 100 WILLIAM ST., NEW YORK.

toe

place and
hearing was adjourned
Tuesday in June.

high school boys are talking of
school field day some time in June.

towtd

ROYAL BAKING POWDER

The

Grant and O. W. Tapley, ol
.'Irfwo-t't, attended the meeting of local
Uoc&lund iast
tire insurance agents in
Thursday. The programme and menu foi

Monday evening

store at 2:!

new

Seal Harbor.

con-

tain alum. Alum makes the food unwholesome.

alteration in road between that

year.

was

and fresh.

warm

Imitation baking powders almost invariably

in
The county commissioners
were
Ellsworth Monday.
On Tuesday they
went to Northeast Harbor for hearing on

Thursday, July 5, at 7.30 p. m.
Disappointed in the hope of having s
held meet w ii h ne Chtrrrytieid academy

The Benator Hale

fruit.

on

was

on

The sloop yacht "Mystery”

all made

are

Land. It
audience.

t»ble

*

digestion, though eaten

fastidious.

Miss S. D. Crosby gave a delightful talk
Congregational vestry last Thurs-

The annual business n.eetir g an.l binquet of the Ellsworth hign senooi alumni
association will be held at Manning hall

the

joy

a

to the most

present, at any rate, be will remain

Central

the river

crispy—is

It bss not yet
been
fully decided
M. J. Urummey will move Mb
grocery store from Odd Fellows block to
the Hurley store in the OlleB block.
For

In The American two weeks ago,
will leave Ellsworth to-morrow.

out of

delicate and

whether

removal

Mrs. C. P. Dorr, accompanied by her
daughter Bernice, left Monday for a visit
of two or three weeks with her daughter
Mrs. W. C. Lovell, of Mansfield, Mass.

Spell

biscuit—
sweet, creamy,

a

her trip to the Holy
enjoyed by quite a large
The proceeds will go toward
being taken, improving the church grounds.

up again

the flavor and
adds to the healthfulness of all risen flourfoods. It renders the
biscuit, bread and cake
more
digestible and
nutritious.
Royal Baking Powder makes hot breads
wholesome. Food
raised with Royal will
not distress persons of
delicate or enfeebled

whets the
appetite. The
taste of such

Mrs. Leverett D. Hopkins, who has
been visiting her mother, Mrs. Josephine
Moor, in Ellsworth, for several months,
left to-day for her home in Big Elk, Mont.
She was accompanied by her daughter of
a few months.

day evening,

The B. E. Cole «fe Co. shoe factory,
which has been shut down three weeks

Baking
Powder improves
Royal

Powder biscuit

The heavy rains of last week added to
tbs damage already done to the streets in
Ellsworth this spring from the same
source. It is estimated that the rains this
spring have caused over f2,000 damage to
the streets.

lodge

hot

a

Royal Baking

Hothlng farther has been heard from
Btate-Supt.-of-Schools Stetson with regard to changing date of opening summer
school in Ellsworth, and It is assumed
that It will open July 16, as first announced.

at the

caused the alarm.

from

Bangor.

The firemen were called out Thursday
evening by a false alarm of fire. Someone
says a bowl from the goat at Esoteric

ported

at

Fragrance

Rev. A. H. Coer, of the Unitarian
is attending the annual confersnes of the American Unitarian association in Boston. His pulpit naxt Sunday
will be occupied by Rev. 8. C. Beach, of

church,

the

Monday.
Charles H. Inland opened his new fruit
^
and confectionery store Saturday even3
ing. David Linneban, popularly known
2 as
"Duke”, is clerking for him.

W. CUSHHAN & SON,

A.
MAIN

The Delicious

E. K. Hopkins baa gone to Brooklln to
his duties for the season as superintendent of the sardine factory. Mrs.
Hopkins will remain in Ellsworth for the
present, joining her husband later in the

resume

Rev. J. P. Blmonton will deliver tbe
Memorial Day addraaa at Camden.

Pmhihitlnnlata And all competitor* are hereby prohibited from
rrumDKIOmSIS
*qiing goods |„ this vicinity.

ON

abbrrtiaunmt*.

Thursday evening. The probuy new singing

pastor.

Mlaa Maggla Hurley baa antarud tba
employ of C. F. Darla A Co.

more

21

be used to

There will be a union Memorial service
Hancock hall Sunday evening at 7
o'clock. Uev. C. S. McLearn will deliver
the Memorial sermon. This will be Mr.
Mcliearn’s last sermon as an Ellsworth

pagee 4,6 and 8.
esteemed resident of

an

v

|^^^s?s5<3ysr"l

at

eee

Mr. and Mra. Cborlaa H.
drove to Bucksport to-day.

want the farmers to reach out, acquire
ainl build more building* thereon.

next

ceeds will

season.

and

eatate

——n

PLATFORM.

PvMfialAftittU And
LA|KIIRNUIIl9lB land

OUR

books.

Tyler, Fogg A Co—Municipal bonds.

And want to see the Immes of people protected
with the Celebrated Hlierwln-Wflllam* Paint.

Prntl»rt2ftCli«#e
UICC IIUIIISIS
r t

NEW ADVERTISEMENTS T111M WEEK.

Bargok:

WE ARE

QUOTE

street,

Bucksport:
Eliza E McVeigh—Libel for divorce.

Compatible with Safety.
In utni to antt
collateral.

MONEY TO LOAN

LOCAL AFFAIRS.
Liquor lmltctmenis.
8 I) Wlggln—Apothecary.
L F Hooper—Shertff*-* sale.
B F
Joy—Photographer.
Lewis Friend A Co—Clothing.
Stratton A Wescoil— linn!ware store.
Charles II l^lanit—Fruit and confectionery.
J A Cunningham—Confectioner.
M E Maloney—Carriage repository.
A W Cushman A 8on—Furniture.

agents,

GENERAL INSURANCE
Bubrill Bank Bldo.,

SUnerfran.

Cllfittwtlj

$1.50.

Wiggin’s Headache Powders,
Every

Box Warranted,

LEWIS FRIEND & 00.

AT

WIGGIN’S DRUG STORE.

|

Flr-rt Natl

Bank Bldg.

I. L.

Batman, Mgr.

•.1ST.AN KkUKAVUK.

Mutual

tiplc

For the Week ReKlnnlm Mar
27—Comment bp Rev. ». H. Hoyle.

Topic.—H»ve

patience.—Hath.
HE

*

xvm,

EDITED BT

Its

21-35.

TAEABLE.

atrtjrrtisnnmt*.

Urnrht Column
“AtST MADGE".

#
Two Letters Prom Women Helped Through
the “Change of Life” by Lydia E. i’ink*
ham’s Vegetable Compound.

The purposes of this column are succinctly
slated In the (Hie and motto—It Is for the mutual !*e«eflt, and alms to l*e helpful and hopeful.
Being for the common good. It Is lor the common u*e—a pucdc servant, a
purveyor of lntornintlon and suggestion, a medium for the InIn this capacity It solicits
ter* hange of Ideas.
communications, ami Its success tie (tends large
ly on the support given It In this rer*|n*ct. Com
hiuntcattoiis must l*» signed, hut the name of
writer w I I not be nrinud except by pemilMSon.
Communication* will l»e subject to approval or
rejection bv ti>e editor of the column, but none
will oe rejected without good reason. Address
all communications to
The Americas,
Ellsworth, Me.
Mutual Benefit Column.

Christ has recently sal.l, “If thy
brother shall trespass against thee, go
and tell him liis fault between thee and
him alone." This leads I'eter to ask.
“How oft shall my brother sin against
till seven
1 forgive him
me and
times?”
The Pharisees said three
times, and Peter no doubt thought
seven w as a generous number, but Jesus replied. "I say not unto thee seven
times, but until seventy times seven”—
that is, no definite number, as three or
seven, but always have a spirit of willingness to forgive. This truth Christ
then illustrates in the parable of “The
Vnmerclful Servant," which has been
A king calls
selected for our study.
One owed
his servants to account.
him KMXiti talents, a great snm, which
he could not pay. The king therefore
ordered him and his family to be sold
The servant begged
to pay the debt.
humbly for more time, saying, “Have
patience with me, and I will pay thee
The king, going further even
all.”
than he asked, generously forgave him.
Hut tills servant went out and found
one who owed him and brutally demanded what was owed, and In spite
of his fellow servant's appeal he refused to have mercy, but had him cast
He
into prison. The king was told.
recalled his pardon and had the unmerciful servant delivered Into the hands
of the tormentors until he could pay.
—

Dear Mbs. Pinkham :—When I first
wrote to you I was in a very bail condition.
I was passing through the
change of life, and the doctors said I
had bladder and liver trouble. I had
suffered for nine years. Doctors failed
to do me any good.
Since I have taken
Lydia E. Pinkhain’s Vegetable Compound. my health has improved very
much. I will gladly recommend your
medicine to others and am sure that it
will prove as great a blessing to them
as it has to me."—Mrs. (iEo. H. June,
SM)1 DeKalb Ave., Brooklyn, X, V.

SPEECH.
Talk happiness. The world Is sad enough'
Without your woes. No path Is wholly rough;
Look for the places that are smooth and clear,
And speak of those to rest the weary ear
Of earth, so hurt by one continuous strain
of human discontent and »rlef and pain.

Relief Came

Talk health. The dreary, never ending tale
Of mortal maladies Is worn and stale.
You cannot charm, nor Interest, nor please.
By harping on tha: minor chord, disease.
Say you are well, or all Is well with you.
And God shall hear your won!* and make them
true.

—Kiln Wheeler Wilcox.

Dear M. B. Friends:
Tbe poetic “Talk” which heads our column presents three subjects for conversation. One poet says; “But talking is not
always to converse." Did that poet refer
to “small talk”? Did you ever w hen en-

THE INTERPRETATION.

The interpretation of this parable is
easily made if we except one particular
which must be borne in mind. The
king Is God: men are his debtors. None
of ns can pay what we owe God. God
will forgive us only when we are willing to forgive our fellow men who
have trespassed against us. The parable does uot teach that God gives a
pardon and then recalls it, as the king
did. Christ simply means to illustrate
that unless we forgive God will not
forgive us. The illustration is human
and hence imperfect, but the one truth

tertaining

caller

a

conversation with
mind

on

or

engaged in
person have your

some

topic

to intro-

next, while the query repeated itself
again and again: “What sbali 1 say next?"
You will all readily see that I am in the
interrogative mood at this time and if I
duce

should

happen

where

our

would be

should ask
suuuiu

a

Off

THE

GULLS.

twenty-four hours, as tne fleet of
garlwge scows creep* down the bay from New
York city, thousands of white specks begin to
gather in the sky. Each one is a gull; and when
the dumping-ground* are reached and the
a
scows discharge their burden,
vast, white

Promptly

mttted. would disown the deed and refuse
accept it* spoils.

StfE DMT MUR
We

prepared

now

are

lo

rent

new

boie. |n „„

Fire and Burglar Proof Vaults.
Said to be On. .f th. Beat
la lb. Country,

V.nlt.

affonta abeolute

We liellere lhat thla vault

Bobbins,
South l>eer Isle,
President Hancock County W.C.T. U.

Fire and
hanking

Our

May 18,1900

«.

Burglary.
are$so arranged

rooms

a«

•<>

secure

UOtTH UKKR ISLE.

for thooe Basting Box*
The union here held it* anniversary | Ab»oiut« Privacy
meeting May 16, with Mrs. R. 8. Warren.
Bun bn tt to MO par »»—■n
Reports of work were given, making quite
That of the
a good showing for the year
according to slae and location.

members
new
secretary showed four
gained and some members removed from
even.
about
number
the
town, keeping
Only one death has occurred among the
was
union
entire membership since the
organized five years ago.
Delegate* to the convention will be
elected at the next meeting. All are
UUpilJK

1UI JUUTM UU

liBi

IAIMIUII.

I>o not risk the loss of tour valuable papers
when Mcurlly can be obtained at such a trifling

cost.

Hancock Conaly Safiip Baal
ELLSWORTH. ME.

KCiO.

]

"A single fact is worth a shipload of argument.” Every cure by Hood's Sarsaparilla Is a
fact, proving Its merit, and the thousand* and
thousand* of cure* recorded certainly should
convince you that Hood’s will cure you.

Indigestion,

nausea are

cured

RoiIsms

Commenced

In this bank

Deposit*

.V. B.

by Hood's Pills.

1*73.

j

COOUDOS, pTttidtni.
WHITCOMB, Vict-Prttident

1

JOH.y F.

CHAR LBS C.

BVBRILL, Tmiurr,.

1 deposit* draw Interest from the first day'of
March. June, September and December.

aSticrtisnnmts.

1

Msy 1,

by law exempt from

are

taxation.

—.4<f et.

:

saving the few that remain, the American Ornl i
thologlst’s union is now soliciting fund* to
guard the nesting places, snd to compel the
“plumer*” to resjiect such laws a- exist. It is a
good work, but vastly more could be accom j
1
pMshod if the women of America, In whose name
1
so great a crime against nature ha* l**en com

interruptions bring

FIRST MTTOM UK

Lillian* May

pleasant, and occasionally impossible.
Yet last year every nesting-place of gull*
from Newfound land to Florida was visited by
the hired agent* of the milliners* the “plumer*,**
whose calling is indiscriminate slaughter, and
this year the work has been resumed. The evil
eye of fashion chanced to shift from land to sea
bird*. “Kill us the gulls'” was the cry. So it
happened that yachtsmen and summer l>oarders
on the coast of Maine have come upon the ilea-1
t*odles of bird* from whkh all that was salable
had been stripped, and even upon living gulls
from which the hired butchers had torn the
wings snd withheld the mercy of death. On tin-

Ranking.

curlty against

intention.

cloud of birds descends upon the sea.
Those who have once seen this sight know
why so little garbage is washed hack upon the
beach. The gulls are scavengers, performing
every day a sanitary service of great Impor
lance.
What they do in New York t»ay they are
constantly doing on a smaller scale in every
harbor on the coast; and without their useful
work, salt water bathing would often be un

thinks there } tener to the story of some one’s trials 01
Perhaps it was to give s
no doubt 1 ; temptations.
few- minutes’ pleasure to a little child
great many questions, and I j
How would it do for us all to observe w ha 1
at uirai
uiju aim a-K
r..
11

ItOARD or DIRECTORS!
A. F. Brawn am.
Joh* F. WnrrcoM*
N. B. Coo lx ik>r,
F. Cahmoll Biekill
1 HAULER C. Br It KILL.

QUAKER

Bank hours

dally, from 9 a.

m. to

12

\

m

to

the woman who weaves carpet rags would opportunities
nunc numiiivi
nuu
ll-VT VI 1IV1LTwo practical lessons may be drawn have any objection to sending her address
article, think of the matter and use her
from this parable that will apply and to the M. B. column. If she should not
Influence against such cruelty. If tie
Hancock District Ixxlge, I. O. <». 1'.
enforce the topic.
want to do so perhaps she would be witlwhole army of white ribboners would set
held
L God is willing to have patience ing for “E.” to send it to me by private
Hancock district lodge, 1. O. Ci. T
their face* against the practice, it would
with us. The king bore most merciful- letter, and I would communicate it to H. its quarterly session with Oak lodge at
make a great difference even if it did not
ly and generously with his debtor, who I. B. I hope we shall bear of some out* Oak Point May 17. The meeting wai prevent all cruelty. We cannot expect
but let each do her part to help
could not pay. He graciously forgave nearer the centre of the county w ho does called to order at 10 30 by District Tem- perfection,
bring the millennium nearer.
him the debt, and In this he Is typical that work.
plar Bloomfield Higgins.
South I>eer Isle. May 11.
Ego.
of God, In whose debt we are. God
Forty members, representing six lodges
Dea Ah nt M ad ye:
Is willing to forgive us.
He always
were present.
Two members took the dis- Dear JU. C. T. t'. Sintern:
I think you would lie welcome In every home
deals patiently and mercifully with us. from Great Pond to
trict degree, after which a picnic dinnei
The date decided on for convention for
Deer Isle. The busy sisters
Did He not do so, we could not stand would gladly rest awhile from their labor* to was served by the members of Oak lodge
Hancock county is June 12 and 13, ccnfor a single moment before Him. Let talk with one who has been so kind and helpful.
Tbe meeting was again cal ed to ordt:
us appreciate God's mercy and patient
I quite agree with tgo about bouse-cleaning.
by District Templar at 1 30 p. m ,aud aftei
Stmnusfimiits.
endurance and thank Him for them.
| There is oue woman here who sometime* weave* some business was attended to, the fol2. Since God has patience with us, ! rag car|*et», they are warm and wear well but lowing resolution# were offered, and aftei
g3Sajsj5Jsisas3S!BSaSEB!SS3a«B*BIBa
I have outgrown my admiration for them, they
we should have patience with our felmuch discussion adopted as the seutiN
CURE ALL TOUR PAIRS WITH
so much dust and sweep so hard,
one can
low men. The generosity of the king hold
tnents of Hancock district lodge:
buy a pretty carpet for what a rag one will oust,
in forgiving his servant a great debt
Resolved, That the law# in regard to temj*er
counting the time in making, that wid last until
should have made it a joy for him to
ance instruction in our public «chool» be inort
they need something new ior a ciiange; lor ;
have forgiven a fellow- servant a much
sirlrtly enfurred.
A Medicine Chest in Itself.
sleeping rooms I prefer straw matting,
Resolved, That the liquor dewier should serve
smaller debt.
Ills action was base
SIMPLE. SAFE AND QUICK CURE FOR
j Thl* i* tl»e season for eggs and this is a quick a term of year# in prison insteed ol paying hi*
and ungrateful, and we applaud the { way of cooking them for breakfast
Put a pint
fine In dollar- and cents.
Cramps, Diarrhoea, Colds, £
king’s action in recalling his pardon. ; of milk in a shallow baking pan, a small piece 1
Resolved, That we extend a rising vote oi
It had been j of butler, a sprinkle of salt ami pepper, set iu
He was unworthy of it
Coughs, Neuralgia,
[hank#
to Oak lodge for
Its
kind
and
gener
Rheumatism.
misplaced. God makes no mistakes. f the oven. They bake quickly and look quite >us hospitality, and In particular to Bros
He dainty when served.
He needs to recall no pardons.
25 and 50 cent Bottles,
and
.Ionian
fur
their
lr
Haynes
getero-ity
Great Pond.
E.
sees the heart and knows whether we |
! BE A ARE OP IMITATIONS.
furnishing iced for our horse*.
j
E., my dear, you forgot to break any
are willing to forgive men their tres- |
BUY ONLY THE GENUINE
and
in
that
Chick
A.
I
eggs
Idee,
If
He
will
pan,
IS
MKMhHIAU.
not,
passes against us. and.
PERRY DAVIS'
one
to
each
of
in
God
IIis
infinite
wisdom
has
found
forgot
HTicrcn*.
us.
To
be
put
teaspoonful
vea.
cannot, forgive
not.
j
skbsbbrSs
| cream of tartar and soda in the cake recipe t best to remove by death our beloved sifter
forsjfven we must forgive.
)ris»a Hadley, a member of Mt. Kebo lodge,
I gave you. Esther comes with a new
THE PRAYER MEETING.
ind also of this district lodge; by her death we
for vanilla wafers and her coffee
Let the leader explain the parable recipe
lave lost an earnest worker in the teui|*eraDce
no milk.
and then have an open, voluntary dla- snaps require
:ause.
cussion of the topic.
Resolved, Tliat our deepest sympathy goes
Dear M. B. Sisters:
forth to the sorrowing family whose great loss
BIBLE READINGS.
1 read a quotation from “Golden Sands" the I
HISTORY
Ps. xxxvii. 7; Eocl. vii, 8; Math, vl, j other day which puts into words what many of Ac fee! to be in a measure oar own.
or
Resolved, As we fee! it impossible to express
12-15; Horn, v, 1-5; Eph. iv, 32: Titus j us doubtless have felt or realized In various >ur
we commend them to a
sympathy,
loving
at
least
the
lirst part. I for \
11, L 2; Hob. vl, 12; xii, 1, 2; Jas. v, j ways many times,
Father, Who works in a mysterious vray His
one can lay no claim to being one of the “rare ;
7-11; 1 Pet ii, lb-25.
ironder# to perform.
ones” described, only a desire to be one of thera.
these

Let us make this a profitable and pleasant convention. It i» well for any who
intend to go to write at once to the secretary of the union there announcing their

past year.

THE OLAl'GIITEI

me,

THE APPLICATION.

from that.

Twice every

E.

welcome for

utgm

have done the

doing for another’s encouragement. Perhaps it was only to be a sympathetic lis-

in to these various homes

kind Sister

a

MKBCY DEPARTMENT.

The following article from the Youth'*
Companion should be read by every one.
especially by every woman and girl who
makes a graveyard of her hat, as so many

Another Woman Helped
Dear Mrs. I*inkham :—I took Lydia
rocky Islands they find the starved nestlings,
still huddled In the hollows where they perished
E. Pinkharas Vegetable Compound
during change of life and derived great of slow torture.
benefit from its use.” —Mart E. James, ! 'Already the terns, the smallest of the gulls,
have been almost exterminated. In the ho|*e of
136 Coydon St., Bradford, Pa.

while

some

the alert for

editor.]

“Dear Mrs. Pink ham :—I had been
under treatment with the doctors for
four years, and seemed to get no better,
I thought I would try your medicine.
My trouble was change of life, and I
must say that I never had any thing
help me so much as Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
Relief
came
almost immediately.
I have
better health now than I ever had. I
feel like a new woman, perfectly
strong. I give Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Compound all the credit, and would
not do without her medicine for anyI have recommended it to
thing.
several of my friends. There is no
need of women suffering so much for
Mrs. Pink ham's remedies are a sure
cure."—Mahala
Butler, Bridgewater, III.

Talk faith. The world Is better off without
Your uttered ignorance and morbid doubt.
If you have faith In God or man or self.
Say so; If not, push back upon the shelf
Of silence all your thoughts till faith shall come;
No one will grieve because your Up# are dumb.

vent ion to be with France* E. Willard W.
C. T. U. at Southwest Harbor.
Mr*. Helen O. Rice, national superintendent of Loyal Temperance legions, will
concome from Boston to help all through
vention, and will give the evening lecture*.
The programme* will soon be out.
l^et every union send a full delegation.
Southwest Harbor is waiting to give a
cordial welcome to all delegate* and visitor*. Each union is Invited to bring any
W. C. T. U. literature they can to place on
the literature table for free distribution.
All are requested to bring the W hit* Ribbon hymnal as some selections will be

totniiiH.

[The editor Invites secretaries of local unions
of the W. C. T. V. In Hancock county, and
white ribboner* generally, to contribute to this
column report* of meetings or Items that will l**
of Interest to woraers in other parts of the
county. We would like this to be a litre column,
but it needs some effort on the |>sti of W. C- T.
U. women to make it so
it is a column of their
making, not our*, and will bo what they make
tt.
Items and communications should l»e short,
and arv, of course, subject to approval of the

FOR MIDDLE-ACED WOMEN.

“Helpful and Hopeful

Motto:

111. <£. £. U.

RANGES

I* what your money*'wlirearn*If
li>Yc»u-d tu share# nf^the

Ellswortli Loan and Boildiim Ass’d.
NEW

A
1*

8KH1K8

open, Shares, f 1\ each; monthly
payments, $1 per-share.

now

WHY PAY RENT?
1

when you can borrow on your
•hart*#. jf1 re a rtr*t mortgage ami
reduce ft cvm month
Monthly
payment* and Intercut together
will amount to hut little more
than you are now (ayln* for
rent, ami In about 10 year* you
will

j

OWN YOUR OWN HOME.

ft

Tor

1 Pain-Killer, ii

particular* Inquire

of

llKNttr W.
Vc*T
F1r*l Nat'l hank Bel;.
Kino, PrcPlcr.t.

A. tv.

£|

)*•

|o

Here Is a handy table, furnished by
The Christian World, which it would
be well to cut out and copy for reference In your Bible studies:
A day's journey was about 23 1-5
miles.
A Sabbath day’s Journey was about
an English mile.
A cubit was nearly 22 inches.
A hand's breadth is equal to 3%
Inches.
A finger's breadth Is equal to about
one Inch.
A shekel of silver was about 50 cents.
A shekel of gold was $8.
A talent of silver was $538.30.
A talent of gold was $13,809.
A farthing was 3 cents.
A piece of silver, or a penny, was 13
cents.
A mite was less than a quarter of a
cent.
An ephah, or bath, contained seven
gallons and five pints.

I

;

j

j

“No

position is subject

to more petty annoy
thtu that of the mother of a family or the
mi-tress of a house. It often happens that she
Is Interrupted ten times in arranging an account
or writing a letter.
What a habit of holiness,

In

show ivcr impatience and to meet
the!*
trifling contradictions with equable
serenity! To discontinue one's woik without
order to

trouble,

reply smilingly, to
watt paiitnily the end of a long conversation, to
resume calmly the interrupted work, this Is the

any apparent

to

j

H. W. SMALL, M. D.

j

ou

our

heir families, and

Enterprise
publication.

\ m cki< AH,
or

to

to

C. A. Moore,
Grace Carroll,
Mrs. e. F. Blurs,
Committee.

j

klagu/.lne, Hook hii<1 Newspaper Notes.
The May number of the Maine Sportsnan is out and,
if possible, surpass*.#
tself

in

it#

wealth

of

information,

it#

‘iebness of illustration and it# most inter1

rating r.rticie# from the pen# of sportsmen
hernselves, who write w hereof they have
een and enjoyed of Maine’s beaut’.os and
ittractions, not only for the hunters and
lahermeo, but as a place of resort for the
nvalid, the tired out business man and
be lover of

nature.

This is the

anglers’
edition, and givt# valuable information
ibout tbe finest trout and salmon
region of tbe world.

fishiug

I.
II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.
VIII.

Introduction— Aborigines— Dl*coverv.
Purchase—Settlement and Laud Titles.
A Sketch of the Life of Col. .1Mines Swan.
Biographical Sketches of Early Settlers.
Goil’s island.
The Fishing Industry.
Synopsis of Municipal Records,
Miscellaneous.

PKICE. #1.50.
The t>ook may be obtained of the author. Dk.
H. W. Small, Atlantic, Me.; of II. W. But
a NT, 223 Middle street, Portland, or of the pub
Ushers. The Hancock County Publishing
Co.. Ellsworth, Me.

BXjLjSWOUITII

STEAM
AND
“HO

LA U N DR Y
bath booms.

PAY,

A Prayer.
O

Eye that needcth

no repose,
down upon my hand
sg it
1st planned!

vibrancy,
roice
irlance there
choice!

BLook

it.

hour

no use

Perhaps it

was

helpful

thought*

9 unnumbered orb*,
ach day
iy voice, my mind,
>f clay!

Philadelphia Ledger.

work she

was

Surgeons.

doctors told Kenick Hamilton, of
West Jefferson, O., after suffering 18
months from Rectal Fistula, he would die
unless a costly operation was performed;
but he cured himself with five boxes of
Bucklen’s Arnica Salve, the surest Pile cure
on earth, and the best Salve in the world.
I 25 cents a box. Sold by S. D. WlGGIN,
All

rn

Druggist.

Oz.Package
Cake of Williams"White Glycerine"
Toilet Soap sa Evety Package.

f A(h

Edison's Phonograph
The Ellsworth American

—

only COURTY;paper.

PROPERTY.

kTRlCTLT CONETPENTIaL.

□ARLOAD

MAIN

MatNS.

ST.,

j

ELLSWORTH.

(Over Harden** Shoe Store.)

ARRIAGES
RECEIVED

Lowest Possible 1‘rices.

First-class .Stock ;

HolMluc,

H. L. D. .WOODRUFF.

J)R.

Twenty-Arc year*' nperlence |n New York
Special attention given to ehronie1 canes.

1 deal in

New and Second-hand

Carriages.

F.

A.

BURNHAM,
ATTORNEY

Wheels anil Carriage Stork.
I trim ami

S.

up

COUNSELLOR AT

LAW.
prosecuting attorney f„r »|| classes
pensions against the Unite.! States.

repair.

Also

LOKD,

SOUTH STREET.

ELLSWORTH.

pc L

HUDGKI

,

No. 9 School Street,

Kllswoutb,

pleased to inform the people of O
city and vicinity that he has a
put into bis shop an engine and O
g
X woodworking machines, and is x
T
g prepared to do
V

is

X

this

g

TURNING, PLANING

8

and JIG-SAWING

5

g

of all kinds «t short notice.

Q

q

8 x>cm>:h^ch>>x>oooi>>ch>>>>ooo 5

iiat;

One Carload Pressed
has

....

STEWART,

M.

HOMCEOI* ATI 11ST,
Brookhvillk,

Maine

Graduate Bo-ton Untreralty.
Member! ol
Maine HoRKropathte Medical
»ocSetjr; Americainstitute of

llt>mi^t|<sthy, and r«*rre*t»onding
Hom<*opalhie Medical aociety.

Boston

tnenn»er

TELEPHONE CONNECTION.

JOHN

E. BUNKER, JR.,

ATTORNEY

AT LAW.

omega

at

BAK HARBOR AND BLUEHILL, ME.

2fr

niuehll!

J)R.

o®ces
T anil a Ut. Desert Blocs
office open Saturday*.

H. GREELY,

DENTIST.
A»*Omc*

CiLka'

ut

w*do“d*r

no'tlcj^1

OSGOOD,

Mams.

D.

clas™of *'s °* th* Ph,1»d«lP*>>»

Hay

juat been received by

F. H.

A.
*

Went

8

01

Business solicited.

IT.

Hill

Better than a Piano, Organ, or Music Box, for it sings and talks as well as plays, and
don’t cost as much. It reproduces the music of any instrument—hand or orchestra—tells
stories and sings—the old familiar hymns as well as the popular songs—it is always ready.
Prices, $7.50 to $100.00. Bee that Mr. Edison’s signature is on every machine. Catalogues of all dealers, or NATIONAL PHONOGRAPH CO., 135 Fifth Ave., New York.

LOAN.

Proffssional (Tart*.

ME.

...

0HARLES

Dental

College,

Block, Ellrwobth.

afternoons until further

H. DRUMMEY,
ATTORNEY

FRAXKLIX STREET.

AND

M ^0

for her to fret about

lie Fooled the

infinity,
xansient
lone l

it is

ELLSWORTH,

Powder

the

an

WASH EE.”

TO

KLLawoaTH.

F. B. AIKEN,

fiashtiM-

you try I think you will beof the “rare ones”. No doubt

hardest part of the duty is “to resuu e
calmly the interrupted work”. There i»
one thing certain, a person
who is frequently interrupted in any work cannot
plan and execute as one can whose time is
her own, and when, through no fault of
the housekeeper, her work is delayed for

Collection* arc!

OIBcea In Kirn National Bank

HAY.

Esther, if
come one

NO

All kin le of laundry won done at short Bailee. Goods called for and deliverer!.
H. B. K.ST ICY A C<l.,
Wnat End Bridge.
m*wnnii. *•*

eternity

*

SOLD BY

TABLE OF CONTENTS.

The Ellsworth
and Bar Harbor Record

sent

to

SECURITY TAKEN ON REAL ESTATI

ALL Rl'AlNEAA

; covers:

records, and forwarded

Special attention (riven
Commercial bualne**.

OR PERSONAL

j

spread

Attorney ani> CotJxsKixoa at Law.

MONEY

size of fire-box.

JUST

A history of Swan’s Island has just been pubin the death of our beloved brother, and
•xtend to his sorn>wiug family our resolutions j U*hed, and Is now ready for delivery. Dr.
1 Small, of Atlantic, has given much time to
>t respect, and point them for guidance to One the
preparation of this volume, which covers
j
j W
-44 pages.
ho doeih all tliiDgs well.
From the following table of con
Resolved, Tliat a copy of these resolution# i tent* may be seen the ground which the book

|

j

BT

oss

ie

twenty-four

PUBLISHED!

MAINE,

Whereas, Hancock district lodge of Good
remplar# has lost by the death of Bro. John
[*ung a member of Harbor lodge and an officer
>f this district lodge an earnest and faithful
aorker for the onier;
Resolved, That we do sincerely mourn our

ances

a

inch stick of wood full

SWAN’S ISLAND,

mark of a soul which possesses Itself and which
I God possesses. Oh, how much good these souls
effect around them, hut how rare they are
A quotation front J. U
Lowed seems to fit
Into this thought also.
“Vet in herself sbedwelleth not,
Although no home were half so fair,
No simplest duty is forgot;
Life hath no dim and lowly spot
That doth not in her sunshine share."
I don't know Low long A unt Madge will allow
> me to continue
pouring nty cookie recipes into
this column nor how long )»efore 1 snail be regarded by the sisters as the "Cookie Fiend”.
No doubt they have already i»eguu to wonder if
I
y household has ever anything but cookies to
j
eat, but I will venture to send a lew more, know
Serlon* Tboajrbta.
; ing them to be good. This lime it is vanilla
Make time for serious thoughts. Let wafers.
Vanilla Wafers—One cup molasses, )» cup
no day pass without some memory of
buiter or lar i, or botn
solemn things. Each morning as you sugar, >, cup shortening,
mixed, 1 egg, 1 teaspoon soda,
teaspoons
rise remind yourselves that “God spake
a
of
vanilla,
salt, about
pinch
cups dour.
these words and said.” Each evening Uoll thin.
as yon lie down to rest let God’s anSometime when you want to warm over cold
gels close the door of your heart on potatoes try this way Slice and spread in a
thoughts of purity and peace. The baking pan, cover with slices of bacon cut
■onl that has never lived face to face extremely thin, set In a hot oven till bscon is
Estiikk.
is a vulgar soul.
with
The done.

life that has never learned the high
law of holiness is a ruined and a wasted life.—F. W. Farrar.

will take

GILES,

jg

JUST

Pat It In Yonr Bible.

YNWOOD r.

J

The
orders

same

will l» told

promptly attended

COUNSELOR AT LAW.
cheap f„r ca»h.

All

to.

ROOMS 2

AND

3, FlKPT N AT*L BAN K BCILDINO,

ELL8WORTH,

fwall
K'

?

*•!«*,

JP.

Papers by Mail:

f,)T, ***** ■*»« tnpt*s of
d.*jytru a:m-t frmt, tlit- whoi*.
atid SAVE
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OREN HOOPER'S
The HousahoId

ATTORNEY

b^fcatiftil
rj

AND

#

^3 /0

COUNSELLOR AT LAW.
SoTAgr Public

SONS,

Outfitters, Portland,‘

State kind of rooms, price, width of
and color desired.

MAINE.

CARROLL BURRILL,

ortife over
■Statk Street.

AM)

Justice

of th*

Peace.

llurrlll Nations!

Bank, »
Ellsworth. Mr

border

Subscribe for The AMERICAN.

IbbtTtiirnunt*.

LITTIiR MAID OF GIN

LANK.

KI.L8WOKTH

MAItKKTS.

atjtitrtisonrnta.

KITTKRY TO CARIBOU.

w.

****-*.

WKinmur. May 2:!, 1900.

Never Hail No Soul, Never Heard of j
■ AIMS LAW RKOARDING WEIGHTS AMD MR.VSCHES.
God or I he HI hie.
A bushel of Liverpool salt shall weigh 60
In the large cities more than elsewhere
pounds, and a bushel of Turks Island sail shall
one catches those glimpses of “bow tbe
weigh 70 pounds.
The standard weight of a hushei of potatoes.
ot her half lives" which touch I he chords
In good order and fit for shipping, is 60 pounds;
of commo.i brotherhood, tut their sym- of
apples, 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of beans In
pathetic vibrati-i'i i« ui;i stilted by the
The police good order and lit for shipping, Is 62 pounds.
clamoring* of sett-interest.
Of wheat, l*eets, ruta baga turnips and peas, 60
and criminal courts of New York city pounds; of corn, 66
pounds; of onions, 62
of carrots, Kngilsii turnips, rye and
of
furnish
stories
every day
tragedy, bounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of parsnips.46 pounds;
humor
need
and
which
not
the
of barley ami buckwheat, 46 pounds; of oats,
pathos
82 pounds, or even measure as
by agreement.
clothing of fiction.
The prices quoted below are the retail prices
a
Timothy Collins,
longshoreman, was at Ellsworth
Farmers can easily reckon from
on trial for wife murder, says the New
these what they are likely to receive in trade
York Sun. It was alleged that he had or cash for their products.
Country Produce.
struck his wife, and fractured her skull, at Butter.
their home on “Gin Lane", as tbe section
Creamery per &.28
of the street where

they lived was locally
known.
The principal witness for tbe prosecution was Collins’ ten-year-old daughter
Kate. When tbe child was called to the
witness stand Judge Gildersleeve said :
“Katie, do you know the meaning of
the word oath?"

“Yea, air,"

replied

“Didn’t you
of

“Nope,"

water

“In tbe

9944,*

COUNTY NEWS.

| squad

to

nt

of

and

children

comrade

one

and

will

decorate in

yard, after which post will be formed
Hiuehili
at the monument, and hold the following
M. i*. Hinckley went to Boston ThursAddress by
commander;
programme:
day.
music; prayer; commander’s address; ofliGeorge Murphy and friend, of Sorrento, I cer of the day’s part; chaplain; music.
are In town.
The public exercises in town hall will
W. I. Partridge went to Ellsworth bo as follows: Heading of orders; address
Tuesday on business.
by commander; music, "Salute the Dead;”
George Rooney and Edward Bi«*et went roll of honor; commander’s address;
to Bar Harbor Thursday looking for work, prayer; music; oration by Rev. Mr. Drew,
new

Penobscot;
May 2L

they
The senior class of the academy has
appointed G. Welland Clay. L. A. Thompson, A. L>. Dunn, a committee of arrangements for graduation exercise*.

of

John E. Kauenrrived here Wednesday
“The
schooner,
with a small fishing
Western Light," which he purchased at
Brooklln
He left for
Swan’* Island.

The lighthouse steamers “Myrtle” and
“Lilgc” were in the harbor Monday.

will return.

if unsuccessful

L. Tburlow has bis tlshing
hauled out for repairs.

Charles C. Wood

is

an

improving.

Alfred Staples arrived from Rockland
.Saturday, where he has been on business.
are

trip

in

been

in the

m.

sharp.

old

yard will be decorated by squads, each
Itcsul) Is Blood !H**p.
No matter what ails you, headache to a cancer, you will never get well until your bowels
are pul right. CASCAKET8 help nature, cure
you without a gripe or pain, produce easy natural movement*, cost you Just 10 cents to start
getting your health back. CASCAKKTS Candy
Cathartic, the genuine, put uo In metal boxes,
every tablet ha* C. C. C. ttamjied on it. Be
ware of Imitations.

tftbrrti'Brrarnts.
Every pair of g«*niiiiit*
—'iaiiip*-«| \t|ih our imiirt*
sccsfesEO

I*.

A

I*,

of

tiloves
ink

"P. & fV' !ZJS:cvca

lias been ill

wJ.

... ......

some

with

lime

bright's

dis-

Im

r.ff

present, having broken her shaft

while

on

Steamer
t

l.Ul

for t he

the

trip Thursday.

eastern

“Gov. Bod well”

has

taken

her

place.
on

building a monuthe Fessenden,
entrance of the thorough-

the rock

Is

This is

fare.

stopped
Goss

LATEST
STYLES

a

and

has

vessel.

Kev. I'. W. Green lectured to a large
audience in the opera house 'Thursday
evening.

His

subject

was

“Honolulu and

Its People”. Mr. Green has been there
He told some
for one and one-half years.
very Interesting things about the island
and the customs of its people.
C'apt. B. F. Paschal has had he schooner
Whitmore” thoroughly over! a Bed,
recaulked and painted. This sch >oner
is well known in town and has been own.d
built some
at Octauvifle siuce she was
“A. H.

The

thirty-three yearsago.
not

an

inch

of

captain
rotten

says

wood

to-day”.

21._W.

Ocorge Leach, Alice Leach anil her two
children, Motcoiue and Norman, are
down with the grip.
Ueorge Leach received a line shepherd
dog from Brockton, Maas., this week.
On Sunday the canine was seen going In
the direction of his old home at a good

--NEWEST

-—r^rr—^?MADES
/

yn

W^Hcnfaine) *)

x^S&PINX^^

Don*? take substitute»- There’s none so
»OS SALE BV

MYEH (iAILERT,
Ellsworth, Me.

good.

Dorr

pones operations. Howard
furnish the team. He has hired
horses in Bangor.
May 21. __

Dorothy—l’apa,
name
never
is it,

tripe

Papa stayed

under ihe bed.

in the kitch-

then he tried to tlnd
He asked me where she was. 1
told him I didn’t know. He said to me,
‘You’re a liar; you do know where she is.’
Then he found her under the bed and
time and

mamma.

dragged her out by the hair and while
was crying he punched
her.
Then
went into the kitchen and sat

she
he

down

tn

lounge, looking over at her where he
left her.
“Mamma got up, and she look the Moor

hid

broom

if she wanted to

as

from her in
her

yet,

keep

wanted

him away
come at

to

hadn’t tried to hit him

She

but he

he

case

again.

her take the

saw*

hit

her

broom and
Then

again.

she

we

girls have

a

is

to

some

H.
new

companions.

_

With C ..carets.
Fducate Your Bowel.
forever.
randy Cathartic, cur., constipation
refund money.
10c.»c. It C. C. C. fail, druggists

lb

.OIK

Turnips,

.01K
.66
.20
.1*7

Parsnips,
Spinach, pk
Cucumbers,
*

per bu—

s• <

wi,

Fruit.
Strawberries continue to go up In
down In price. Excellent berries
day at 16 cents.

quality and
Bold

are

to-

.16 Oranges, doz
.20 0.40
Strawberries, box
Bananas, doz
.200.25 Lemons, doz
.200.25
(Groceries.
Coffee ami tea have taken a boom, due to operation of large speculators. No change Is made
In local quotations, but rise In price of cheaper grades of coffee at least, may be looked for
next week.
.06 0.08
Codec—per Ik
Klee, per Ik
Rio,
.160.25 Pickles, per gal .40 0.60
.40 Olives, bottle
.25 0.75
Mocha,
.37 Vinegar—per gal—
Java,
Pure elder,
.20
Tea—per lb—
.45 0.65 Cracked wheat,
.05
Japan,
.30 0 65 Oatmeal, per lb
.04
Oolong,
8ugar -per lb—
.23
Buckwheat, pkg
.04
.06 Graham,
Granulated,
Coffee—A & B,
.06 Rye meal,
.04
Yellow, C
.05>i Granulated meal,lb 02>*

Lumber—per M—
Hemlock,
11413
Hemlock boards, I.’ <j 13
Spruce,
12016
Spruce floor,
16 020
12 015
Pine,
Man-bed pine,
15 020
Shingles—per M—
3 25
Cedar, extra
2 50
clear,
2d clear,
2 00

Roasts,
Cornell,
Tripe,

the broom away. He hit her with it
she fell down. It was a pretty hard

Mutton
>teak,

He had the broom up
head and then hit

hit.

his head in his

over

right hand, and turned

and

it

around
with

mamma

He

it.

o’ grunted when he hit tier, because
he had to twist himself to hit her hard.
“After mamma fell down, papa knocked
at the bedroom door and told Mrs. Sheehan to come in.
Mrs. Sheehan came in
and held mamma’s head with her hand.

Papa picked
on the chair,
\Tru

her up and tried to set her
but she always slid down.

Shpohaii

Maid

that

f**ll

mamma

hod

head, and then Mrs. Sheehan and
Mrs. Sheepapa put her on the lounge.
han said she’d go out to get some water,
but she didn’t come back. She kept yelling all the time, ‘Your wife is dead. You
in her

killed
came

her.’

After
and

around

that

took

policeman

the

me

and

papa

to

Story of Judge Peters.
Here is another Peters story, which is
worth being told again. There was an
old gentleman living in Bangor a few
Another

years ago, w ho had known the chief all
He was a quaint character, and
his life.
a

firm

in

believer

time of the

well, and

spiritualism.

incident, he
fearful

was

was

that

not

At

the

feeling

his end

was

not far off.
He had

some

matters of business

he wanted to attend
chief that he

to, and it

was

w

hich

to the

to assist him in draw-

came

ing up the papers. The chief made them
out and the old man wanted to know how
much the bill would be.

“Well,” said the chief, “you are an old
mine, and you haven’t got long
to live, and 1’rn not going to charge you
a cent.”
friend of

kindly,” responded
“And, John, when I die

“Thank

you,

man.

get to heaven, I’ll

come

back

from

the
and
the

land and converse with you.”
“No, Ike, don’t you do it,” said the
chief, gravely, nodding his head sagely,
“don’t you do it. W hen you get to heaven,
you stay there and keep your grip on ycur
place, and don’t you take any chances l y
scooting out again to talk to me.”
Kantbrouk.

working for Hervey
his farm at Hancock.

Alonzo Wilbur is

A

on

daughter

was

born to

Willis Billings

and wife las: week.
Mr.

Hcammon,

bAs arrived

here

a

Lewiston,
to preach during the
student from

summer.

McCulIom aud wife, of Milbridge,
have been visiting Mrs. McCullom’s parents, Charles Wilbur and wife.
B.
May 21.
All the

healing, balsamic virtues of the Nor-

are concentrated in Dr. Wood’s NorPine Syrup, nature'9 own remedy for
coughs and colds.—Add.

way
way

plue

Hemlock,
Clapboards—j>er M
Extra spruce,
Spruce, No. 1,
Clear pine,
Extra pine,
Laths—per M—

Patent

French,

.05

.16

Roasts,

.060.12

Roasts,

.’8
.05 4. t2

and

Halibut,

Bluelish,
Shad, each
Flounder*, doz

.0S4.hi
.120 14
2.

of

granted

for

N.

to

O.

hook

delegation of fourteen
Chicago convention.

elected

was

The safe at the Sawyer Bros.’ general
postoffice at Greene depot was
blown open Saturday morning and |300
in money stolen. The front of the store

store and

blown out hv the explosion.
Supreme Representative Charles A. Lee,
of the Knights of Pythias of Rhode Island, and for many years official reporter
for the supreme lodge, was taken suddenly
ill in Portland Wednesday afternoon and
was

We have all had experience with
this kind of tease.
Do not want any more of it.
It makes life a burden.
We are glad to be rid <-' it at any
died the same night.
Chase & Sanborn s Teas, on
price.
Frank E. Crowley, of Belfast, manager
the contrary, make life a joy, and
of the Standard Oil company’s office in
yet are sold at a price that is within
Augusta, shot and killed himself Saturday
the reach of all.
during a tit of temporary insanity, resultWhoever once uses Chase & Saning from grip. Mr. Crowley wssj about
born’s package teas experiment no
forty-five years old. He leaves a wife aud
several children.
further.
_
v
The name of this reliable, firm
The granite cutters’ strike at Hurricane
that has gained its reputation by
Island, which was inaugurated on March
1, and which has kept 150 cutters in idlegiving to the public the best that
ness since that time, was formally
demoney could buy, is a sufficient
clared off Saturday when a wage schedule
of the excellent quality of
guarantee
mutually satisfactory to manufactur*»rs
their package teas.
and employes was agreed upon. The cutBecause they are properly packed
ters returned to work Monday morning. \
you can get the rich flavor necessary
The agreement allows a minimum wage
to a perfect tea
of thirty-five cents per hour for an eightyou will find no
hour day, and an increase in the piece bill
scraggy, coarse leaves picked from
of 14 per cent, with a slight deduction
plants improperly cared for. Every
in special cases, the agreement to extend
leaf is perfect.
over a period of three years.
Reliable because they come direct
to you in the original package, in
□Nathaniel Hoxie, the well-knownlhunter and trapper of the Dead River region la
pound and half pound, air-tight,
dead. “Nat” was known all along Dead
leaded forms.
river through Franklin and Somerset
Any of the varieties are good.
counties. He bad a history that would
The choice is given you as your
interest anyone. He made his home for
taste may dictate.
For instance the
more than a quarter of a century in a
Kohinoor, an English Breakfast Tea
small log cabin near tbe foot of old
of fine quality, the OrlofT. a Formosa
Mouut Bigelow. He lived by bis guns
and traps. When he first went Into camp
Oolong with a delicate lilac flavor,
the Orange Pekoe, an India and
at Bigelow, he set about tracing out the
route of the army of Benedict Arnold
Ceylon tea with a rich, wine-like
through the Dead River section.
Begin- hnHv
ning at the point where Col. Bigelow was
One pound makes over 200 cups.
camped when he went up on the moun—

tain that bears

bis

name, “Nat” kept a
the “blazes”

“spotted” line, and be kept
new and bright each year.
tbe notion into his head to
open because it

was

Hoxie took

keep

of historical value.

A precious

additional

County Nems

other

see

Bull,
Calf skins, green

Dried

Figs,
Hates,
Raisins,
Prunes,

bring

it

j

Miss Avis Grant, of Gardiner, is visiting
Weeks’.

T. F. Mason is having his house painted
and

some

other

repairs

made.

Augusta Carter, of West Surry, is
working for Mrs. Drusilla Mason.
Mrs.

Mrs. William
dren

Robertson and five chil-

ill with the measles.

are

Mrs. Baily Bowden, of Bluehiil, is the
guest of her sister, Mrs. Drusilla Mason.
Mrs. Mason is still confined to her bed.

George Snow is at home from New
Hampshire where he has been working in
the

lie

woods,

mid

his

wife

are

now

visiting in B uehill.
Several

.05
.25
.20
.30

fi-iiernieii

Mason’s;

telle

Hre

stopping et Es-

Ellery

among them are
W interport, and

Walter

Bowden, of
Creamer, of Penobscot.
Herman Dorr is at

ton—

Capt. Eugene Dorr,
trip to Porto Rico,

6 00
6 00
6 to
6 (X)

T.nmb skins,
Tallow—der

IK—

come

home to

home.
w

ill

make

after

spend the

His

one

which

rest

father,

of

the

Friday,

Hartford

w

ill

sum-

Abrams

They wil
June to spend

having gone the week before.
all

return

the

the

summer

first

of

cottage. While here
Dr. Abrams
bought two horses-one
from Howard Biaisdell and one from

Palmer’s Lotion
CURES

PIMPLES,
RED SPOTS.

at their

.40g.S0 Alonzo Shedd.
.853.75

CANKER,

M ay 21.

M.

Fruit.

capturing

.10
.08 3.12
.08
.10

BURNS,

________

AMERICAN

ECZEMA,

SORE EYELSDS,
BRUISES,

George Gray has taken

them to Hartford.

Advertisers in THE

.12$.20 Tamarinds,
.10 Currants,
.08 3.15 Apples, string
.10$.14 Apples, sliced

Dr.

A delicious coffee with all its fraPure
grance sealed up tight.
Coffee Happiness.

more

he

Mrs. Abrams and daughter left for their
home in

02 y.02*
.04* a05

Rough,
Tried,

.2531.00

your

at Reuben

.12

Pelts,

.05

or 2 lbs.)
grocer’s. Ask
immediately.

package (1

Miss Bernice Mason is ill with tonsilitis.

mer.

05*
.05*

at

pages.

KiiMt Orlnuci.

.25
Fuel.

9>—

him to

COUNTY NEWS.
cnp*

Flour, drain anti Feed.
Corn meal, bag
1 10
Flour—per bb—
4 25 34 75 Corn, bag
120
Straights,
1 »ats, Wesl’n.bu.
St. Louis roller,
.40
4 25 34 75 Shorts—bag— 1 00 yl 05
Patents—
Mixed feed,bag
Winter wheat,
4 75
1.10 gl.20
5 00
Spring wheat,
Middlings, bag
1.10 ftl.25
Hides and Tallow.

Hides—per
Ox,
Cow,

Chase & Sanborn’s Teas.

(.he route

waiting

.08
.14
.11
.13
.10
,10
.12

Mackerel, each
Clams, qt
Scallops, qt

Wood—per cord
Coal—per
Dry hard, 3 00 0 5 00
Broken,
2 0003 00
Dry soft,
Stove,
Roundings per load
Egg,
10001 26
Nut,

a

to the

—

Fresh Fish.
.05 Haddock.

Cod,

been

Jsv,

TEASE, TEASE.

At the Prohibition State convention at
Portland Wednesday, Grant Rogers, of
Richmond, whs nominated for governor,

24026
IT 918
35 060
35 060

ifucon,
Salt
I-ard, loose
I .aid In palls,

has

•v^r'

•-

support; to J.
W. Scott and S. A. Leach, of Warren, for
alarm attachment for carding machines.

1 25
125

Chop,
Pigs feet.
Ham, per tk
Shoulder,

Win now Inga

Fridsy morning, aged eighty-two years.

Spruce,

.l>0.2o
.050.08

his

kind

Snruce,

of News,
Novelty ami Nonaoniio.
Charles Herrick, of East Corinth, died

2.00
.04 0.06
Nalls, per lb
Cement, per cask 1 60
165 Lime, per cask
extra o-e,
.85
125 Brick, per M
7 911
No.-,
"
.75 White lead, pr lb .05 0.08
scoots,
Provisions.
Pork and lard are still going up. A rise In
local quotations was made two weeks ago, and
another soon Is possible. Loose lard Is sold for
10 cents, and In palls at 12 cents.
Beef, Ik
Pork, tk
.13 0.25
.Steak,
.15
Steak,

Veal
Steak,

Fred

for those men who call on us but
take us out anyw here, l’apa-What
daughter? We call them Ureaide

.05
.06

Carrots,

Imp Yellow Eye, 2.75

put the broom up so she could hit
him, but she couldn’t ’cause he grabbed

tried to

Scammon

The road machine is to be put in operation Monday unless the wet weather post-

.<5

.80

get pig’s head for Sunday dinner and
When papa came home
for supper.
he found mamma had cooked the tripe
and he told her he would not eat it. lie j
said, *1 told you to get pig’s head.’ !
Mamma said,‘You did not; you told me
j
to get tripe.’ Papa said, ‘You’re a liar.’
“Then I spoke. I said, ‘Papa, you told
mamma to get tripe, ’cause 1 heard you
Oil—per gal—
tell her.’ Papa said he didn’t and he got Molasses—per gal—
.35
.55 0.6O
Havana,
Linseed,
mad at me too.
Then he tried to hit
Porto Rico,
.5o
.15
Kerosene,
.60
Astral
.17
oil,
Syrup,
mamma with his hand, and I told her to
Maple syrup,qt .25 0.30
hide under the bed.
She run and hid
Lumber wikI Building Materials.
to

spirit

speed.

BEST
value

would

be

story of the alleged murder.
“Papa and mamma were nearly all the
time drunk,” said the girl, “and they had
tights nearly night and morning. One
night—it was Saturday,’cause papa was
always drunk on Saturday; that’s how 1
know It was Saturday—papa told mamma

old

Nurlli l’enobaeot.

.OIK

child

& Small closed their quarry Thurs-

fore.

Bermuda onions;
Old onions, pk
Kadi-lies, bunch

Beans

sworn, but
permit her to tell

to

.12
15

1.75
Canada, bu
Vegetables.
There are few changes In quotations on green
vegetables this week. Old potatoes are cheaper,
the best bringing 40 cents a bushel.
Potatoes, bu
.05
.3.13.40 Cabbage,

Rhuburu,

the station bouse.''

day for a short time. It is reported that
they intend to make a change, by selling
another
out the quarry or taking in
partner, and will continue work soon
with a larger force of men than ever be-

May

{* ^bailment) *)

called

dangerous ledge,

a

many

about her

FiTT» Mn

this

ease.

“there is

PERFECT-

of

The government is

The James A. Gartield post, No. 4tf, G. A.
R., has Issued the following programme
for Memorial Day:
The post will start from G. A. R. hail,
the

steamer “Mt.

formerly

Simpson,

at the western

iu

with pas-

Tuesday

g

Herdsgrass, b 1 751100 Clover—per h—
1(0
Hungarian, bu
Red,
.18
Alstke.
Redtop, |>er lb
Lawn seed, per lb
.18 Pens:

had none."

he started to

sptcial

a

town, died Thursday in the Maine genMr. Simpson
eral hospital at Portland.

more

MEMORIAL DAY.

at 1 p.

Harbor

made

and

Thomas

ment

The graves

account of illness.

Barter, Lorenzo Cross, Hoscoe
John Nutt left Friday for
N *w York, where they have found erap oytneul in a club-house and on yachts.

at

It is

on

Charles

New York, returned
He met with some sue*

granite line, twenty or
quarrymen being put ou .Saturday.
good news to this town.
cess

Bar

to

you

the

Young, who has been employed
New York, returned

Wednesday

Stinson

Eugene F. Hinckley of this town,
superintendent of the Chase Granite Co.,
has

suit

a

Desert”.

Rev. C. M. G. Harwood preached at the
Baptist church Hunday, Rev. R. L. Olds,
the pastor, being In Massachusetts.

home last week.

Harbor to make

yacht there.

sengers from the disabled

Douglass.
George Cockran and family, of Baltimore, Md., and Mr. Teagle, of Cleveland,

who

a

Steamer “Vina! Haven”

Nellie Douglass is home spending
few days with her mother, Mrs. Mina

visitors

his

clubhouse at

a

home

at

Ml»s

summer

for

Arthur
in

C'aatlne.

O., are among the
Parker Point.

visitor

moved

Kbcn Brown, of Sunset, died Tuesday.
Mr. Brown has been ailing for some time.
Funeral took place Friday.

Monday.

a

has

He

Head, the sailmaker, has bad

order from Bar

of sails

or

competent

en some

Deer Isle.

to

William

John Stevens, of Boston, is in town.
Mis* Ruby Davis left town for Boston

Mrs. Lena Snow and son Edward
visiting Mrs. Snow’s grandparents

smack

welcome

was a

Tuesday.

town

family

Bob.

Angie Hinckley

Boh.

J.

Thursday.
Mins

music.

Slot* I flirt nil

In

not

loose, per ton.14 a 16
Baled..15 318

Beets.lt.

whether

her

conn

pont

The

don’t know
not?"

added that he

Cincinnati

OO.

soul

never

wrm

children.

elAse page* j

Jbr iIIWdmI OowiUy Jfaw

your soul is?"

.lust ice (lilriemleeve wairi that the

PER CENT. PURE.

nnocun 4 oamsc*

IM «y

“I

Best

Loose.

cemetery.”

“Then you
a

Hay.

Baled.10*12

“No, sir."
have

laid, per do*.12
Poultry.
Fowl..

Seeds.

“Do you know what

application of plain
will be injured by Ivory Soap.

Neufchatcl..

■Eggs.
Fresh

Straw.

Bible?"

bear of tbe

ever

die?"

that will stand the

coOTmoHT

justice.

the

“Did you ever hear of God?"
“Of who?"
“God.”
“Nope. Never heard of Him."
“Where do you expect to go when you

unchanged colors.

IVORY SOAP IS

of any other kind

“Nope."

To get the best results you must use the best
materials.
You need expect only poor laundering with poor
soap, but you will find dainty articles that have been
washed with Ivory Soap restored to their original

Nothing

“it

witness;

answered the child.

“Did you

freshness with

hear

ever

Inquired

oath?"

an

the

word."

bad

means a

•>»'ry.isaso

Cheese.
Best factory (new) per h.16 £18
Best dairy (new)..
Dutch (Imported).90

Work’ll

One

and all other skin troubles.
are

the trade.

in all

Kidneya I
Hr Hobbs’ Sparasns Pills euro nil k-dney Ills. Sample free. Add. bterlma Kernedy Co.. Cliicaao or N. Y

Use

Lotion Soap
cases.
At Druggists only.

II «w Are Your

Subscribe for The American.

The Housewife’s Dully Hurden.
It is a common remark with hundreds
of men that they wonder “what women
find to do all day”. Sometimes curiosity
gets the better of a man and he asks his
wife what
hundred

she has done all
and

little

day.

“Oh,

a

things,”

she says
Then he thinks of some momentous
scheme over w hich he has been w orking
all day, and makes a mental comparison,
in which his wife’s work taken second
place. He overlooks the fact, however,
tbHt a woman’s life in he home is made
up of “little things” and that these same
•little things” are not only necessary,
but that they are absolutely vital to the
even adjustment of
the domestic machinery of his home. They are “little”
in
a woman’s eye:
only
they would instantly assume proportions of msgnitude
if the man’s hand were to try to do them.
—Edward Hok in Ladies’ Home Journal.
one

I
Caller—Isn’t your mother in, Ethel?
Ethel—No, ma’am. She’s down town.
Caller—Shopping? Ethel—O! no, ma’am.
I don’t think she had time for that. She
said she

get

just going to run
things she needed.

was

some

A Life and Death

down

It Has Stood the Test of Time!
Three good
tat.

Eight.

Mr. W. A. Hines, of Manchester, la.,
writing of his almost miraculous escape
from death, says: “Exposure after meaai'es
induced serious lung trouble, which ended
in Consumption. I had frequent hemorrhages and coughed night and day. All
my doctors said I must soon die. Then I
began to use Dr. King’s New Discovery for
Consumption, which completely cured me.
1 would not be without it even if it cost
$5.00 a bottle. Hundreds have used it on
my recommendation and all say that it
never fails to cure Throat, Chest and
Lung
troubles.” Regular size 50c and $1.00. Trial
bottle free at 8. D. WiOGIN’s Drug Store.

reasons

why

it sells better than any other Plug for
you should use It,

Smoking, and why

and

IT IS THE BEST MADE.
2d. IT IS MADE BY UNION LABOR.
3d. IT IS NOT MADE BY A TRUST.

Tennyson and Longfellow could take a worthless sheet of paper and write a poem on it
and make it worth $65,000. That’s genius.
Kocketellow can write a few words on a sheet of paper and it is worth $5,txxi,rKX>. That’s
capital.

The United States can take in ounce and a quarter of gold, stamp on it an ‘eagle bird
and make it worth $20.00. That’s money.
A mechanic can take material worth $5.00, make it into watch springs worth $t,u>o.
That’s skill.
A ditch digger works ten hours a day. handles several tons of earth, for $1.25. 'I hat’s labor.
When the people curse the trusts and still continue to buy and use their products instead
iutamn,” “Old Kentucky”
01 using
JV«ce and fiood Will,” ** llurr Oak,”
and
Our b'lay,** goods made by the Hakmv Wmssim.sk Toha» «o Company, an independent factory that’s sheer folly and inconsistency, and v. hen a salesman or merchant tells
you he will sell you as good tobacco lor less money, that’s UNMITIGATED, STUPENDOUS GAI.I.. You can’t buy silk and calico at the same price.
^
**

••

HARRY

1A/EISSINGER TOBACCO
(NOT IN THE TRUST)

CO.

to

63.
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fas

PUBLISHED

EVERY

AFTERNOON.

WEDNESDAY
AT

ELLSWORTH,

May 1, 1899, it
only 81,933,867,892, having inA year ago, on

<

creased

1

year.

MAINE.

lated,

BT THK

than 8120,000,000 within
When Mr. Bryan was nomi-

What

become of

has

sardine

syndicate

in 1896, it

81,528,619,463,

was

per cent, since

Hancock
mend that

Cv

to be the banner year
1 n our
During nine
export trade.
nonths of the current fiscal period,
This is

pan!
respectively.

claimed to be especially eondu:ive to foreign trade.

WEDNESDAY, MAY 23, 1900.

vas

State Convention

Republican
WILL BE

correspondent of a Paris
Temptt, wrote that if the
Filipinos “did not expect help from
The Manila

HELD IS

japer, Le

City Hall. Bangor,

June

Wednesday,

27,
P.

AT 2 O’CLOCK

he democrats, the killing of American
■itizens and the expense of the war
vould end at once”. Every human

1900,!

M.,

for the purpose of nominating a candidate for
Governor t*» be supported at the September
election. and trail-acting any other business
that may properl* come l*efore It. The basis of
representation wi'l Ik* n* followEach city, town ami plantation will l>e entitled to oiio d< lev rale, ami for each seventy five
the
votes card f
Republican camlldate tor
tn additional delegate, and for
Govern'd in
a fraction of fnrtv votes in excess of seventyfive vote- an additional delegate.
Vacancies in the delegation of any cltv, town
or plantation can only l*e filled by residents of
the county in which the vacancy exists
The State Committee will be in session in the
reception room of tne hall at 1 o’clock p. ni on
the day of the Convention for the purpose of
receiving the credentials ol delegates. I tel.;
gates, in order to participate in the Convention,
-.id -ubsequeiit to the date of the
must bt
call for this Convention.
The voter* of .Maine, without regard to past
political differences, who are in favor of **us
mining President McKinley and Ids administration, who believe lu the present gold stand
ard, in whatever Ugl-'atlon will restore Amerl
can shipping to its former rank In the world;
in favr <d
tic
Nicaragua Canal; a Pacific
cable; national honor at home and abroad wh"
believe in tree popular education. in the pro
motion of the cause of temperance; In just and
taxation; In an economical and efficient
ministration of state affairs, are invited to
unite with the Kt publicans lu the selection of
delegate-* to thi- convention.
Per order, Republican State Committee.
J. II. Manley, Chairman.
Btbon Boyd, Stcretary.
Augusta, .Maine, May 1, 1900.

1

effectual medicine than
tion oi the

liquor

long

gold

as

standard is safe

the party in favor of

Kentucky governorship was
Monday decided by the C. S. supreme

interest of Beckham,
iemocrat, afflming the decision of the
■ourt in the

Kentucky
opinion in
mous,

the Senate this week, but if there is a
disposition to prolong the debate, the
attempt will hardly succeed. Some
of the best friends of the bill would

as

prefer

was

will pass

by

shipping
others opposing it—their party leaders are estopped from making an issue
of the shipping question in the coming campaign.
ing *200,000,000

year

legislate

this

a

If it is

voted upon, it

large majority.

AMAZ1AH GORDON.

Gordon, one of the oldest citiSullivan, died Way 16. He
bad reached the age of seventy three years,
: hree months,
eight days. For almost
Amaziab

zens

of

West

[hirty years he bad
Through all those long

keep on pay- sufferings patiently.
foreign ship- i He leaves a wife,

that American
ships may earn that money and keep
it at home, is one of the things Congress will decide before adjournment.
or

at

OBIHAKY.

hopelessly split on
favoring and

to

passed

one or

sonable time.

bill—some

a

be not

another reason, although they will, of course, vote for
it, if a vote can be reached in a rea-

pansion.

owners,

that it

session for

Whether it is better to

unani-

An attempt will be made to get a
vote on the Nicaragua canal bill, which
was favorably reported last week, in

In 1899 it was
*11.37 per capita.
*15.84. With protection we have ex-

With democrats

not

was

justices dissenting.

of the court, Justice Harlan
and the others on certain

opinion
sntirely
points.

standard is in power.

the

the case
of the

some

The

appeals.

of

court

Ifter the chief justice had concluded
Justices McKenna. Brewer and Haran read opinions dissenting from the

only
the gold

In 1895 the value of our exports

would
line

a

recom-

be

for

more

viola-

law.
travel toward Bar

summer

already set In. Sleeping cars
running on the branch, and through

Harbor has
are

Pullmans will go

on

Monday.

next

so

Lewiston

bor

Knights

will

doubtless

have

a warm

While differences between stone-cutter*
and
contractors at
Hurricane
Island,
Gardiner, and other places in the State
are being settled, the probability of settlement in the Hancock county quarries
Franklin

at Sullivan

and

Stonington

seema even more

and

In

one

at

remote than

been

an

years he

three

invalid.
bore

his

sons—Ernest,

Howard and Henry, and two daughters—
Mrs. Forest Haskell and Miss Cora, who is
in Massachusetts and could not be

more's editorial bow is not conventional.
He Imldly announces that the purpose of
tbe paper is not only to gladden tbe
Kuarta Kul

n

‘'tan thn

scribers”.

rtf

Kin

an

K-

_

•Franklin’s stone-cutters’

strike

seems

tb have extended to the sheep-shearers.
A stone contractor has
His

brother

stone-cutter.

is

a flock of sheep.
sheep-ahearer and

a

The

brother

Madamf Schumann- llelnck.
Oberttn, Ohio, May lfl, 1900.
To the Editor of The Amcrtcan:
There
a

part

in

was

asked

here last

Bar Harbor Record suggests “Hamor

park” as an appropriate name for the
new public park In the village, in honor
of Eben M. Hamor, that sterling citizen
of Eden, of whom the Record says: “He is
a man who has never been remiss in his
public duties, whose mind and heart have
always been broad enough to advocate
t he Interests of the whole town of Eden,
even when local jealousies were more pronounced than at present; whose
life,
public and private, has always been without reproach.” The Record'8 suggestion
is a good one.
North Penobscot counts among its citiman with a versatility of genius

zens a

a

music

festival

night,

I cannot

miration for her.

She

Madame
a

express

was

I

recital
my

or omo. City or Toledo, t..
s
Lucas county,
Frank 4. CKKNBY makes oath that he Is the
4
A
t'HKNKT
senior partner «*t the firm of F
C o., doing tiuslneaa In the t ier of Toledo,
firm
-aid
that
and
State
ar.d
aforesaid,
Coontv
win pav me *um of ONK HUNDRED DOLLAR'' for each and every ease of c atarrh tint
cannot la: cured by the u«e of H all’s Catakhii
FRANK 4. CHKNKY.
CTKK.
Nworn to liefore me and subscribe*! in my
presence, this ttthday of lh?cem«»er, A. I>. I;**;.

3tat*

fall;

next

ad-

simply grand.

aria by Wagner.
She sang several other selections, her
and
best being “Trauroe” by Wagner,
Her first selection

was an

“Die Allmacht” by Schubert. When she
sang these the audience was spellbound.
The Ellsworth chorus has something to
B. L Q.
look forward to.

Ninety-eight Per Cent.

I"'")

^ ,L j

STOVE—A

lit YfLK-A fret Class, brand new wheel,
two model. I.isl at #«•>. Will be sold at
great bargain. Inquire at Tmk Amkricax
office.

]>

a

Hall’s Catarrh Cure I* taken internally and
dlrecllv on the blood and mur"U» surfaces
of the by sir m. Send for testimonial*. free.
F 4 CHKNKY A CO, Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggl*t», 7V.
ilail’a Family l’llls are the »*est.
acts

J'

STORE
STORE

valuable

man

In the

"""

■■■■

Xo tiers.

REPUBLICAN VOTER*.
been requested by old friends
and new to allow my name to be used
as candidate for sheriff in the coming campaign. and having given the matter due consideration. I have decided to do so. And I
htvpe for the support of the republican party.
Jambs T. Cushman.
Ellsworth. March 27. 1900.
TO

STATE OE MAINE.

HAVING

SSbcrtisnitmts.
{ • l « !.».I.».H».l.»-i-S.l.S I ».l.S.;.S l <.
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ELLSWORTH BICYCLE CO.
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FRANKLIN BT.

;;
SILVCKWAKE

REPEATED.

If you have an old, rough, rusty *|>oont knife
or fork, we can make them look as bright as
new. so that they will wear for year*.
WE

DO PLATING

OF ALL KINDS

.Silver, Gold, Nickel, Brass, and guarantee It
laid

Call

mid res*
MOO BE

or

Wf.bt Tbknton,

BROTHERS.
....

me.

to

PUBLIC NOTICE.

IN

teen

conformity with the provisions of Chanforty-t wo of the Public I.aws of cign

ter

hundred and ninety-nine, and upon the

petition of five or more citizens of the Slate,
and deeming it for the best interest of the

State, the Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and Dame, after due notice to all persons interested in the subject matter of laid petition,
and public heartag thereon in the locality to
be affected, ana deeming it necessary and
proper for the protection and preservation of
the inlaud fish of the State, hereby adopt the
following needful Rules and Regulations relating to the limes and places in which and
the circumstances under which inland fish
may be taken in the waters of Pickerel and
Crocker Ponds, situated in Township No 32.
Middle Division, in the county of Hancock.

on

is to give notice tnat I hereov release
to my minor son, Walter H. Millington,
his time during the remainder of his minority.
I shall claim none of his earnings nor paj
any debts ot his contracting after this date.
K. W. Billinoton.
Ellsworth, May I. 1900.

T'HIS

community. Frank Perkius, says The
American correspondent, is s man for all
occasions. As doctor, surgeon, dentist,
pharmacist, fruit-dealer, butcher, barber,
sheep-shearer or musician, he turns bis
i hand as adroitly as a specialist, and hta
I services are in constant demand. He can
! shear more sheep, shave more faces, ex! tract more teeth, dress more calves, play
j for more dances, serve more patients, and
day than any
I tell more good stones in a
otaer man in Hancoca county.

or

«

>

Rt LKS AND AROfLATlONB.

Sec. 1. There shall be an annual close time
the above-named ponds from October 1 to
May 1 of the following year, and from the
lMhdavof June to the ffr-1 day of September. during which close time it shall be unlawful to fish for, take or catch, in any wav,
any fish of any kind in either of said ponds
for a period of four years from May 4, a. d.
1900.
Hec. 2. No one person in any one day shall
take, catch, kill or lake away more than three
fish in all from both of said
ponds, during the
open season for fishing in said ponds, for four
years from May 4. a. d. 1 WO.
Dated this 4th day of May, a d 1900
L. T. Carl«ton,
Hknay O. Stanlky,
Chas. E. Oak,
Commissioners of Inland Fisheries and Osme

•"*

...

I^AKKN*

HOUSE

"■■■

N

-<•-

MHKKIFF’8 MALE.
Maine, Hancock ss.
this eighteenth dav of May, a. d.
1900. on execution dated April 27, a. d.
190C, Issued on a judgment rendered by the
supremo judicial court, for thr county of
Hancock aforesaid, at the term thereof begun
and holden on the second Tuesday of April,
a. d. 1900, to wit: on the twenty-first day ..f
said April, In favor of Alvah Harbour, of
Swan's Island, in said county, against Kolaud
A. Five, of ilrooklin. in said county, for two
hundred dollars and thirty rents, debt or
damage, and eleven dollars and five cents,
costs of suit, and will be sold at public aur
tlon at the sheriff's office In Ellsworth. In said
county, to the highest bidder, on the 23d day
of June. a. d. 190U, alien o’clock in the forenoon, the folio wing-described real estate and
ail right, title ami interest which the said
Roland A. Flye has In and to the spine, or had
1900, at
on the nineteenth dav of March, a. d.
two o’clock in the afternoon, the time when
the same was attached on the original writ In
the same sail, to wit:
Four certain lots or parcels of land situated
in Hrookitn, in said county of Hancock,
bounded and described aa follows, to wit:
First Parcel. Being a part of lot No. four
(4) In the third division of lota agreeable to a
plan of the town of Sedgwick
Beginning at the corner of the meeting
house lot on the line of lam! owned by Reuben
Watson; theme running on said Watsons
line in a northwesterly direction sixteen (Wj
rods; thence northeasterly st right augie
with said Watson's line ten (10> rods; thence
southeasterly on a line parallel with said
Watson • line sixteen Uk) rods to the meeting-house lot: thence on the line of said
meeting-house lot ten (lb) rod* to the firstmen ttoned bound, containing one acre more
It being the same land conveyed by
or less
deed dated November .«>. IMA, and recorded in
Hancock ss. registry ot deed*, vol. 119. pag.
4:5.
wnml Pirri>l.
Hetrinnine at a willow tree
on the line of laud «»' K iheal
rlyc and
land of Gabrielis A Griud»e. thence northwesterly by said Flye's Und one hundred
and twenty fret to a stake and stones, thence
southwest by said Griddle's land thirty-six
(36; feet to a’hackinatack tree; thenre southeast by said Grkndir * land one hundred and
twenty feet t«> a stake and stones; thence
northeast by said tirlndle'a land thirty-six
(48; feet to the first mentioned hound being
It being the aamr
the same more or less
lsnd conveyed hy Gabrieli* A. Griddle to
Rachral W. Five by deed dated .Ian. 8. 1WI.
and recorded in Hancock as. registry of deeds,
took 2S2. page 412
Third Parcel.
Beginning on the county
road near the meeting-bouse at the southwest
corner of the schooihousr lot; thence four
rods more or less bv said school house lot to
the west corner of said lot; thence thirty.W
feet southwesterly t«* a stake and
eight
Mtatb

Co He.

political flotirr*.

Main and Hancock
of O. A Parchrr.

cor.

Inquire

good office stove. Will burn wood
orcoaV In perfect condition; has been
used but little. Will be sold cheap, luquire
at Tim America* office.

I

■

and honse,

streets

A. W. OLE A SON,
A'of (try Public.

*

f

STOUR

There Is a fascination about big profits to a
But the conservative and cau
business man
llous trader prefer# to have the lesser per cent,
of Interest and the larger |>er cent, of safety In
There Is no business man
hi* Investment#.
who would not consider It a sound pro|>o*tiloii I
CXAT. OR TRAYKT.INO MEN to sell a
to Invest In an enterprise In which absolute loss
J complete line of Nursery Stock. Terms
was Impossible and which offered ninety-eight
the
heat. C. R. Birr A Co, Hartford. Conn.
chances In a hundred of n rich profit. The statistic* of cures effected by Dr. Pierce** Golden
show
Hint
Medical Discovery
ninety eight |>er
rent of cases of “weak lungs'* can he absolutely cured. AI most if not all forms of phys!
on Brlilir. mil. «ait»h!r lor on, or
cal weakness may I** traced to starvation. StarRent reasonable. Inquire
two families.
vation naps the strength. The body Is just as
much starved when the stomach cannot extract of A. Tv Joroa**. Ellsworth.
nutrition from the food It receives a« when
street recently occuou
Krankliu
“Weak lung." bronchial affectltere is no food.
by Ellsworth Water Co.
piedatasA.anW.office
tions, obstinate coughs, call for nourishment.
Cushman A Son’s.
Inquire
“Golden Medical
Discovery” supplies that
nourishment In Its most condensed ami asslm—Rooms- first floor and basement
lUble form. It makes “weak lungs” strong, bv
in Masonic block on State street, until
strengtlienlng the stomach and organs of di- --cently occupied by the Hancock County
gestion which dige-i and distribute the food, rublishing Co. Inauireof John B. Kkdman.
ami by Increasing the supply of pure blood.
agent, in same building.

if

thesbeep. whereupon he
made the following answer: “No, air; not
a clip until you sign the bill of prices.”
At last account the sheep were wearing
their winter clothing, with prospects of
doing so sil summer, unless the strike is
settled. That’s rough on the sheep. /

which makes him

the

to take

are

ABM-Known as the Abram Tourtelotte
place situated in North Ki worth, containing about fifty acres tillage aid pasturtOrchard fifty treea. flood neighborhood:
age
church, school, postofllfg, railroad station, s||
within twenty minute* walk. Wood lot about
fifty acres. 1 mile from home. Price to suit
the times. For further information inquire of
JoesrH W. Manx, Fire I>epartment. Mtate Mt..
Bangor, or On a a urn B. Hiooim, Nicolin, Me.

last
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In

among them was the name of
She gave
Schumann* Heinck.

he would shear

The

appe*red

list of the artists who

week

Jot Salt.

Cherry field Fair.
The premium lint for the forty-flmt
annual fair of the Went Washington agricultural society at Cherrytield, ia out.
The fair will he held Hept. 11*13.

CU.intrt.

visitora.

welcome for tbe

>eing who wishes to see our soldiers when the men drat went out.
lefeated is opposed to McKinley. It
The Bucksport Herald has changed
s
singular indeed what sympathy
J. O. Wbittemore, who has
he democratic party inspires among ownership,
made it n bright and sparkling paper,
he enemies of our country.
stepping out, and Pascal P. Gilmore
assuming tbe editorial quill. Mr. GilThe

2ual

The

the

Knights Templar are to make
a pilgrimage to Bar Harbor the last week
in June.
The Knights will go by special
iponding period in the previous fiscal traiu either to Kockiand and thence by
in
more
than
.ear, and 8430,000.000
boat, or to Bar Harbor direct. The wives
895 under the Wilson tariff, which of members will go with tuem. Bar Har-

Busin os** communications should be addressed
i. >ney order* made payable to. The
to, and
« 'H'NTT
Publishing Co., Ells
Hiicoa
worth. Maine.

A

going

ip to March 31, our exports exceeded
1 >1,053,800,000,
an
increase of more
the correover
han 8100,000,000

tber.-.
Advertising Kates—Are reasonable, and will
be made known on application.

or

it?

county Good Templars

The tide of

-tr

absorbed

Imprisonment

hat time.

Price—$2.00 a rear; $1.00 for
<0 cents for three months; If
In advance, $1.50, 75 an<! "& cents
All arrearage** are reckoned at

§xibs<*T. iiliou
six nemt

oil

Sedgwick's

Has tbe Standard oil trust

well?

more

ind has increased 35

HANHM K C<>UNTY PUBLISHING CO.
u«;Li.i!«N. Editor and Manager.
F. v\

Com*pon6rnrr.

COUICTY GOSSIP.

in circulation in the

of money
£t)c£u&iumtl) American. ; imount
have been 82,060,525,'nited States

1

stones,

thence

southeasterly

on

a

parallel

line with the first mentioned line four 4
rod* more or less to the county road, thence
northeasterty o> »-«tu o»mity road to the firstmentioned boiitid, together with the building
thereon standing. It being the same land
conveyed by Daniel J. t'unningham to Radical W Klye by deed dated October JM, i#9i, ami
recorded in Hancock a».
registry of deeds,
book 1 *9. page 42#.
the west
Fourth Parcel.
Beginning at
R. iitggin* on the
corner of land owned by e
line between said Higgins and Reuben Wat
son. running on said vVarson's line northwest
erly forty-four 44; rods to laud owued by
John York; thence northeaster!v bv said
York's line seventeen and one half rods to a
• take and atones;
thenre southeasterly on a
parallel line with saiil Reuben Watson’s line
eighty -six sr) rods to the county road; thence
following said road to th« meeting-house lot
two 2 rods, them e northwesterly on the lln-of said meeting-house
lot eight (*) rods:
theme southwesterly
on the said meetingR Higgins three and
house lot to land of 1
one-half 3w
n>d*; thence northwesterly on
.#
said Higgins' liue sixtevMi
r«*ds; thence
10
soulhwi•►terly i<n Mid M ggtns' line ten
rods to the first-mentioned tmund containing
acres
about six and one-fourth 8'j
more or
less. It being the same land couveved by R.
A. and Win. A
Friend t*- Hachral vV. Flye hy
deed d*led January ll. t*»7i and recorded In
Haniixk vm. registry o! deed* }-»«»k its. page
I. i. Hwritt.
Sheriff.
May 16. a. d. 1A0.
••

present
These have bestowed every kindness upon
the husband and
father, and now the
-I
is at
home is vacant but they know h
Exports of American manufactures rest, lie talked
calmly of ‘crossingover ’,
Surry Man Dead In Boston,
Will pass the s400,000,00u mark for the
and told his friends that he should have
Word was received iu Ellsworth to-day
j
fiscal year ending with next month.
to suffer no more, and w .» only waiting of the de<lh in Boston yesterday of Ira
j
In 1895 they only amounted to 8183,- for the
W itham, formerly of Hurry.
messenger to come for him.
j P.
595,743. And yet there are a few peo- j His la*t days were k» full of trust and
Deceased whs h member of Lygonia
who
are
still
mind
we
know
he
lias
of
that
ne
to
lodge, F. and A. M., of Ellsworth, having
opposing protection re»t
pie
g
r'l »
vr.
h Mmmjii iu 1872.
be in the home prepared for all the weary been made
and commercial expansion.
"0« A*’
Tj /he Sheriff* of
The body will be brought to Hurry to |
,
|J L. 8. HA\<
ones, where there shall be no more death
uur r. sjtecliK ivu>iii«, or eilfter of
morrow.
Lvgonia lodge will hold a meettheir
Ultktrnxu.
)
(
Imports of manufactures of iron and “And God shall wipe away all tears from ing to-nighl to make arrangements for j
E command you to attach the good* or
lie/iroduretl in Ten t'tdors J ft OH n l.att /Vo.. llT
steel have decreased by 63 per cent, their eyes; and there shall be no mo.e the funeral.
r*Ut«- •! Hugh Me V'ngh, w nose realII
ilrucf I* unknown, to the value of our hunduring the last thirty years, while our death, neither sofrow, nor crying; neither
toijrajih, tor trhtelt tin 1‘rexitlent s/teeiallt/
dred dollar*, at.d »uturnon the *aul defendant
Changes In Postal Service.
shall there lx? any
more
pain, for the
if he may be found in your precinct
to apexports of American manufactures of
rein
service
change*
Among
potdal
former things are passed away.”
j
stit. tit the rt/nfst 'if tin Htthlislters,
of
the Supreuw
pear before our Justice*
iron and steel have increased by 752
in
are
the
announced
J
licitt tal Court, next to Or holden m Ellsworth,
following
\
cently
w ithin and f«-r our count) of Hancock, on the
Hancock county:
per cent. Doesn't look as though proASA D. STANLEY.
Si/.t. 11 x gi l M in
secoud Tuesday of October next, then and
foafinn inins/J tlw, ner.Ast r.n/tnl
Route 1402. Bucknport toCa*tine. l.eave !
urt to answer unto Eliza
there in our sai
wu
.'i
i.,
oaiuiuaj,
E. McVeigh, of Otland, county of Hancock.
Biuksport daily, exceut Sunday, on ar*_:__
Asa
D. Stanley,
Isles,
It is now U-ing printed for us on heavy State of Maiue, in her libel for divorce,
aged sixty- rival of train, but not later than 8 30 a. j| will Is- published by us shortly.
t>» her linei hereunto annexed.
Witli 100 percent, of increase in the six yea s, eleven months and eigh- ni.; arrive C'uHtine in 4*4 hours. Leave, plate-plai>er, in a form suitable for framing, by one of the
largest art litho- according
To the Honorable Justice of the Supreme
Cast lne daily, except bumiay, 130 p. m.;|
houses in America, in the famous French style of color-plate work. Judicial ourt next U* be- holder at Ellsworth
population of the United States dur- teen days, died of dropsy, having arrive
graph
Leave Orland
Or»*»iid by 5 15 p. m.
within and lor the county of Hancock on the
been a great sufferer since last January
ing the last thirty years, there has
daily, except Sunday, 5 22 p. m.; arrive Kvery American family will want one of these handsome pictures of the Pres- second Tuesday of October. A. U. Iwjo
He was not in robust health for years,
been an increase of only HO per cent,
represents Eliza E. McVeigh,
Bucksport by 6 p. m.
It must lie remembered that this picture will be in no sense a cheap of lirspectfuliy
ident.
Or Ian d. county of liauco*.k, state of Maine,
but bore his sufferings with patience, and
in our total imports of foreign goods.
and
lhi«
honorable
court to be inform' d
lie
gives
but
will
an
of
the
of
chromo,
illuminated print- that she was
example
very highest style
since dropsy
developed he was nevei
married to Hugh McA Courtship In a Garden.
This shows how the American workIt will lie an ornament to any library or drawing room. Our readers can Veigh on thelawfully
ing.
111h day of April, a. d. IMA, St
known to murmur.
A potato went out on a mash
Deer Isle, in said county of H uncock, by Hev
man under protection is acquiring the
have the McKinley portrait at what it costs us namely, ten cents per Charles
Five months ago his daughter Flora,
And sought an onion bed,
(iales, that they lived together in
American market.
this
State as husband and wife until the 4th
wife of Charles H. Coulter, the present
out
the
and
below,
“That's pie for me,” observed the squash,
it
to
by
tilling
copy
merely
this office
coupon
sending
day of March, A D 1«97, at said l>eer Isle and
red.
lieets
turned
of
was
And
all
the
Mass.,
lie
Brocktou,
once.
will
such
a
mayor
brought
at
There
demand lor the portrait when it is published said Orland; that by her said liuaoand she is
“Go away,’' the onion, weeping, cried,
the mother of two children, Frank McVeigh,
Since 1H97 there has been a general to her childhood’s home and buried.
that we advise sending orders in advance.
As many copies as may lie desired
aged fourteen years, and Kate McVeigh, aged
“Your love 1 cannot be!
The
are
all
whc
to
family
very grateful
twelve years; that the said libellant has alupward movement in the prices of,
can be had on one coupon, providing ten cents is sent for each
The pumpkin be your lawful bride;
copy. ways conducted
herself toward* her said
commodities in the United States. ! so kindly rendered assistance through bis
Write name and address plainly, and remit in coin or (xistage stamps.
You cantaloupe with me’”
buAoand as a faithful, true and aOectionate
since
and
severe
illness
January.
wife; that on said 4th day of March. A. D. HriT.
This was the cry of the democratic long
But onward still the tul»er came.
her said husband, Hugh .McVeigh, utterly
Mr. Stanley leaves a widow, six children,
deserted your libellant without cause anil
party in 1»96: “Give us free silver and j seven
And laid down at her feet;
grandchildren, three sisters and
weut to parts unknown to her, aud that said
prices will advance all along the line.” one brother, besides uuiner us other rela “You cauliflower by any name
desertion has centinued to the present time,
THE
T,
EI.I.S
WOHTH
AMEIilCAX,
Maine:
Ellsicorth,
And it will smell a* wheat.
more than three consecutive
But the republicans killed free silver tives. He was a kind
being
years next
father
and
husband,
prior to the filing of this libel.
And I, too, am an early rose.
and prices went up all the same.
Also that her said husband. Hugh McVeigh,
friend; an honored and respected citizen,
And you I’ve come lo *ee,
Ear the encloitetl remittance of.rents send me. has committed the crime of
with
and many hearts will long cherish his
don’t turn up your lovely nose
various women at various timesadultery,
aud places to
In the last thirty years the number memory in kind remembrance.
Bui spinach at with iue.“
i/.itsat President McKinley’s Portrait in colors, ns tlesrribtd in to-tlav's your libellant unknown, between the first day
of March. A. D
l*M>. and the dale of his
The writer, who has known him inof American
vessels
desertion of your libellant.
engaged in
“I do not carrot all lo wed.
/to/ter.
all her life, thinks it no exaggeraAnd your libellant further avers that the
timately
trade
has
decreased
44
foreign
So go, *lr, if you please!"
by
per
said Hugh MeVeigh since their said marriage
tion to say that a good man has been reThe iiMMiest onion meekly aald.
has been guilty of cruel and abusive treatcent.
Xante....
During the same period the moved from
our community, and has gone
ment toward her by
have peas’
And
“lettuce,
pray,
assaulting her in various
number of American vessels engaged
to reap his reward.
ways, and has constantly ami habitually used
Go, think that you have never seen
to her profane aud obscene
so that
in domestic and coast trade, has inIMite.
Address. her health has suffered; thatlanguage,
The funeral was largely attended and
Myself, or smelled my sigh;
the residence of
the said Hugh McVeigh is unknown to
creased by 47 per cent. The latter are the interment in the
your
cemetery on Spur- Too long a maiden 1 have been
libellant and cannot be ascertained by reaFor favor* In your rye'*’
C. M. R
protected from competition of foreign ling’s Poiut.
sonable diligence; that jour libellant has
used
reasonable diligence to ascertain his
“Ah! spare a cuss’’’ the tuber prayed;
vessels, while the former are not.
residence, and the same canuot be ascerGEORGE! F. SCOTT.
tained.
“My cherryshed bride you’ll be,
OF
ALL
KINDS.
F.
Scott died suddenly at his You nre the only
George
Wherefore slje prays that a divorce may be
weeping maid
The democrats in the House comdecree*! from the bonds of
home on the old Bangor road, near Grant’s
matrimony existThat'* currant now with me’’’
ing between her and said libeilee, and that
mittee on merchant marine and fishAnd a* the wily tulrer *| oke
the custody of said minor children
corner, Thursday, aged forty-two years.
THE -PEERLESS” SUIT
may be
eries have prepared two reports on Mr. Scott had been in
decreed to her.
lie caught her by surprise.
Kuz* E. McVkioh.
poor health for the
is “the”
I am sole agent. No belt
Bucksport, April 27, A. D. lyoo.
the shipping bill, one favoring sub- past two years, but was around as usual And, giving her an artichoke,
Hancock as-April 27. 1900.
needed with this suit. Call and
l>evoured her with hi* eyes.
examine,
sidies and opposing free ships, and the on the day of bia death. Death was imSubscribed and sworn to before me, by tha
Maine Farmer.
and
will
no
other.
The
you
buy
prices range within named Eliza E. McVeigh.
other favoring free ships and oppos- mediately due to heart disease.
T. II. Hviith,
Mr. Scott was a uative of Ellsworth.
from $4-50 upwards.
ing subsidies—thus are the members He w as a mill
Justice of th« Peace.
and for
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BICYCLE CLOTHING

_

f

thing.’
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I

of that party divided when it comes
to affirmative action.

\

The adjournment of Congress early
in June has been practically determined upon. The House will be ready
for adjournment any time after the
first wok in June, and the present
impression is that the adjournment
will take place somewhere between
the 10th and the 15th, the date de-

■;

pending

on

the Senate.

_

!

The treasury department’s latest
circulation statement shows the total

man,
many years
employed by tne Grant lumber company and later by the Burrill lumber comHe leaves a widow and three
pany.
was

daughters.
Funeral services

Saturday,

held at his home
Adams, of the Con-

were

Rev. J. M.

gregational church, officiating.

3bucrtisrmcnts.

PIKE DRUGS
AT

FAIR PRICES,

I have just received
that will bear closest
suit the times.

Miss Florence Newman, who has been

a

WIGGIN S DRUG STORE.
CLOSED
WEDNESDAY AFTERNOONS.
Dr. II. W. IIayres begs to notify nts patrons
and others that until further not'.'** ids dental
rooms will lie closed on Wednes*iay afternoons.
Ellsworth, Oct. 25.18119.

OWEN

STATE OF MAINE.
»».—Clerk's Office, Supreme Judim VAt*liuu»
Ellsworth, May 12,

I) 19W>rt
large invoices of suits
..UPV“
,l,he foregoing libel, ordered: That
libellant give notice to the said Hugh Mcinspection. Prices to the
V
to
A

AT

great sufferer from muscular rheumatism,
say8 Chamberlain's Pain Balm is the only
remedy that affords her relief. Miss Newman is a much respected resident of the
village of Gray, N. Y., and makes this
statement for the benefit of others similarly afflicted. This liniment is for sale
by Geo. A. Pabcher, Ellsworth, and W.
I. Partridge, Bluehill, druggists.

.Hahcock

SPRING and SUMMER SUITS.

BYRN.

eigh
appear before the Justice of our Supreme Judicial Court. to be boldenai Ellsworth, within and for the county of Hancock,
on the second
Tuesday of October, A. D. 1900,
by publishing an attested copy of said libel,
and this order
thereon, three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper printed in Ellsworth, in our county of
Hancock, the last publication to be thirty
e*'st prior to said .second Tuesday
of# October next, that
he may there aud
ineu incur said court
appear and show cause
an>'ht
w hy the prayer of said libellant
IV
should uot be grauted.
Lucilios

A

A-

Entity.

Justice of the Sup. Jud. Court.
true copy of the libel and
order of court
thereon.
Attest:-John F. Knowlton. Clerk.

HAVE YOUR

KMiMWIHtTII PAULS.
Charles
field over Sunday and Monday.
Leslie

SACRIFICE SALE

was

at home from

('berry

Tell Census Office If You Are to be
Away In June.
The count of the people in the United
States will begin in all parts of the country June 1, and end in the cities two

W. M. Davis is in Jonesboro surveying
on a cargo
of lumber for Whilcomb,
Haynes A Co.

OF

H. Morrison is moving his family
Into the house recently purchased of
George E. Davis.

weeks later and in the rest of the country
before the close of the month. The people are to he counted at their places of

Oscar

CARRIAGES
FOR Tin: \KXT

Wilbur

George E. Davis

THIRTY DAYS.
Having pm-chased the
Harbor, at a great bargain,

stock of Goo. M. Tower, Bar
I am prepared to sell the same

LARGE DISCOUNT
outfit consists of
at

putting in
Improving

FIRST COST.

from

a

Thc

announce

The

on

Call and

here

regardless

patterns.

top

fine line of

of

description

cor-

carriages

p.

Rev. J. P. Simonton, pastor.
Friday evening, at 7.30, prayer meeting
Sunday, May 27—Preaching service al
10 30.
Sermon by the pastor. Sunday

Epwort

Repository
C

The

Who Will

Meu

SITE

KN17>1KKATORS.

KXSUS

Count

Noses

lowing

appoint

the

unlit

enumerators

census

of
iu

the

fol-

Hancock

count):

make the

Amherst,

etc.

Aurora,

—

Herbert

T.

purchase,

the matter

w

and

as soon as

ill be closed,

Bluehlll—Rinaldo L. Olds.
Brooklin—Harold A. (Jrlndle.
Brooksviile—.Samuel W. Tapley.
Bucksport—Addison A. Littlefield.
examined two or three lots which were
Caatine
Raymond T. Warren.
Mt. Dessert, Cranberry Isles--Fred 1. I available for rock-crusher, hut that none
of them was as desirable as the lot belongPhillips.
ing to the Ellsworth Real Estate Co., on
Dedham
Hadley P. Burrill.

I

Marlaville, Otis, etc.—Charles E. Brim- I
mer.

Deer Isle—Winslow C.
erick H. Gross.
East

brook,

Slate street, report
last week. The only
at

Haskell, Fred-

Franklin,

etc.—Wm.

E.

j

Hragdou.
Eden-

Jsmes

E.

Hamor, John

Hum-

insby.

lime

that

was

on

which

was

made

objection to this lot
price asked, but

the

—

The hoard voted to adopt the
dation uf
committee

W.

was

Maurice

authorized

the

saint

to close

Downey appeared

Stouington—Wilmot B. Thurluw.

board to call

Surry—Philip P. Stinson.

ot

“It is with a good deal of pleasure and
that I recommend Chamberlain's Colic, Cholera and Diarrhcea Remedy, says Druggist A. W. Sawtelle, ol
Hartford, Conn. “A lady customer, seeing the remedy exposed for sale on my
show case, said to me: ‘1 really believe
that medicine saved my life the past summer while at the shore,' and she became
so enthusiastic over .Its merits that I ai
once made up my mind to recommend il
in the future. Recently a gentleman came
into my store so overcome with colic palm
that he sank at once to the floor. I gave
him a dose of this remedy which helped
bim. 1 repealed the dose and in tifte*?r
minutes he* left my store smilingly informing me that he felt as well as ever.” Hold
by Geo. A. PaR' hkr, Ellsworth, and W
l. PARTRIDOB, Hluebill, druggists.

recommen-

the committee, and

tht

negotiations.
attention

to the

before

Ibt

couditfoi:

Liberty street, which he said had beuii
left in unsightly an J dangerous conditioi:
by tlie Ellsworth Water Co., after laying
a pipe there six months ago.

Tremont—William C. Moore.

The board directed

^t is fact ion

the street commis-

notify the manager of the watei
company to put the street in proper condition at once, and if company failed tc
do so, the city would make the repairt
and charge cost to the company.
Street Commissioner Hurley reporter

sioner

that

;

a

to

heavier steam

drill

was

necessary

for drilliug rock to blast out for the rockcrusher. The committee ou streets wai
authorized to take such action as ii
thought tit in regard to the purchase of c
drill.
Aid. Brady brought up the matter ol
drain from Hancock to Franklin street
which lias caused considerable trouble
He suggested making it a public sewer
The matter was referred to committee ol
streets.

Adjourned.

Jfibtrtistmrnta.

CLARION
Cooking Ranges
!

i

|
!

are

ARRIVED
Sch Myronus, Bellatty, Lynn
Sch Y reka, Segahuth, Boston
Hancock County Ports.
West Si llivan—Ar May 15, sch Wcsterloo,
Partridge, Boston
Ar May 17, sch Victory, Dyer, Portland
Ar May Is, sch Lulu Eppus, .Jordan, Ellsworth
Sid May 17. sch Wcsterloo, Partridge, with
curb stone from Robertson »t Havey, for Bos-

NORTH ELLSWORTH.
still very low.

Rebecca Austin is improving slowly.
of

Ellsworth,

is

visitint

friends here.

postponed
May 21.

until next

Saturday, May

Sid May 19, sch Henrietta A Whitney, Woodward. with staves from Whitcomb, Haynes A
Co, for Roudout
Domestic Porta.
Boston Ar May 19, sell Lucy Belle, Sulli—

26.

van

Shi May 20, schs Yreka, Mabel E Gosh and
Lizzie Lee, east
Ar May is, nchs Jos Luther, Perth Amboy;
Mildred Pope,
Sullivan, Geo F Keene, Ml

M.
_

MOUTH OK THE RIVER.
—

Ar May 21, sch Gobi Hunter, Bluehlll
Sid May 21, sobs M B Wellington and Glendy
Burke, east
BanooK—Shi May 19, ttch Annie R Lewis,
1
New York
Baltimore: Ar May 15, sch Henry Crosby,
Stubbs, New York
Booth ha v—Ar May 20, sch Northern Light,
Mae bias
Sid May 20, sells ,J V Wellington, E S Potter
vi.. -m
Vimmo
and May Queen, New York
Ar May 18, schs Hattie Collins, Boston; E C
Gates, Calais; Gold Hunter, Bluehlll
The Suppression of News.
Sid May 17, sell Sarah A BUlsdell, Boston
Ar May 21, sch Annie R Lewis, Bath
The answer to people who are solicitou:
I
New London—Sid May 2u, »ch C B Wood,
of having disagreeable news kept out o
Perth Amboy lor Saco
I
New York —Ar May 18, sch Wm Pickering,
the paper is: “Don’t do things that mak<
Sellers, Bangor
When a man win
disagreeable news.”
Sid May 18, sobs Harvest Home, Vineyard
has committed some offense for which h< I Haven; Flora Condon, Bangor
Ar May 19, sells Ellen M Baxter, Low, Bluehas stood trial asks the newspaper not tc
Id 11: Alfreit W El-ke Ketlev \lt I >e-ert
May 20, soli .1 M Harlow, l'ertn A inboy
publish tlie fact, he asks the press tc ■ forArSaco
forswear one of the most responsible o
Cl»l May 17, sch Pepe Ramirez, Jorilan, St
its functions, the detection and punish j Thomas
Shi May 17, sob Hattie Mol* Burk, Bangor
j
ment of crime and the maintenance o
Ar May It, sells .1 II Hoyt, smith, and Win
law and ord°r. Part of the punishmen I Slat*T, Somes Sound
Sid May 20, schs Webster Barnard and Lizzie
of law-breaking in this age is the un
Lane, Bangor; .1 M Harlow, Saco; Ida L Kay,
Winter Harbor
pleasant notoriety the law-breaker ac
Ar May 21, sch John Bracewell, Stonlngton
quires through the newspapers. Peopl<
Portland—Ar May 10, bch J Ponder, jr,
are put on their guard against him auc
Port Reading for Bangor
Ar May in, *ch J Cnesier Wood, Haskell, Bancommunities are warned of his record.
gor for Boston
When a man comes into a
newspape
Ar May 21, sch May Queen, Grant, Sullivan
ni*
office and asks to have the news that
for Boston
horse ran away suppressed, he does it sc
Portsmouth—S!d May 19, sch Jona Coue,
his horse will not get a bad reputation
New York
and a possible sale of it some day be in
Ar May 17. sch .1 A Webster, Stonlngton
Jacksonville—Cld May In, sch Gardner B
jured thereby. He asks it all pleasant!]
Portland
in
be
is
Reynolds,
enough, but
actually
trying to
Rockland—Ar May 18, sch .) Kothwell, Salem
tluence the newspaper to be a party to f
for Buck’s Harbor
fraud upou an inuocent purchaser. Hi
I'HILADEI.I’Hia—Cld May 16, sch Mary L
may never have looked at it that way
Crosby, 1 rim, Fernaudlna
but that is the fact, nevertheless.
Ar May In. sch M C Mosoley, Sullivan
Ar May 16, hark Edmund Phinney, Young,
Nothing is really gained by the sup
Ayres
pressiou of news by the one who desirei Buenos
Vineyard Haven—Ar May 19, sch G W Col
News that is kep
to have it suppressed.
Uns, Sullivan for New Bedford
out of the paper finds more or less cir
Passed May 2<>, schs Win H Haven
Stoncuiation by
word, or mouth, and tbi 1 ington for New York ; Storm Petrel, port,
Kddyvllle
worst kind of circulation too. The ver]
for Portland; Mary C Stuart, Sullivan for Philfact that it was kept out of print starti
adelphia
Perth Amboy—Sid May 17, sch Ida L Ray,
rumor off with a bad color to dilate up
Anderson, Winter Harbor
and
shows
that
rumoi
on,
experience
Port Reading—Sid May 18, sch H Curtis,
loses nothing by repetition. Many am
Torrey, New York
many a time a perfectly legitimate pieci
Saco—Ar May 17, schs Harold J McCarthy
of news is distorted luto a scandal be
and Hattie A Marsh, New York
cause it was refused for publication, anc
Cld May 2>, sch 11 .1 McCarthy, Sullivan
It it
Savannah—Ar May 17, sch 1> H Haskell,
that very fact made it suspicious.
New York
always better to have the facts statec
Salem —Sid May 20, schs Laduskla, Stoning
in
the
first
before
gos
correctly
place,
ton for New York, Abble liowker, Franklin
sip has a chance to distort them.
for Philadelphia
£
Finally, when a man asks to have
Foreign Porta.
piece of news concerning himself sup
Black River, Ja—At May 4, sch Alible C
pressed, he must stop to remember thal
Stubbs, Whitney, for New York
he is always glad to read about the otbei
Point a-Pitrk, Gi ad—Ar Mpy 4, sch J
fellow—in fact, that is just w hat he buy*
Percy Bertram, Lord, New York
the paper for. And if the editor, beside*
granting bis request, granted the request*
of ail the other fellows, where would the

CO.,

1

1

1

follows:

n

hsnealsn.

m

sermon

elocution, at Emery hall.
Tuesday, June 5, 1 p. in., annual

meet-

ing of the societies; 3 p. in., commencement address by Rev. C. C. Phelan, of
Lewiston, at Emery hall; 8 p. m., commencement concert at Emery ball, Weber
male quartette, of
Boston, assisted by
Mrs. Lillian Pierce Henninger. reader.
Wednesday, June 6, 9 a. in., graduating
exercises at

bought.

He said it

wa*

nothing,”

re-

cure

digestion, Headache.
operate- 25c.—Advt.

Ilia, Biliousness, In.
Easy to take, easy tc

Liver

S

||

EDWIN H. MOORE,

J,

dealer in all kinds of

a

Fraih, salt, Smoked and Dry 0

FISH.

1 30 p. m., meeting of trustees; 8 p. in., senior and junior
reception at Emery hall.

TRY GRAIN-0!

S

0

J

Holden.fl2 38i
Brewer June.

I

KLLSWOUTH,

ME.

M. A.

M. A.

8 50
7 25|

I

I

F.M.
9

P.

11 00

Portland.

A

BANGOR.
Bangor, Ex. St.j
Brewer Junction.
Holden.
Lake Ifou«e.
Green Lake.
Nicolln
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tStop on signal or notice to Conduotor.
z Sundays only.
•Dally.
These trains connect at Bangor, with through
trains on Main Line to and from Portland, Boston And St. John.

Tickets for All Points South and West
sale at the M. C. R. R. ticket ofBce,
Ellsworth.
Passengers are requested to procure tlekelS
before entering the train, and especially Ella*
on

Falls and Falls to Ellsworth.
GEO. F. EVANS,
Vlce-Pres. and Gen’l Manager.
E. BOOTHBY. Gen’l Pass, and Ticket Ag*t.

worth

F

to

BOSTON AND BANCOR

Steamship Company.

TRY GRAIN-0!

HOOPER-At Sedgwick, May 11, to Mr aud
Airs William L Hooper, a son.
HUTCHINSON —At Stonlngton, Alay 16, to Mr
and Mrs Alvernon Hutchinson, a daughter.
JOY—At Eastbrook, May 11, to Mr and Mrs
Fred L Joy, a son.
LUNT—At Long Island, May 18, to Mr and Mrs
Atwood I. Lunt,a son.
MELLO—At Bluehlll, May 14, to Mr and Mrs
Manuel Aiello, a daughter
NELSON—At Surry, May 18, to Mr and Mrs
John Nelson, a daughter. [Alice.|
ROBB) NS— At Stonington, May 11, to Mr and
Mrs Daniel Robbins, a daughter.

SCHEMJL.E.

8I*KINO
Three

Trips

Week.

a

Commencing Tuesday, April 10, 1900, steamer
“Mt. Desert”, Capt. F. L. Wlnierbotham, leaves
Bar HariKM Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at 1.00 p in, loi Seal Harbor, Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Haihor, Stonlngton and
Kock<aiu1, and connects at Rockland with steamer for Boston.
RETURNING.
From

Boston, Mondays, Wednesdays and Fri-

at ft
days,
From

p ii
Rockland, via Stor lngton, Southwest
Harbor, Northeast Harbor and Seal Harbor,
Tuesdays, Thursdays and Saturdays at about 5
a m, or upon arrival of steamer from ttoslon.

MAItltlKI).

E. S. J.

DOWNS-BRA Y At Deer Isle, May 2d, by Rev
S W Chapin. Alls* Phenia Downs, of South
Deer Isle, to Thomas li Bray,of stoning ton.
IHTNIIAR—LISCOMIt—At Bar Harbor, May 21,
by Rev S L Mansion), Miss l.ottle A Dunbar
to Horace T Llscomb, both of Eden.
EMERSON-STKELE— At West Brooksville,
May 20, by Isaiah Lord, esq, Miss Cora Belle
Emerson to George Washington Steele.
MADDOCKS—CARTER —At Ellsworth, May
ill, by Rev George II Salley, Miss Grace I
Maddocks to diaries E Carter, both of North
Ellsworth.
RICE— B \ RTLKTT— \ t l.ung Island, May 18,
hv William A Van Norden. e-q, Mi- Emily O
Rice to Charles It Bartlett, ootli of Long
Island.

BKOWN—At Sun*»i*t (Deer Isle), May 15, Eben
.1 Itrov* n, aged
years, 3 months, 20 days.
CLEM ENT-At Ituc ksport,
May 11. Iva E
Clement, aged 3 years, ll months, 14 days.
DAVIS—At Trenton, May 20, John I» Davis,
aged 85 years, a months, 23 days.
FOSS—At Gouldslioro, May 20, Miss Etta Foss,
aged 25 years, 6 months.
GOUDON At Sullivan, May Id, Amaziah Gordon, aged 71 years.
At Waltham. May 17, Mrs 1‘lio be
HASLA M
II ilaslam, aged 81 years, 4 months, 2 days.
HUTCHINSON—At Stonington, May 17, Infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs Alveruon Hutchinson, aged 1 day.
HOPKINS—At North Itueksport, Mav IS, Mrs
Caroline M Hopkins, aged 65 years, 9 months,
4 days.
IIA UPEIt— At orland, May 15, Elmer Harper,
aged 39 years, 5 months, a days.
NELSON —At Surry, May 19,
Alice, Infant
daughter of Mr and Mrs John Nelfton, aged 1
—

—

Morse, Agent, Bar Harbor.

Calvin Austin, Gen’l

—

William If.

Supt., Boston.

Hill, Gen’l Mgr., Boston.

Rockland, BlOGhill & Ellsworth Steamb’t Col

Schedule in Effect April lO, 1900.
( oinmenclng on a'*ove date steamer “Catherine" will leave Rockland (B & B wharf), upon
arrival of steamer from Boston, every Tuesday
and Thur-day for Dark Harbor. Eggemoggln,
Deer Isle. Sedgwlc*, Brooklln,
snrgentvllb
South Bluebill and Bluehlll.
Saturda> lor above landings, Surry ami Ellsworth.
RETURNING.
Every Monday will leave Ellsworth at 7.30
« m (stage to >urr\ ). Surry at t».00 a in, making
landings named above and South Brooksviile.
Every Tu* sdny ami Thursday will leave Bluebill about 11 a m, making above landings, except E'isworth, Surrv and South Brooksviile,
and will connect at RiM-kiand on all passages
east and west with Boston A Bangor S. 8. Co.
O

t'KOthETl,

A.

Manager, Rockland. Me.
Passengers wishing to lake the boat will leave
word at Moon’s stable, Ellsworth.

'atrfjrrtisnnnua.

A

WORD
TO THE

ilny.
STKWAKT—At Surry, May 19, Charles, infant
son of Mr and Mrs John 1’ Mewart, aged 25

LADIES.

days.
SCOTT—At Ellsworth, May 17, George F Scott,
aged 41 years, 11 months.
WAKIIKN At Kennebunkport, May 10, Mrs
Martha C Warren, of South Deer Isle, aged 81
years.
YOUNG—At Cozzens. Sonoma county. Cal, of
pneumonia. April 2d, William Allen Young, a
native of Ellsworth and u former resident of
Surry, aged 74 years, 5 Months, 27 days.
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Cod, Haddock, Halibut, Blueflsb,?!
Mackerel, Oysters, Clams, Scallops, A
Lobsters and Finnan Haddies.
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Boston.

Bangor, Ex. St.
BANGOR, M.C.

inlaid with pearl.

0 Campbell A True Bldg., East End Bridge, 0
X

Hancock.j

Ask your Grocer to day to show you 'a package of GRAIN O, the new food drink that takes
the place of coffee.
The children may drink it
without injury as well as the adult. All who
GRAIN-O has tnat rich seal
try It, like it.
brown of Mocha or Java, but It Is made from
pure grains, and the most dellc/.te stomach receives it without distress. Vi the price of coffee.
15c. and 2Acts. per package. Sold by all grocers.

Inspect my stock before
chasing elsewhere.
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Emery hall;

shapes

A wealthy man was once exhibiting
proudly to a younger acquaintance a tabic

Hood’s Pills

|

aa

7 30

—

“I have in my
possession a table which is more than 3,“Three thousand years
000 years old.”
old!” said the host. “That is impossible
Where was it made?”
“Probably in India.” “In India. What kind of a table it
it?” “The multiplication table!”

most econom-

ical in the use of fuel, because of
in which they arc put together.
If your dealer does
not have them, take no substitute, but write to the
manufacturers.
Bangor, Maine.
Incorporated 1894.
W OD A BISHOP

3

by Rev. Robert Sutcliffe in
Franklin street M. E. church.
Monday, June 4, 8 p. m., recital by
rente

ton

and Alvin Maddock<
moving Lyman l>eWitt’s barn.
The entertainment announced to b<
held at Agricultural hall Saturday wa
Melvin McGown

are

“That is
500 years old.
marked his young visitor.

the best material obtain*
and

Sunday school at 12 m. Y. P. 8. C
prayer meeting at 6 p. m. Evening
service omitted.
10.30.

which be had

improvements than any
other line; are made of

able;

Tuesday, May 23
Sch Eastern Queen, Ray, Bar Harbor, lumber,
Whitcomb, Haynes A Co

il&DftUsrmnUB.

ranted to give right results.
They have more valuable

!

SAILED

al

E.

Lucy Watts,

.lnno

M. P.

10 25

BOHN.

newspaper bet—Bath Times.

Are thoroughly reliable—war(

Wednesday, May 16
Mary Augusta, Smith, Boston
Thursday, May 17
Sch Lavolta, Whittaker, Bar Harbor

rejKirt was made, t lie owner*
j (.’apt. George Milliken is ill.
have said they wuutd accept the city’*
Several children in the Morrison dis
offer ot f*JX) for an acre of land on Statt
trict are ill with the measles.
street, north of Irving Si-ammona’ lot {
Mrs. Frank Bartlett and son Emery, o
and running back to the railroad, re- ;
a
brief visit t<
serving a riglit-of-w ay of 15 feet to the Bartlett’s Island, made
her sister, Mrs. Adelbert Garland recently
lot back of theScamiuona lot, said right-

since that

Ellsworth—Melvin H. Hmitb, Charles H.
Grows.
;
of-way to revert to the city in event ol
Gouidsboro—William L. Guptill.
the purchase of the hack lot, by Mr
Winter Harbor- Bedford E. Tracy.
Hcarnmoua or other owner of adjoining
Haucock, etc.Harvard II. Crabtree.
|
properly, who would thus have access tc
Isle au Haut -A. J. Haskell Turner.
the lot without the right-of-way. The |
Swan's Island, etc.—Ilermou W. Small.
Lamoine, Trenton
Kaymoud McFar- ; committee recommended the purchase ol
i the lot.
land.
Orland, Verona—Ira F. Gross.
Penobscot—Samuel Leach.
Sorrento, Sullivan, etc.—Elwood
Hill.
Sedgwick—Arthur H. Sargent.

ARRIVED

ia announced

Huririnv

Sch

McLearn, pastor.
Friday, 7 30 p. m., prayer meeting.
Sunday, May 27—Preaching service

Galen Maddocks is

Aid.

Ureely,

FI Is worth Port.

Rev. C. S.

possible

Stuart, Jettison,
and Brady were present at the
meeting. Aid. Stuart, for the committee
to which location for rock-crusher wai
referred, reported that the committee bRfl

j Major
j Higgins

SUsby.

MARINE LIST.

HALL.

Sunday evening, at 7 o’clock—Unlot
Memorial sermon at Hancock hall. Ser
mon by Rev. C. S. McLearn, of t he Baptisl
church.
BAPTIST.

Aldermen Vote to Huy Lot on Town*
House Hill.
At the meeting of the board of aldermen Monday evening,
it was voted tc
buy the lot on Town House hill, State
street, on which to locate the rock*
crusher. A committee was authorized tc

In

llnnrock County.
Supervisor of Census Rimer I*. 8poff>rd
announces

ROCK CRUSHER.

HANCOCK

cainuiinuiiiciiin.

To Cure Constipation Forever*
Take Cascarets CauU.v Cathartic. 10c or 250
If C. C. C. fall to cure, druggists refund money

m

m.

UNION SERVICE,

St., Ellsworth.

FOR

Junior league at 3 p.

mik

away, and ask for blanks to be tilled out
aud left for the enumerator.

league at 6 p.
Evening service omitted.

HALONEY,

and Salesroom, Water

11.45.

ui

nianu-

state, and materially aid tbe census office
in the performance of its duties.
The census supervisor for this district
is Elmer P. Spofford, and his census office
Is in Bangor. Notify him if you are to be

Even-

m.

7 30 p. m., Y. P. S. C. E.
MKTHODIHT EPISCOPAL.

h

desired

By taking this trouble tbe absent citizen will do justice to his locality and bis

Tuesday,

school at

E.

classes in

■ ni

at

The programme of the commencement
of the East Maine conference

exercines

apply primarily to the popu-

that

rounds

liver Ills ;
^the non-irritating anB
to take with Hood’s Sarsaparilla.

cure

K. M. (-. 8. Commencement.

seminary

are

BAPTIST.

Sunday school at 3 p.

m.

J. Taylor, Woodstown, N. ].

it reaches the enumerator on
Such information
might
better be left as a memorandum in writing,
as in that case it is less likely to be overlooked. The questions to which answers
see

A.

Sorrento.'.|
..

‘Pure blood makes them able to keep up
the daily round of duty at home, shop or
store. If the blood has a taint or impurity, or a run down feeling comes on,
the one remedy is Hood’s Sarsaparilla,
America’s Greatest Medicine for the blood.
Poor Blood —”SMy blood was so
poor that in hottest weather I felt cold.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla made me warm. It is
the right thing in the right place.” Hattie

HOOP'S rills

BAR

BAR HARBOR.

a

honest toil.
They are the
saving of the nation, these
toilers of both sexes, struggling for daily bread.

only cathartic

M ay 7, 11400.
HARBOR TO BANGOR.

Commenflng

more

hearty, ruddy face, gained by

He is also

lation, but also to all farms and

Friday, 7.30 p. m.. prayer meeting.
Sunday, May 27—Preaching service
2

go else-

occurrence

pleasing

nothing

Paris exposition this year is likely
increase the number absent from the

to

NOTES.

school at 11.45.

FRKK

The

requested to leave information regarding his answers to
the
questions which are to be asked with
some responsible neighbor, who will agree

George II. Salley, paetor.

Rer.

cheerfully given.

H.

summer.

lives.

Rev. A. //. Coar, pa»tor.
27—Morning service at
Sermon by Rev. S. C. Beach, of

Bangor. Sunday

bargain.

a

Out-of-town

<> a. in. to 0 p. m.

respondence promptly answered,

where for the

large cities where

homes and

country.
In ail casts* of contemplated absence,
the head of the family is requested by the
censua office to communicate with
the
supervisor of the district in which he

on

Sunday, May
10 30.

the

their

to

UNITARIAN.

of cost.
and

mill

in

occur

is

to look upon than

of the

N.

of

to

families close

bis

see

Office open from

likely

Monday.

II., Monday.
the old Hall shingle

precautions against being
from enumeration in their places
residence. Such omissions are most

of

remains In place.

this line, and you will be ASTONISHED
LOW PRICES, but I am bound to sell them

AT THE

take reasonable
omitted

and tbe occurrence has been expected for
some time.
Everything went into the
river down as far as the mill bed, which

make that will be sold at

own

Local pride and state pride, therefore,
influence all such absentees to

should

fell into tbe river Monday
morning. The old mill has been unused
for several years.
It has been gradually
rotting and tipping towards the river,

Road and Express Wagons
of my

given in

Shore road

etc.

a

be

manufacturers of box
In the interest of tbe

Mass.,
was

CHURCH

I also have

1 to

counted, the locality in which they
will be misrepresented to that ex-

tent, and in some cases this misrepresentation may be enough to effect the representation in Congress of the state from
which they come.

vestry Saturday evening was postponed on account of tbe storm to Thursday of this week.
J. P. Friend, of Friend, Copp Co., of

Rochester,

made and of tin- latest

finely

not
live

Will Armstrong, with wife and child,
who have been visiting his parents here
for two weeks, returned to their home in

DOG CARTS,
They

piazza,

a

the

company

CUTUNDER5,

are

adding

new windows snd otherwise
his home on State street.

The concert

shooks,

PUNTS,

Is

as many persons and families will he away from their homes during June, there is some danger that such
persons will not be counted. If they are

Arm-

Edward Cochrane returned Saturday
night from Auburn, where he has been
visiting relatives forthe past two weeks.

Beverly,

BUCKBOARDS,

residence, but

Rochester, N. H.,

Horne, of

who hus been the guest of Newell
strong. returned home Monday.

44Honest Labor Bears
a Lovely Face”
There

Attamboau.

EailroaD* anS

itojrdifsnnentg.

NOSE COUNTED.

31am SI.

ELLSWORTH

MAINE.

BAKERY.

Having purchased the bakery business of
George l. Flint, 1 am now prepared to furnish
the public with
BREAD, CAKE, PIES, PASTRY
of all kinds fresh everyday. Picnic and Ex
cursion parties supplied at short notice. Baked
Bread
and Brown
Beans
Saturday aud
Sunday morning^.

P. H. BONZEY,
Main

Street, opp. Manning btock, Ellsworth.

The American has subscribers at 106
jvl-o/flce* in Hancock county;
Of at
"T papers in the county commil th*
bined do i»t reach so many. Thb AMERICAN i» not the only paper printed in
Banco'n -aunty. and has never claimed to
be, but it m the'only paper that can proverly be called a COUNTY paper; all the
rest are merely local papers. The circulation

of

barring

Ttih American,

the Bar

Barbor Record * summer list, i« larger
than that of all the other papers printed
in Hancock county.

9br sdrlH'finn/
West
L.

nunty .Vw»

uher

pages.

Trxnmiil

W

Humitl is

to

work

road

the

on

with his team.

Mrs. Z- 1 .n.i 8. Clark has gone to Sea-

Myra

wall to visit her sister, Mrs.

Had-

k>ck.

Murphy expects to leave
here this week to take charge of his yacht

Capt.

U2

A ibion

Boston.

Russel LsCount, who has been in the
training station in Newport, R. 1., came
home last week.

\V. A. C ark. Basil Lunt

have gone to work in the governon Libby’s Island.

Lopaus
ment

Asbury

and

employ

Capt. George Murphy
with his family. While
work done

some

spent

Edward A.

his house.

on

week

a

home he bad

at

Lunt doing the work.
Owing to

slight

a

accident to

the

pro-

“Creedmore’’. which
carrier the herring for the sardine factory
of this place, the fishing sloop “Pilgrim”
went to Bar Harbor for a load.
Thelma.
May -i.
of

peller

he steamer

t

ttouldsboro

George Perry is ill.
Mrs. Anne Handy, who

has been ill, is
improving.
Jacob Mayo, of Southwest Harbor, was
m

town

Saturday.

Elmer Gordon has gone to MUbridge to
in the sardine factory.
The schooner “Lizzie and Annie” is in
the bay loading with staves.
Miss Etta Foss, adopted daughter of
Air. and Mrs. A. S. Rolfe, died Sunday,
May 20.

She

has

Her age
year.
six months.

been ill for

than

more

twenty-five

was

a

years and

Holden, engineer.
May 21.

TRIBUTE

recently, A. H. Dresser, of Orlam*,
former schoolmate, writes:

Jen.

to

Port-

Airs. George Dodge, of Deer Isle, is the
guest of Joan Dodge and wife.
from Surry,

Grindle has returned
one

of Everett

Douglass'

houses.
Died at the home of her daughter, Mrs.
Walter Doyle, May 11. Emily Green, wife
of James Green, aged severity years. The
funeral was held Sunday, the 13:h;
sermon by Rev. J. S. Richards, pastor of
the Congregational church, lu early life
she murried L >riug Young, of Surry. By
nine

survive

Surry.
May
South

ten children

The
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born,

interment
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John Ke!»ev mid
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tne church,

Sunday
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morning
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hi
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being utilized,
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considerable
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winter,
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l

anticipated.
May 19.

who

now

1'. G. Bunker is
the measles.

No

out
new

again after having
cases yet.

invite

ail.

P. hull.

May 21

Meb.

as

M

with

pneu-

The hou-e owned by Mr. P per is being
put in readiness for sum-

mer

her head and face, and the best doctors
could give no help; but her cure is complete and her health is excellent.” This
shows v. ^at thousands have proved— that
Electri Bitters i« the best blood purifier
known
It's the supreme remedy for
eczema, tetter, salt rheum, ulcers, boils and
running -^ore-. It stimulates liver, kidneys
and bowe l- expels poisons, helps digestion,
builds up the -trength. Only 50cents. Sold
by S. I) Wiggix, Drbggist Guaranteed.

ill

furnished and

Glorious News

from Dr. D. B. Cargile, of Washita,
I. T. He writes: ‘‘Four bottles of Electric
Bitters ha vecured Mrs. Brewer of scrofula,
which had caused her great suffering for
years. Terrible sores would break out on

is

Vv

visitors.
has

iiitorop Stanley

f-a

utatoriaii of the seuior

li
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James Staples and daughter left

Monday

spend

to

days

few
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in
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of

Castine, has been in

Clark,
past week doing

some

plumbing

the Pleasant View hotel.

>r

lumber.

wide and

thick.

more

It

was

than one-and a-half inches

presented

Capt. Richardson,

w

to the doctor

ho Ins

them which the whale had

by

l>asket full of

a

no

further
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class of

B. H.

a

recently graduated
Boston business college, has re-

turned to his home here.

Owing

to

the

storm

Saturday

unable to attend

many

were

berry

festival

at

the

the

ri

use

and

Shapleigb,

When

be

bring two extra horses.
May 21.

returns
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a

few

hurry,

Martin

May

be

for

will
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some

boys

The current swept him

at

once

Mr. Russell, the new Methodist minister,
with his family, is located in the Turner
house, of late years occupied as n par-

Mrs. Minnie E. Kennedy, of
No. 4 Holden Place, Dorchester,
Mass., is a lady who has suffered
greatly from debility, hut who is
now in perfect health as a result
of the faithful use of Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills for Pale People. She
is enthusiastic in her praise of the
remedy, and will gladly tell others
seeking information in regard to
the pills, just what they have done
for her. She says :
About six months ago I was comI felt as
run down and miserable.
tired and worn out in the rooming as 1
would just after a hard day's work. I lost
flesh rapidly and had no appetite.
4*I was induced to try Dr. Williams'
Pink Pills lor Pale People, and soon my
friends began to remark upon my improved
appearance- 1 gained fle*h, my natural
color came back, and the wearied ex press on about the eyes entirely
disappeared.
I continued the medicine until I had taken
four boxes, and I can now say that 1 am in
perfect health. I have no more headaches
and no more weariness, thanks to Dr.
Williams* Pink Pills for Pale People."

pletely

Mrs. MINNIE E. KENNEDY.
Sworn to before nsc this C9t.l1 day of
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W. P. Richardson, pastor of the
cnurch in Kntteld, is a guest at
the parsonage. Mr. Richardson
make arrangements
and consider the
occupied
building of a new hall, over Columbus the pulpit Sunday morning and evening
Mrs. W. H. Rice and daughter K iitb
Lai:, and is to report at another meeting;
are at their home in Latnoine.
to l>e called in about two weeks.
Mr. R ce
is in <iouldsboro but w ill
May a
join bis family
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Restore Utility, Lost Mjor and ManhoodCure Impotency, Night Kmissionsand
wasting diseases, all effects of selfdSW& abuse, or excess and indisM'V'-eretion. A nerve tonic and
f blood builder. Brings the
:
y 'flK'pink glow to pale cheeks and
the fire of youth.
tfTSfTlly mail r.Oc per box, C boxes
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“Cimtrla” made her tir«t trip last
She will come every week during

The

NERVITA PILLS

Waukfag will be a
well-appreciated accom-

station

inucL-.1 ceded and

Schools closed Friday after successful
terms.
Miss Lewis, of Steuben, taught
the grammar, and Miss Julia Guptill, of
Gouldsboro, the primary.
week.

new

KEEP YOUR BLOOD CLEAN

Clinton A Jackson Sts., CHICACO. IU.

Dunn's atone shed.

The Winter Harbor nine played baseball
here on the afternoon of Arbor Day and
got badly beaten. The score was 11 to 0 in

the

ith its outbuild-

Birch Harbor, is
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annual
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torn down

parts of the town. This house was
built by Jalx-/ S. Foster sometime in the
'10*. and was the home ofi the Foster
family till about live years ago. when Mrs
Foster died, and the children of the family
found homes all over the country
Thplace was sold some months ago to W. <>.
Finery who has taken the site to enlarge

R
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MissZida Miller, of Dcrc bceter, .Mass.,
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other

Woman’s

Simpson house formerly owned and
occupied by the late Amos B. Simpson is
next
being repaired. The heirs of this place.
Maine general hospital, where she has reIf »• a hurrn't*
bet*, thy fMTMnynl of the?
cently undergone a serious but successful Simpson Brothers, andjtwo sisters, all live bo*cUe»»rj tfaf rt‘tu'ir,
> n reilct or •
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Alvin Wilson at present.
About a score of people from Big Cran- occupied by
Charles II Preble, the blacksmith, is
berry island attended the C. E. local union
making extensive changes |in the locality
at Northeast Harbor last Saturday. During the afternoon session Dr. Grlndle very of his business. 1-ast year he bought the
ably opened a discussion on the advisa- property on the corner of Franklin road,
bility of organizing a Sunday school as- from the estate of the late (» C Fynam,
sociation upon the
island
of
Mount including the old mill, the large carriage
Desert. The right for such was somewhat shop, and undertaker's rooms. He is conquestioned by a local Methodist minister, verting the latter into a shop for his busi-

at

L«at Friday Kben B C ark rescued from
drowning Charles Farley’s youngest boy.
The boy was play lug on the dyke darn
v

I

Frank Stanley will go to Portland
Monday to visit her sister at the

A.

days ago, H
had a slight

21.

P.»ve will not let our hearts forget
And so, though tiod's, we have them yet
8m.

Mrs.

Miss

paralytic shock, and had to be assisted to
his home.
He has not ful y recovered,
but is able to ride

Dorchester

44

saving station at Damariscove island, near |
Boothbay harbor, and last week left the West Sullivan, Sullivan Center;and Sullistation here to take command of that van village, very much to the detriment of
sc hools and school teachers.
station.
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and moved to OriMtid.
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Weep not for them, for they are ble*t
Heyond what we can comprehend.
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two weeks ago,
years of age. Her

John II. Pressey has commenced work
Seal Harbor for the coming season.
! nonage.

May

MiUiken, after being confined to
his room by a
ps.nful illness several
weeks, is able to be out.
Samuel T. Kittield has sold his homestead

SUrbrrttscmnit*.

! provement* inside and out.
The “measles so prevalent among Maine
El wood Richardson has been commis-

F. J. S.

May 21.

straw-

school house.

James Russ, who is employed by
Pierpont Edwards, left here Friday
New York.

ght

Jessie Keniston, whose death

Miss Helen M. Smith, of the liar Harbor
George \V. Spurling and wife are rejoicing over the advent o* a daughter—Evelina. > Jtecord has returned from Boston, w here
Mrs. Amy Fernald is visiting her chil- I she has been for a week’s outing. Her
dren at Islesford, where, with one excep- house here is undergoing changes and itn-

Surrj
Alston

While at
who

at

‘‘Leader” for

Mr. Freeman, proprietor of Shore Acre*,
arrived Saturday to commence hia duties.
All are glad to welcome him again.
H.
May 21.

tion, all have homes.

M. S Joyce, who has taken the contract
building the house of J. J Spofford,
went to Bangor Monday to purchase the

f

June 11.

Percy Haraor,
from

been

bra ncea.

"We wonder why so many lives
Knd when we count them just Itetfun.
We miss them sorely hut wc know
That some way It Is lielter so.

!»)«■•.

Capt. George L. Beck left town for Bos
ton Thursday, returning Saturday.
Capt. and Mrs. Ed. Richardson left town
Monday for a trip to Boston and New

business.
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Lucinda U. Stanley is confined to

to

Three cargoes of hay have hewn shipped
from here to liar llarhnr during the j«At
week from J. A. Peters’ farm.
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atandattll, owing

The River view- I ora' union met with the
Y. F. S. C. K. here WeJneaday. May 16

to

girl fifteen
endearing qualities made her beby all who knew her. Her parents
have the heartfelt sympathy oftbecom-

was a

informed

Clark, who harried to the water,
waded out a* far a* he could, then swam
to the hoy’* assistance, saving him after
t e had sunk twice, and in an unconscious
condition. The boy was taken to the
residence of O. W. KIttredge and revived.
H.
May 21.
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many years and
years she has been
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Harry Hill'and wife visited Mrs. Hill’s
Akela” was in the
The steam yacht
parents last w ,*ek at the Prospect Harbor Northwest harbor
Sunday, and will be
ngut.
! cruising in Maine waters during this
Our army boys o* D. L. Wen re post, week. She is commanded by Willie Green,
No. >9, are looking fo-ward to Memorial and has a whole crew from I)eer
Isle, exDay, winch they will celebrate at Went cepting the firemen.
B.
of
Winter
Sullivan
E. Tracy,
Harbor,
Dr. Hart, the dentist, has a good tooth
will deliver the address, and the Winter
in his office which, with the roots sawed
Harh r
hand will fut.nsh the music.
off, is now seven inches long, three inches
Alfred Hackett, adjutant, and J. B. Johncommander, cordially
The service will be in ibe K..

house and

Capt. \V. A. Spurling stocked in four
days' fishing nearly f300 hand lining.
Capt. A. E. Birlem will command the
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output of about f5,000,000 a month.
Mrs. Julia A. Pyer, mother of (ieorge
C. Pyer, of this place, has been an In-
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deep
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Capt. Caleb A. Haskell left for Boston
Thursday where his vessel, the “Mary A.
Hall", is discharging.

Mrs. J. C. Small is still very low.

J

W

Johnson

“Florence Leland".

Ash v tile.

two weeks here.
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head. Mass.. Thursday.
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from New York Saturday.
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Monday to join his vessel, the
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treasury, and an income exceeding hi*
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Uncle Ham la always ready to give any
mail accommodations to his
people—in evidence of this fact I will
reasonable

friends from Hancock,
town, took that occasion to make
her a visit and brought good cheer with
Mrs.
their kindly greetings and presents.
Pyer was greatly pleased at their kind

town

Highland quarry.
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general

per

York.

It will take

cents

native

Miss Lou

Burnham, to go to North-

Cars have been loaded with

Memorial Sunday service will be held al
Franklin church next Sunday.
The Memorial Pay service will he held,
Your correhall.
as usual, at the town
spondent understands that Judge J. H.
Kedman, of Ellsworth, will deliver the

day.

wages

per month.
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fied of the bad condition of

seemed

at 25

E. C. Haskell left town for Boston Mon-

“Victory” is loading aiith
edgings and sawdust at Taunton

markably
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Capt. Walter Gray came home Thursday.
Harry Joyce went to Bar Harbor Saturday.
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James M. Clark, while fishing at the
Havtbe stream, saw a large gray-

wharf for E. G.
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O. Hardison, the veteran bear
trapped another bruin at No. 10
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Franklin.
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Tapestry Carpets

Excellent all wool

have left quite a valuable property.
“Of the large class of the early fifties In school
district No.North BluehiU, he was one of the
a ere handful of schoolmate# now remaining.”

is

union

Good

ve-sel wa«* at anchor, but there was no one on
deck at the time, so he saved himself by his own
unaided exertions. He afterward went long
!
voyages, at one time going up the Mediterloiter he was wrecked on Silver Rank. !
ranean.
\V. I., where tliecrew had to take to the l*oats In
which they were several days before being
picked up His wife was with him at this time.
“Up to this time he had been making strong
ex. rtloti- to qualify himself to go master at the
first convenient opportunity, but this shipwreck
seemed to nave a discouraging effect. He gave
up the *ea. and soon after went West to Illinois
w here he Ln^caine prominent, holding the office
of high sheriff for some time. He was enterprising, honest and trustworthy, and Is said to

P. Dyer

good

not

and

farmers

the West

The road commissioner has been noti-

Mrs. Charles Parker has gone
land to visit her sisters.

their

Spring Carpets and Wall Papers.

a

GrecnMef’# National arithmetic
“The sea had strong attractions for him and
On
he made several trip# to the Grand Ranks.
hN return from the Banks one season, when gowas
in
In
Northern bav^ pond
ing in t-wlmmlng
vogue, he joined the crowd and learned to swim,
sa\ lug as
ne was going to be on the water so
much, it might be of use to him The very next
As lie was
season It probably saved his life.
going aloft one day a ratlin parted, and be went
had
but
the
skill
he
overboard,
acquired the
year l*cfore enabled him to swim and get hold
of a rope that hung conveniently near. The

A.

at

are

cloaed

l^rrahee.

paatorate

May

bad weather for

“Another schoolmate l* gone. He and the
w ill'
were natives of North It uehill whe e we
lived ami grew to manhood within a mile of
each other. Schoolmates, wo almost Invariably
Kit together in one of the middle back seats of
the w» l! tciuembered old school house, where we
strung ed together on the knotty problem# in

at

poor*

past week has been cold and wet.
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Concerning: Humphrey Saunders, formerly of thin place, whose death at Stewardson, III., was reported in The Ameri-
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The sardine steamer 4kC. P. Conners”,
which has been repaired here, will leave
forSouthwest Harbor this week.
N. H.
Sowle is captain, and Lewis Dicks, of
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Constipation,
Headache, Biliousness,
Heartburn,
Indigestion, Dizziness,

E. A. Lawler, of Southwest Harbor, was
the island last Sunday, making a short
call on friends.
on

Schooner

lett,

has

“Dolphin”, Capt.

arrived

from

Abel

Indian

Bart-

Harbor

Capt. Bartlett is building a weir.
Capt. George Kay ana Oliver Kobinson,
of Ellsworth, in the “Express”, stopped
in the cove over Sunday, and called on
where
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I* «’t Tobacco Spit a 1 Smoke Your life A nay.
To quit tobacco easily and forever, be mag
netic. full of life, nerve and vigor, take No-ToUac. the wonder-worker, that makes weak men
strong. All drugar&ts, 50c or tl.
teed
Booklet JtuX sample free. Address
Sterling KemeJ* Co Chicago or Xew York.
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that ae

support
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the liver and cure all
these ills, is found in
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O. Bartlett and son Emery
went to Ellsworth that cold Thursday,
and found that January weather in May
; wan rather uncomfortable.

May

out

best

friends here.
Mrs.

Sfcbtrtisnnrnts.
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i ne rain of Friday bas again stopped
farming, until the water drains off.
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MAINK SCHOOL SYSIKM.

educational system. The work had
made ready for the man, and the

our

been

sut« Superintendent W. W.
nikI HU Work.

That he was ready for his work, tbst be
hsd a clear and rit finite conception of
what was to be done and of how to do it,
was evident front
the first.
Coming to
tiis position In the third week of the legislative session, before the adjournment
of the legislature he had secured the
pas-

Hon. W. W. Stetson, State superintendent of

to his

appointed
on

public

the

was

position and entered up-

January, 1896. The

his duties in

which he found waiting

sage of acts and resolves enabling him to
print and distribute circulars of information and suggestion, to maintain sum-

work

him, and his

and tltne«* for its

preparation

Maine,

schools of

doing,

seem

almost to have been lorenrdtrrd.
Mr. Stetson whs fortunately horn of
sturdy Puritan stock, and inherited a
sound mind in a sound body, lie drew

duration,

of teacners and issue State certificates.
Mis next important step was to make

ancestry that intenaeenergy, persistence, and push which fitted him by
nature for the kind of work he found to
do. Not lews fortunate waa he In being
bred, in hla childhood and youth, in a
typical Maine rural community, and in
from his

his

getting

early education
community.

ill

searching personal investigation of the
actual condition and needs of the rural
schools, hy visiting and making special
systematic inspection of two hundred of
the poorest and best of them In eight
counties in the State. The result of this
inspection furnished him with a fund of
facts
and
Illustrations of conditions
which put as he put them in his report
of that year, poured a flood of light upon
the actual conditions of the rural schools
of the State.

the rural

of that

schools
At fifteen years of age he began teaching in the rural district achoola of hla
time during winter terms, and during the
spring and fall further pursued his studies
At the age of
in Monmouth academy.
nineteen he went West. There he taught
again In the rural schools, waa further
educated in a western college, had experience in graded school-work, both as principal and superintendent, and fora while
taught iu a normal school. He alt«o did
work in county institutes.
In 1S85 he returned to Maine, assumed
the principals!!ip of the Webster school
it the supertnin Auburn, and with
tendency of the Auburn schools. This
two-fo d position he held till called to the
State superintendency. While holding it
he too*
to aid

in

man.

of six

and

schools; prepared

summer

planned

of the county educa-

superintendent
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it
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would
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and
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more
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more or
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less
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so
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direction and
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shall
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the

have been successful
the

tir-»t

the result

been a

warded

To create an agency for arousing local
interest in the local schools, and directing

want- ; the force of such interest to the most

be-

neficent ends, he has planned a system of
school improvement
leagues such Dial
when they have become general, they w ill
make the local school, in surround mgs
and furnishings and work, minister to t he
ove of the beaupurest and best in man
tiful in nature, art and literature.
Already, within little more than a year since
promu'gat ing h is plan, more tnan 200of
these leagues have been organ z ?d, with a
membersliip of nearly S 000.
To inform public opinion regarding the
condition and needs of the schools, to
suggest remedies for defects, to give sug-

newr

heard.

It

seems

to

be

the

;

Johnsons

i
ready, so far as
Agencies to be employed when these two'
reforms iu system should be inaugurated,

LinimenT

of

policy, and,

meantime,
practicable, the

iu

the

were the lines along which
preparation
for his work proceeded while the man
was getting
prepared for it.
In 1895 the district system had ceased to
be operative. The same law that abolished it had provided for reform in local
supervision. County teachers’ organizations had been permanently established
agencies through which to reach the
teachers and so the schools. The teachers’ summer
schools,
proved themselves
arable

as experiments, had
practicable and degiving needed help to

agencies
teachers in larger measure than the
county organizations could give, and
their success had paved the way for legisfor

lation, giving

them

permanent place in

he Appetite of ti <io«t
envied by all poor dyspeptics whose
Stomach and Liver are out of order. All
know that i>r. King’s New
bare I ills, the wonderful Stomach and LivI

?^hr^hoald
ru

KeIVed^» 8>ve a splendid appetite, sound

digestion and a regular bodily habit that
nsures perfect health and
great energy.
niy 25c at S. 1). Wiqgin’b drug store.

J

j
;

Oldest—originated 1810.
external

Internal

or

use.

Ue»t -A>r
C

ures-

Kret

••

-•*

*0414

Trratmantf»r

'Irid C’ir«

~>f

hiith*

My

hildren in

!

1

used.”

For sale by all dealers; price 50 cents,
j 'oster- M ilburn Co, Buffalo, N. V
sole
c

gents fur the l*. S.
Remember the name, Doan’s, and take
other.

t io

I

)ont Replace a Bad Cold With
Bad Digestion.

j1

( :o1ds
] Y by

are

cured

quickly

and certain-

Hales

Horehound
and Tar
nd

it

no
indigestion. 25*,
bottle; the largest size
Be sure
At all druggists.

causes

<X, $1.00 per
(

heapest.

t

1)

get Hale's.

t.niic, uuimiiueu.
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Drops Cure in One Minute.

Worms?
If a child ia ailing don't neglect to
for worrnn. Give several (loses of

(

a

TRUE'S PIN WORM ELIXIR
if
liter

I

a.

II V

ill Frank \V. Thompson has or had in and
the same on the eleventh day of December,
a. d. 1899, at eleven o’clock and thirty minutes
in the forenoon, the time when the same was
attached on the writ in the suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land situated in
said F.(ieii and thus described, viz..: Beginning
on the east side of the town road at the southwesterly corner <-f D. H. Paine's homestead
lot; thence
following said Paine's line
easterly to a corner; thence northerly to the
south line of land of Theodore Paine; thence
following said Theodore Paine's south line
and the south line of land of P. K. Poland
formerly Thomas H. Peland easterly to a
maple t ree spotted for a corner; t hence following the west line of land of said D. H. Paine
Mi

| ike's Toothache

deceased.
o. 1'. CUNNINGHAM, Judge of said Court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—Chas. P. Dohk, Register.
To

all persons Interested in
ithe
of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first day
of May, in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hundred.
following matters having been presented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is hereby ordered that notice thereof be given to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order to be published three weeks successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fifth day oi
June. a. d. 1900, at ten of the clock in the
forenoon, and be heard thereon it they see

1THE

j

cause.

'Thomas Partridge, late of Orland, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument purport ing to be the la-t will and testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probate thereof, presented by William O. Buck,
the executor therein named.
Simeon B. Higgins, late of Orland, in said
Petition that Arno W.
county, deceased.
King, of Ellsworth, in said rim.
or
some
other suitable person, may be appointed administrator of the estate' of said deceased,
presented by Eleanor J. Hooper, a sister of
said deceased.
o. P. CUNNINGHAM, Judge ,f said Court.
A true copy of original order of court.
Attest:—Ch as. P. Doiut, Register.
To the Honorable, the Judge of
Court iu and for the county of

SHERIFF'S SAI F.
Maim, Hancock ss.:

this sixteenth day of May. a. d.
r|V\KKN
a. d.
X
1900, mi extent ion dated April J
1900, issued on a judgment rend* red bv the
supreme judicial court lor vlit* county of
Hancock, .*( th« term thereof begun and held
on the second Tuesday of April, a. d
i:t)ti, to
wit: On the twenty-first day of April, a. d.
190<), in favor of bred H. Osgood, of t-.llsworth, in sanl county, against Frank W.
Thompson, of bden, in said county, for fortyeight dollar- and ninety-eight cents debt or
damage, and fourteen dollars and seventyeight ct nts costs of suit, and will he sold at
public auction at the store of William H.
Higgins, at Bar Harbor, in said Eden, to the
highest bidder, on Tuesday, the nineteenth
day of June. a. d 190', at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, the following described real estate
ill.

j

in said FBlsworth.
Calvin C. Lunt, late of Long Island, in said
Petition tiled by A. F.
county, deceased.
Burnham, administrator of tin estate of said
deceased, for license to sell, at private sale,
certain real estate of said deceased, situated
in said Long Island.
Hezekiah K. Richardson. minor of Mmmf
Desert, in said county.
Petition filed by Ada
M. Somes, guardian of said minor, for license
to sell, at private sale, certain real estate of
said minor, situated in said Mount Desert.
Charles E. Bowden, late of Ellsworth, in
said county, deceased. Petition for allowance
out of the personal estate of said deceased,
presented by Isa M. Bowden, widow of said

exceptions.

tie- Probate
Hancock.
LLY represents Gertrude'S.
k
Rice, of New York City, that William
Ic Rice, late of said New York, died on the
nineteenth day of September, a. d. isyy That
at a probate court held on the sixth
day of
February in the year of our Lord one thousand nine hum! red, G> it rude S. Ilin-ua-. duly
: ! Wm.
appointed executrix of the w-ll of
B. Rice and accepted said trust.
That vour petitioner is iniornied and believes that certain of said piuperty of said
decedent hereinafter mentioned passing by
will or some portion theitof, or some interest
therein, is subject to the paym-nt of the tax
imposed by Chapter 1 lei of the public laws of
1*93 and acts amendatory thereof and additional thereto.
That the names of all the persons who are
interested in the succession t<>
ml property,
and the share of each are as stated in schedule A, hereunto annexed.
Wherefore your petitioner prays that the
actual market value of said property, the persons
interested in the succcs.-.ioii thereto,
and the amount of the tax thereon nvy be determined by the judge of probat.-.
Oektruu-: S. Rice.

1>LSPECTH

>

s

State of New York,
New York County,
Subscribed and sworn to befoi. me, this
fourteenth day of April, a. d. 1900.
S. B. (jOOOA I.E,
V h. S.)
«

>

Notary Public,

N. Y. C.
Residence.
West lfith St
New York City.
ltil Beacou St.,
formerly Benjamin Emery southerly to au S. Eliot Guild, trustee.
rests with yon whether yon continue
Boston, Mass.
tree spotted for a corner; thence"foilowoak
n
t..t,a,-,-.,
rv-ki.lmg
ital.it. M O-TO<
ing the north line of laud of Deorge It. Augustus I*. Loring, trustee, 22 ongres* St.,
Boston, Mass.
,r,
Mitchell formerly John Peach westerly to the
S. Eliot Guild,
161 Beacon St.,
town road; thence following said road north*; r.s lost manhood.
■BE m^7*\
Boston.
Mass.
amt
thence
to
the
first
westerly
northerly
n ikes von
Miss C harlotte H. Gu. !,
251 Beacon St.,
sirung^^Y, |||4U^so:d 400.000
mentioned hound, containing
acres,
health, nerving#®
1^ 1WjAeJcasi,s.••ir»d ii ,y more or less, w ith the buildingsninety
Mass.
Boston,
thereon,
exTO HAC from
Robert Grant,
Probate Court,
cepting from tin-above description one lot of
Boston. Mass.
Vouch for us. Take H with
one-fourth of an acre more or less sold to
r> Mt Vernon Place
will. pan. titty, per
t, nt! v
>ne
Henry R. Grant,
Paine.
Theodore
ho». •!, usually cures. 3 le.ies. f» &o,
Mass.
Boston,
Also one other lot situated in Eden aforeguarantee ! to cure, or we refund money
f Judge Grant,
care
Sterling Hrtortiy fe., (‘blear*. Muni real. New Vnrh.
said, ami described as follows, viz.: all the! Patrick Grant,
Probutt Court,
marsh lot formerly of Solomon Thompson
Hi.-»on, Mass.
Who Have Used Them
that lies on the southwest side of the North j
Mrs. Flora Gray,
f Morris Gray.
tare
I .HUILO Recommend as the BEST
Fast C're< k, ii being the -..me marsh lot
Chestnut
Hill,
in
mentioned
the
deed
from
Cornelius
DK. KING’S
Mass,
Thompson to lid Solomon dated the sevenStar Crown Brand
STATE OF MAINE.
teenth day of August. i*.r2. and recur, cd in
|
Hancock **n.—At a
»•< Id at
Hancock riM.i ■> «.t .a-uN August 21, 185.2. j
rnbate court
I
book 93, pug- 238.
Buckspt.ii. in ami for >.iid count;,, on the first
nmediate relief, no danger, no pain.
ur
Alsu one "t n
,».t disci i cd in dr d from
I.ord one
day of May. in tin- y.-ar of
^ »cd lor year* by leading • pec talma. Hundred* ot tertl!
Cornelius Tn one- ri to said Solum n d d .1 thousand nine hundred.
n out*,*. A trial will convince you o ftheir intrin«lc value
On the foregoing petition, ordered:
>
i»h of
Dec. In, Isi-. .ml recorded in Hancock teg
That
>uppre*«ion. Send ten cent* for sample aud
^ •a- All l*Mig£i*u or by iiiat. #l.o0 box.
notice thereof be given t<> ui persons interistrv of i.cells
pi. 2U, 1859, book ltd. pa. 330,
its follows, to wit
Goii and
ING MEDICINE CO., Box 1930, BOSTON, MASS.
ested, by causing a copy of sc
--Beginning at the northwest corner if J »el this order then on to be \ iMi-hcd three
Emery’s marsh at the North Fast Cm k and weeks successively in the 1... a..: in Amerifollows s ud Funny’s line northeasterly t. a
-t F'lsw. rth, in
can, a newspaper pu' lished
ditch
in:-..
intersecting the said Emery’s line; said county ot Hancock, that
apt hence by sa.d ditch and line of P.
ami N. J.
pear at a probate court to be held at the
d f. r
Thomas former line now John Peach'- line to probate court room in Kllsw. r’., in
said county, on the fifth day ot June, a. d.
corner of Cor ut I ins T. Thomas marsh and Pit1900, at ten o’clock in the forenoon, and be
tle Crick; thence by said Little Crei k and
heard thereon if they see cans.
Cornelius T. Thomas's line to North E -t
<>. P. PENNING!! \M, .1
Creek: thence by North East Cic< k s
.f Probate
'.iriy
A true copy of original petit.- •• and order
to the tir.st bon ml, meaning and inteuiii..< to
of court thereon.
describe all within said bounds.
above
is
-ante
\ 11 Idle
tic
Attest:—gram P. Dm R, Register
described real estate
dcserilwd ;i- eouvevetl in the deed from So,.iinou
1 rank NV. Thompson, daie< l• 1 ►.
subscriber hereby givi
n c
that
Thompson
he has been duly appom’ed
X
19. 1**7. and recorded in book 217. pa/7. ot
uinissaid registry, and the names of the ad.i -ining trator of the estate of
Men
n.
Gray,
ow tiers and ot ler details of deserij*tion aft la m-u
late of (’astine, in the county of II
cock,
from said deed.
deceased, and given bonds as the law •' rects.
A11 persons having demands a gai list tin-. state
Also a cei La.ii lot or pared of land situ:.:. .1 u
Fden aforesaid and honnded and disci:
of
said
t
das
deceased are desired
pr sent the
Follow s. to w it. Beginning at the southwest cor- same for settlement, and all indi bn
thereto
ner of land now or formerly owned h;. saitl
are requested to make payment in.:
.Cutely.
\\
Frank
Mav 1. a.d. 1900.
Geor<.
i./.ay.
Thompson on the’east side i.t the
town road hading from the l’.eaver Da n. so
subscriber hereby gu,
[•ailed, in Isaac if. Emery's; thence naming
notice that
from said southwest comer eastwardly h t folhe has been duly app -nt< •! idminisX
lowing the south line of said laud now or lor- trators of the estate of Ai m C. Holt,
inerly owned by said Thompson four lu. aired late of Lamoirte, in the county of Hanand seven feet to a stone bound set or to
1
set
as
the
cock, deceased, and given
in the ground; thence southerly but parallel law directs. All persons having demands
with said road and four hundred and sc\.
led against the estate »>f said deceased are desired
distant thcicirom, two hundred and ei/'itreu to present the same for settlement, and a.i
Feet to a stone* hound set or to be set n the indebted thereto are requestc'
make payground; thence wc,twardly but always paral- ment immediately.
Hiram Allen Holt.
lel |w ith
the
herein
first-described
line
May 1, a. d. 19ou.
Four hundred
and
seven
feet to a stone
bound set. or to be set in% the ground on the
subscriber hereby giv.-s notice that
r|MJE
t-ast Hide of said town road; thence noi
X he has been duly appointed adminiserly
Following said road two hundred and eigh- trator of the estate ot M.uy A. Doyle,
teen feet to the first-mentioned bound, conlate
in
of
the
Sullivan,
county of
MANUFACTURED BY
taining two acres, being the same pr- city Hancock, deceased, and given bon--.- is the
described us conveyed to said Thomps u by
All
law
directs.
depersons having
Benina A. Mitchell et als. by deed acknow- mands
id deagainst the estate of
ledged Jan. 7, 1895, and recorded in sai reg- ceased art desired to present the game
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are
istry, in book 289, page 80.
William B. Higgins,
to make payment ini mediately,
, requested
Ellsworth.
Charles w. Doyle.
Deputy Sheriff.
May 1, a. d. 1900.
worm* are prem-nt
will be expelled.
ha, rnleM
*cg«uhl<* tonic rnitk'iig rich, pure bi.MKi at v• ■ur Ir-iafiats, Joe Itr. J. F. True A-Co. Auburn. M».
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Name.
Gertrude S. Rice, trustee,
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'ENNYROYAL PILLS.,
■

...

r|AHE

KINEO COAL FURNACE,

SCALES.il Manufactured
ments,

,

ever

and
I'ur,

KINEO WOOD FURNACE.

STANDARD

THE FAIRBANKS COMPANY,

murrer

Lizzie N. Ford, two cases, law on demurrer and exceptioi s.
F. M. Gaynor, two cases, capias issued.
Seth O. Hanscom, one "case, law on
demurrer and exceptions.
J*. it. Herlihy, two cases, law on demurrer and
exceptions.
R. J. Lamont. one case, fine $100,
costs $ mi, paid.
T. H. Landers, two cases, law on demurrer and exceptions.
E. Leach, one case, law on demurrer nml exceptions
Thomas E. Lee, two cases, capias issued.
T. !•;. McCormick, two cases, law on
demurrer and exceptions.
J. J. Mel).maid, two casts, fine $200,
costs $?n, paid.
Edward G. Moore, one case, fine $100,
costs $io, paid.
C. C. Morrison, one case, nol pros by
order of court.
M. ( Morrison, one case, law on demurrer and exceptions.
George A. Farther, one case, fine
$100, costs $10. paid.
A. Simpson, two cases, fine $200, costs
$20. paid.
Charles N. Small, one case, law on
demurrer and exceptions.
A. I*. SI uart. two cases, capias issued.
Geo. .J. Swett, two cases, law on demurrer and exceptions.
Josh Suet tzer. two cases, law on demurrer and exceptions.
S. L. Treat., jr., two eases, law court
on demurrer and
exceptions.
I*. II. Wardwell, one case, line $100,
costs $10. paid.
John W. Wheaton, one case, law on
demurrer and exceptions.
Attest: -John F. Knowlton, Clerk.

of

OUR PEARL RANGE.

FAIRBANKS^ I

BOSTON,
42 PEARL STREET
NEW YORK.
311 BROADWAY

the Sur-

Doan’s

cases

filed for settlement,

Abby R. Dawes, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Albert F.
Burnham, administrator of the estate of said
deceased, for license to sell, at private sale,
certain real estate of said deceased, situated

NEW KINEO RANGE.

j

FAIRBANKS’ VALVES,
Railroad, Mill, and Store Supplies.

on

ham, guardian.
Margaret Turner, a person of unsound mind
(now deceased), of Ellsworth, in said county.
Final account of Elizabeth True, guardian,

case, continued;
demurrer and ex-

ceptions.

this side of

on

one
on

cases, law

M. L. Balch, one case, continued.
James Harkins, two cases, continued for sentence.
Guy a. Judkins, one case, continued.
E. Leslie Mason, one case, law on demurrer and exceptions.
Asher Moody, two cases, continued.
H. G. Spofford, one case, tine *100,
costs *10, paid; two cases, continued.
George It. Cunningham, one case,
line *100, costs *10, paid.
N. F. Curran, two cases, law on de-

Read what

Kidney Pills for
kidney and urinary
{ tiseases.
This induced me to give them
t 0 my 11 year-old daughter who suffered
rom kidney and urinary weakness ever
ecommending

so

ll !
1}

II coughs, eolda, cholera morbus, colic. If
II stings, all pains, aches and inllam- Ml
Costa—25 cents ami AO Ml
\1 (nation.
cents a hot tie.
Larger size more Ml
\\
X economical; three times us much.Mf
I. S. JOHNSON A CO..
'X
//
X.
Boston. Mass.
Mf

short distance

1

wife's
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DOES COFFEE AGREE WITH YOU?

to get

road,

first

friends who rush into print alAs a rule, too, they are the ones
ways.
who stir up trouble in the first place bein all these regards had been made.
Tentween the children and their stepmother.
tative courses of study had been outlined
Once in awhile no doubt there is a wickfor the rural schoo's to tiring their work
ed, cruel stepmother of the story hook
into more systematic and efficient form,
type, because there are -rill some wicked,
cruel women in the world in spite of all
and the adoption of them had been urged
the evidences of woman's advancement,
upon school commitUt*; but when they
When talking about stepmothers, howevattempted to put them iu force, coner. we rarely recall-the tine types of stepdition* grow iug out of he dint riel system
mothers who stand out
bt.ivcly in the
of management made those
attempts unpages of more than one biography. There
successful.
was
that remarkable family to which
1
Maria
Kdgcw* i!i I eb-uged. with its
Agencies in the form of county teachers’ meetings were organized to awaken ami teachers
regarding the most efficient more than IJn children ad two stepmothers.
Their
father had been married three
their teachers to the need of better
prep- : performance of their duties, he lias pretimes, and each stepmother was mourned
aratlon and to give them somewhat of pared himself, or superintended the preparation of a series of circulars whose as heartily by her stepchildren as by her
elementary knowledge of pedagogical value is evidence 1 by the fact that
they own. And there was Mrs. Johnson. Linprinciple* and methods; but these, while have been called for and distributed by coln’s stepmother, whom he always loved
successful in reaching and affecting the thousand- tome of them by teos >>t thou- and provided for. and she must certainly
work of
the better of these teachers, sands—not only In Maine, but i:» many have loved him in quite motherly fashion,
other stales
failed to reach and affect the work of the
Otherwise she could hardly have paid
In short, his work has been indefatigagreat body of them; and here again conble, persistent, wisely directed to the end j him that charming tribute. Tie was the
ditions growing out of the district system of lifting our whole public school system [ best boy she ever knew or ever expected
She never knew him once to
to a higher level of efficiency, and to equal- | to know.’
were
largely accountable for this failure. ity with ttie best ay-terns
refuse to do anything she wanted him to
anywhere.
Nor were attempt* to make supervision
The work which Mr. Stetson has aldo or to seem uot to want to do it.”
more efficient
ready done, and the results already attain- I
any more successful; for its
are prophecies and promiats of better |
inefficiency, was iu larger part directly ed,
work are larger results in the future.
It j
due to that essential characteristic of that
is devoutly to ho hoped that tie may be !
system by virtue of which those whose spared for the doing of that better work,
f not, nrlnk (iralnO—made from pure grains.
j Ilady
write*: “The tlr*t lime I made (iraln-O
duty it was to plan and direct the work and continued in bis position till tie shall 1A did
noi like it but after using it for one week
have
all
that
tie
lias
accomplished
planned
of the
schools,, had little or no voice iu to do, and is ambitious to do.
nothing would Induce me t.» go hack to coffee.”
It uourlshe* and feed* the system. The chllselecting the worker*. While the district
dren can diInk it fuelv wuh great benefit
It
system existed,
is the *tr* ngthenli'g •uhstunce of pure grain*.
therefore, the rural
!36Ufrttstutnita.
lid h package to dav t om your grocer, follow
schools could not be lifted into better
the direction* in making it and you will have a
condition. To get this out of the way, to
delicious and healthful tuole beverage for old
IV. and iV.
and young
reorganize local supervision in such a way
Ms to give it
|>crmanence and secure con-

tinuity

relieved and cured.

Ellsworth citizen says:
Mrs. Philina Moon, residing

hing she

Defence of Stepmothers.

“Most of US have been brought Up on
the good old orthodox fairy tales.” is the
position taken by M. E. J. Kelley when
making “A Plea For the Stepmother” in
The Woman’s Home Companion.
“We
have imbibed with our earliest drafts of
literature the notion that stepmothers
are all wicked and cruel fiends.
The uovelivts of later date, taking their cue from
the fairy stories, have elaborated on this
assumption until the verv name of 'stepmother' carries with it a suggestion of
cruelty and oppression. We find it quite
credible that when the sweetest girl of
our acquaintance becomes a stepmother
she will feed her own babies on angel
cake and make the dead wife’s children
We are
get on with plain brown bread.
shocked, of course, but we expect all manner of atrocious things from stepmothers.
“The stepmother's side of the ease is

to 9M1 teachers.

ing in continuity of force and purpose,
and inefficient hi rau*<* <<f these characteristics.
Attempts at reform and improvements

>ne

—

A

privi-

who

beyond anticipation. During
four years. State certificates, as

lessons. Their supervision was irresponsible, lacking in authority, subject to

change

super-

ale norm.I s. tiooU, or
may be made to count something in the
grade or length of State certificates.

I'nder

<

be

can

Folkmann turned her thoughts to other
lands, and ns she had made up her mind * ince she was I years of age, complainto become a dentist she determined to go
j ng of her back hurting her, headaches
to England and later to American.
Ar- !
{ nd stomach trouble.
She had very sein
she
was
unable from
riving
England,
force of circumstances to study there and
y ere attacks of it on an average of once a
became companion to Mme. I.iebhart, the
J oonth and was confined to her bed often
famous singer, with whom she staid for
* or a number of days.
When 1 was in
two years.
Then only could she attain
her desire, and she went to 1'hiludclphUt.
| Ulsworth one day I went to Wiggin’s
where she duly matriculated and took
her degree of doctor of dental surgery. 1 Irug store and got Doan’s Kidney Pills,
She returned to Vienna in the autumn of 1 ly the time she had taken two boxes she
ISM. Dr. Angela Folkmann is the vice ^ ras
very much improved. They did her a
president <>f the Woman’s Industrial so* -eat amount of good, more than anyciety.—Chicago Times-Herald.

of

gu»srf, that ultimately these
be so ordered
that
the

without definite ends in

annua!

course, she was not allowed to matriculate, for the state did not allow women
students to do so.
Consequently Dr.

wish to enter the S

known to he

hearing of

DR. ANGELA FOLKMANN.

of this

leges to those holding them

ma-

Us,

two

new white cottage overthe bay, says: “I read several ac< ounts in the newspapers about mothers

super-

In*

exceptions.
Coney,

John

I ooking

development
great gift uf prophecy to

os no

venture the
schools

1

exceptions.

and

James Stewart, one case, continued;
Two cases, law on demurrer and

1 2ast Hurry, in the

systematic course of instruction in
pedagogy, extending over four terms of
itv
wceKH each, with right to a diploma
to every teacher attending four terms
r
at least two-thirds of each. One who tins

State examinations

the

u

ceptions.

T. W. Underwood, one case, continued for sentence; two cases, law on
demurrer and exceptions.
John C. Herlihy, one case, continued; two cases, law on demurrer

Voice of Ellsworth People.

of urinary troubles, the nervousness,
I he restlessness that come from kidney

lias

something

jority
them,
poorly fitted
in scholarship, knowing little
lieyood the
text-books used, and knowing that in
many coses imperfectly, wanting in skill
to Impart what they knew, and working
of

He

drug

I ance

ous,

experiences

doing

force

At any

If you will but listen to your friends
md neighbors, they will tell yon how the
tains and aches of a bad back, the annoy-

intendents for

him, and hud labored to make that work
ready for somebody’* doing. It had long
been seen by educators that the rural
ungraded schools of the State were In a
bad way.
Their work was known to be
unsystematic, superficial, inefficient. The
teachers

of the results attained.

uniformity to the work of local
vision, by holding conventions of

cidence that, w in e Mr. Stetson was getting the preparation thus outlined,others
bad foreseen necessity for the work for
which

Home

given

own.

seem

It’a folly to suffer from that horrible
plague
>f the night, Itching piles. Doan’s Ointment

To^the

describe in detail all of the five years’
work which Mr. .Stetson lias done. There
is room for only brief mention of some
of the more important features of it, and
of

what is tact? Prof,
soil, is the art of

mowing what not to do.

ures quickly and
permanently.
tore. ftO cents_AAvt.

cases, con-

tinued.
A. h. Barron, three cases, continued.
E. C. Bentzon, one case, continued.
Patrick Bresuahan, two cases, capias
issued.
Annie Harkins, three cases, continued.
C. M. Delano, two cases, fine #200,
costs *20, paid; one case, continued.
F. H. Gould, one case, continued: one
case, law on demurrer and exceptions.
Thomas P. Jones, one case, continued.
Preston H. Joy, one case, continued.
N. P. Murphy, two cases, continued.
Charles Rtley, one case, continued.
William Tracy, four cases, principal
and sureties defaulted, continued.
Ralph R. Wentworth, one case, continued.
Edition Eno, one case, continued for
sentence; two cases, capias issued.
Mike McCauley, one case,continued;
two cases, law on demurrer and ex-

“Uarkenlv

ioo long

iar

exceptions.
George W. Morton, two

P^ast Holden daily, except Sunday, 5.15
). m.; arrive Dtdham
by 6.15 p. m.
Little Elmer—Papa,
iroadhead—Tact, my

To ail persons interested in either of the estates hereinafter named.
At a probate court held at Bucksport, in and
for the county of Hancock, on the first
day of May, a. d. 1900.
fI1HE following mutters having been preX sented for the action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it in hereby ordered that notice thereof be giveu to all persons interested,
by causing a copy of this order u» be published three weeks* successively in the Ellsworth American, a newspaper published at
Ellsworth, in said county, that they may appear at. a probate court to be held at Ellsworth, in said county, on the fifth day of June,
a. d. 1900, at ten of the clock in the forenoon,
and be heard thereon if they see cause.
Hannah J. Skinner, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. A certain instrument
purporting to be the lost will and testament
of said deceased, together with petition for
probate thereof, presented by Frances C. 8.
Homer, the executrix therein named.
Margaret Turner, late of Ellsworth, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Elizabeth
True, of said Ellsworth, or some other suitable person, may be appointed administrator
of the estate of said deceased, presented by
Jane Conway and Abbie F Salisbury, heirs at
law of said deceased.
Winfred R. Foss, late of Winter Harbor, in
said county, deceased. First account of Bedford E. Tracy, administrator, tiled for settlement.
John C. Holman, late of 8t. Paul, Minn.,
deceased. First account of Edwi rd E. Chase,
administrator, filed for settlement.
F'rancis I. Macomber, late of F'ranklin, in
said county, deceased.
First account of
Carrie 8 Macomber, administratrix, filed for
settlement.
Elizabeth Noyes, late of Lamoine, in said
county, deceased. First account of Charles
A. Hunnewell, executor, filed for settlement.
Elsie H. Noyes, minor, of Boston, in the
county of Hunolk. and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
First account ot Albert F.
Burnham, guardian, filed for settlement.
Elsie H. Noyes, minor, of Boston, in the
county of Suffolk, and Commonwealth of
Massachusetts.
F’irst account of pension
estate filed for settlement hy Albert F. Burn-

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ss:~Clerk’s Office Supreme Judicia
Court, Ellsworth, Maine, May 5, A. I). 1900.
PT^HE following is the disposition of all the
JL
appealed cases and indictments for violation of the laws regulating the use and suit
of intoxicating liquors, ns made at the.April
term of the Supreme Judicial Court for t)iis
county, A. D. 1900, in accordance with the provisions of Chapter 44, of the Public Laws ol
1887:
State vs. James E. Ford, four ceBes, continued.
I). H Herlihy, one case, continued;
four cases, law on demurrer and

fRcbical.

delegate

summer

h

I)r. Angela Folkmann is the only wodentist practicing in Austria.
Dr.
Folkmann has had a very interesting
career.
At a very early age she realized
that she might some day be thrown upon
her own resources, and as she had more
than a usual desire for study her parents yielded to her wish that she should
enjoy the /tame instruction as her brothers.
But in those days there was no
girls* gymnasium, and so, like Dr. Baroness Poisaner, she was for%*d to study
privately; But. although she satisfied her
professors as to her capabilities when she
had finished her eight years' gymnasium

teachers

other*

make

16 to Oct. 15 io be
daily except Sunday,
bourn rn at present.
Route 1443. Franklin to East Franklin.
From May 20, 1900, Increase service to six
times a week. Schedule to be
dHily exJ3t)t Sunday, hours at
present.
Route 1440.
Dedham to East Holden.
Prom May 20,1900, add to present schedile one afternoon trip as follows: Leave
Dedham daily, except Sunday, 4 p. m.;
irrive East Holden by 5 p. m. Leave

PRINTERS JN LONDON.

and

considering ways, means
and ends of tffort; and has secured the
legislation preparatory to the gradual
adoption of a system of skilled district
supervision by union of towns therefor.
He has so organized the work of the

and

—TEACJ*

COURTEOUS-

man

to

■

him

BE

and is-

energy, gnat
capacity for au*effort, with knowledge of school
rgatitration and management, quick inght into educational cjiiditions ai d
•ceds, ami foresight into methods of
eeting them, a large and ready fund of
pedagogi -al laws and facts, the power to
think clearly, connectedly, to rigid conclusion*, and, withal, a terse, vigorous,
graphic, ready style <»f expression in
speech ami wriling, giving power to make
with

STEPMOTHERS

TO

to others.

I

rniesa

heir

WOMEN

OF

and

of

t he Slate
:

lined

t

BOYS

small amount of routine office work which

conducting the experimental summer
1893-4-5.
Thus, by virtue of heredity and train»g. Mr. Stetson brought to his work vigrou* health,
marked enthusiasm and

think

DEFENSE
THE

organized State examiat
four different
points in the State, besides preparing his
annual report a/id performing that no
nations

i.ii

boughtm

IS PRACTICING IN AUSTRIA.
A

in

Ergal Nottcrs.

legal Notices*

_

re-

Hancock county:
R>ute 1421.
Frencbboro to Swan's
Uittnd. Fr« rn May 20, 1900, Increase service to six Mines a week, from
April 16 to
Dot. 15 each year. Schedule from April

s course

panying suggestions, explanations

bools for teacher* held in

t

WHO

directions for use, made a pamphlet, as
subsequently published, of 101 pages; superintended the work of and personally
attended most of the county institutes,

11a| sssoclat Ions In almost every county,
nd took prominent part in organizing

«

DENTIST

of study for the elementary
schools of Maine which, with the accomsued

t:>•

»

WOMAN

eoergetic and thoroughly healthy
he organized and directed the work

ous,

among the
of the State, was called

the work

ONLY

During this first year of work so varied,
so onerous and continuous that it would
have been Impossible for any less vigor-

prominent position

leading educators

schools for teachers of two weeks’
and to hold State examinations

mer

Changes In Postal Service.
Among changes in postel service
cently announced are the following

WOMAN AND HOME.

to his work.

man came

Luce, late *ui>ef Intendeiit of Slate
Schools.]

A.

Hy N.

Stetson

...

,,

of the

best

material,

thoroughly inspected

with all late

improve-

and warranted.

NOYES & NUTTER MFG. CO., Bangor.
F. U.
AIKEN, Agent,

COUNTY NEWS.
For additional

S
CONFIDENCE and
PERMANENT REPUTATION.
confidence is

public
proof of

Wherever
have

a

we

<>

at the

merit.

s‘

G. R. Allen and A. P. Kane are having
additions built on their dwellings.

reposed
of

existence

the

One

|1

fish

and most desirable line of

Garments and

Outside

Ladies'

Call, and you will find it

so.

WE HAVE MADE A SILK PUKCHASE.
WAISTS, DRESS AND TRIMMING SILKS.
things you are looking for. They are swell styles at

A strong combination.

Mrs. 8. W. Treworgy, of North Sedgwick, preached in the Baptist church
Sunday.

Fancy

$1

Waist Silks at 50c, 75c,

Cloaks, Capes, Tailor-Made Suits,

and

Dress Suits for

Wednesday.
Mr*. Ella Smith, of W’est Brook I in, and
Charlee Tyler, of North Brook 1in, moved
into their summer hotnea Monday.
j
B. O. Dollard and daughter Annie
|
visited his mother, Mrs. Martha Dollard,
() of
Ellsworth, a few days last week.
(I
Miss Mina Freethy, who has been workIJ ing at Portsmouth, N. H., is visiting her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. E. W. Freethy.
Unr Fkmmk.
May 21.
Mrs. Susan Jordan and Sadie Jordan
at Miltou Haslem'e.

i

Miss Verna Giles is boarding at Howard
Jordan’s and attending school.
The

prices.

in

been so strong

line of

a

Everybody.

Our

Draperies

in both hook

superior for fine grades.
and clasps, cannot be beaten.

have no

Quite

Our OOc and

50c corset

in the market.

Thompson glove-fitting,

$3.

N.,

W. B.,

and

Warner’s,

we

carry a

full line.

GRADUATING

DRESSES.

Staple Dry Goods

suitable

they

may want.

and Small Wares.

We have enormous quantities in these lines. Prints, sheetings, ginghams and percales, we are selling as cheap as any one. Hosiery and
underwear; we sell better goods for less money than any one else.
Everything in lines which are us ually only kept by dealers in larger
cities we have in stock. It is'safer and more satisfactory to buy your

their

Master
fishing in the narrows.
Walter Allen was “high line” Saturday,
catching a large cod of which he was very

proud.
May

J.

22.

Otis.

Mrs.

Annie Remick, who has been
visiting her son, Melvin Wilbur, has returned to her home in Marlboro.
W. W. Tibbetts, with friends from Bangor, caught about fifty trout last week in
Flood’s pond.

j

Mrs. Eben Kingman and Mrs. Annie
Remick were in Bangor last week visiting
the former’s sister.

has returned home.

Mrs. Nettie Smith, of Ellsworth, is staying at her lather’s, Lewis Frazier.
Kay.
May 22.
The Best Age For Men to Murry.
Edward Bok, writing in Ladies’ Home
Journal,

on

tends that
years of age

“A

Boy for

“no

man

is

in any

take unto himself

a

a

Husband,” contwenty-five

under

sense competent to
wife. Before that age

re-

Christian Endeavor”.
to Lamoine, “The
Reason for the Pledge,” was presented by
Mrs. 8. J. Young; the second, “Tbe Reason for the Committees,” by E. E. Scam-

The first

topic assigned

Egypt,

mons,

read

We

he

is

Made in all Fancy Leathern, Correct in
Detail
all Latest Styles and Newest
Toes —Perfect Fit and Comfort.
—

These shoes are guaranteed to
Is-

ELITE SHOES arc
"made on HONOR.”

We shall sell these shoes with
does not prove as

leading topic for t he afternoon

The

make

we

can

these

to any shot's on the

ironclad guarantee. Every pair sold that
represented will be made right.
an

“How

practically.”

KLLS WORTH.

can

we

Hancock.

South

“How

can

we

um

Warp,

Cotton

Floorcloth 16-4 wide.

In our large carpet room,
when laid in your home.

Ready-mixed House

devotional service of the evening
was led by Rev. R. W. Richardson,
after

which

Turr’s Green Hat ing

given by
His subject

was

very
Rev. G.

people

listened to the
their

stated that

imitation for
were

Blair

on

Btate.

own

mixpah

gospel

ended

be

an

earnestness

and

example worthy of

Paint

Brushes.

Latest

spring styles, from 10c to 30c per roll (double).
sample hooks of the celebrated Alfred
Peets, of New York, from which our customers can
We have the

select at leisure.

profitable day.

The next session will be held with the
in August.
a

man's

pace,

the

SEEDS.
I>. M.

sooner

Ferry’s Field and Garden Seeds

old age overtakes him.

country fair a conjurer was performing the old trick of producing eggs
from a hat, wheu be remarked to a little
boy: “Your.mother can’t get eggs without hens, can she?” “Of course she can!”
replied the lad. “Why, how is that?"
At

yachts.

WALL PAPERS.

Christ iau Endeavorers.
closing remarks by Presithe religious needs of our
Binging by the choir and

Egypt society
The faster

Lines of Colors amt

Full

us as

a

Composition.

message.

referred to the Mormons in Utah,

fidelity might
There

carpet

how it will look

Senonr’s Yacht 'White, ready mixed.

B. Ilsley, of

was “A trip across
Baugor.
Continent”. He spoke of tbe great
need of tbe gospel in the far West and
the earnestness and eagerness w ith which

and

showing

For bottoms of

interesting

a

tbe

He also

Wo match and cut

For inside aud outside use.

session

address

and Extra

White Lead and Zinc.

Franklin.

Enfield,

Supers,

Paints.

vice?”
Tbe

Extra

PAINTS, OILS, VARNISHES.

spirituality of our consecration serwas opened by Rev. H. F. Day,

the

are

Super,

Extra

our

deepen

We

Smyrna Rugs, Art Squares, Carpet Linings, Straw
Mattings, Floor Oil Cloths in 4-4, 6-4 and 8-4, Linole-

fidelity to the pledge?” was discussed by
Rev. B. W. Russell, Pres. J.8. Blair and
An interesting
Rev. Dr. Ilsley, Bangor.
paper on “What new ideas for committees
you suggest?'' written by Miss Elinor
Edwards, was read by Mrs. Rufus Young,

have advanced 6 to 10 cents per

selling them at last year’s prices.
A large line of Velvets, Brussels, Tapestries, Double

helpful

can

Super Carpet*

Extra

yard.

was:

Increase

ME.

CARPETINGS.

fundamental

Christian Endeavor features most

tbe

equal

market for the price.

W. R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.,

by Mrs. E. E. Bcam-

of all kin

!-..

a

asked the conjurer. “She keeps ducks,"
simply a boy who has absolutely
the boy, amid roars of laughter.
supply you all right.
goods
nothing which he can offer to a girl as a replied
safe foundation for life-happiness. He is
Beware of a Cough.
unformed in bis character, unsettled in
A cough is not a disease but a symptom.
ideas, absolutely ignorant of the first
Consumption and bronchitis, which are
essentials of what consideration or love
the most dangerous and fatal diseases,
for a woman means.
He doesn’t know'
have for their first indication a persistent
I
himself, let alone knowing a woman.
cough, and if properly treated as soon as
“He is full of fancies, and it is his boyDirigo orchestra, of Ellsworth, will
this cough appears are easily cured. Chamish nature to fiit from one fancy to
furnish the music.
berlain's Cough Remedy has proven wonSt» additional County News nee other page*.
another. He is incapable of the affection
derfully successful, and gained its wide
Kant Hluelilll.
which love is based, because he has
upon
West Brooksvlllc.
reputation and extensive sale by its sucEugene Hinckley, superintendent of the not lived
long euough to know w bat the cess in
Frederick Whitney, of Boston, who, as Chase granite
curing the diseases which cause
company, came home from feeling or even the word means. He is
two
American
The
announced in
coughing. If it is not beneficial it will
New York a few days ago. He has had a full of
1
each
one
of
when
theories,
which,
months ago, has purchased Benson island, crew
by <iKO A.
putting the buildings and machin- becomes to put it into practice, will fail. not cost you a cent. For *«IeW.
Parch rk, Ellsworth,
and
I. FahMr. j
has renamed it
“Gray Clyffe”.
Work in the quarries will He is a
ery in order.
and
Rluehill.
ts.
boy, pure
druggi
simple, passing TK1LHIK,
Whitney expects to be in West Brooks- begin to-day, and as soon as sufficient
that
through
trying period through
ville about August 4, for a three weeks’
quantity of grauite is quarried the sound which every boy must pass before he be(llftatisfmtnls.
stay, putting upas usual with Mrs. M. B. I of the stoue-cutters’ hammers will
again
comes a man.
But that period is not the
Blake. He makes the trip from Boston
be beard.
marrying time. For, as his opinions of
by water, in his new thirty-foot launch,
May 21.
G.
life are to change, so are bis fancies of the
&
of
South
built
Son,
Lawley
recently
by
Wwt Gouldttbnro.
girl he esteems as the only girl in the
Boeton.
8. G. Wood is improving his bouse
by ; world to make him happy. The man of
a coat of paint.
Luther Smith and Allen thirty rarely weds the girl whom he
Kg/ptfancied when he was twenty.”
Kingsley are doing the work.
Eugene Coombs is on the sick list,
8. H. Rodick, of Bar Harbor, was in
j. Driscoll hurt his thumb badly while
town last week.
One of the teachers in the Sunday
loading staves.
If you are ever bilious or
Mrs. Allen Kingsley, who has been in school of a Bangor church W’a9 endeavorThe “Lulu Eppes” is here loading with
ing to instill into the little girls of her
Bar Harbor, came home Saturday for a
staves for E. G. Burnham.
suffer from indigestion, you
class recently a
due
appreciation of
few days.
E. G. Burnham is loading the schooner
She spoke of the
will have a personal interest
parental affection.
Allen
and
slabs
for
George
wife, of Prospect Har- mother’s love for her
“Victory” with sawdust and
and of the
cbiidreu,
were
in
town
in a certain cure.
bor,
Tremont.
Sunday, the guests of
respect which children should show to
J. B. Wood and wife.
Anon.
May 22.
the mother. For some reason she rather
The True “L. F” AtMay 22.
L.
omitted to lay as much stress upon the
Hancock.
wood's
Bitters restore the
Trenton.
father. Finally one of the little girls reA dance and supper, conducted
by
John B. Davis, a respected citizen of marked that she thought children should
Charles Smith, will be given at town hall
whole digestive tract to its
this town, died Sunday in the eighty- love their mothers much more than their
Wednesday evening. Dirigo orchestra,
sixth year of his age. He leaves a large fathers.
normal condition and bring
“Why do you think that?”
of Ellsworth, will furnish the music.
family of children, and many grandchil- asked the teacher. “Oh, well,” said the
quick relief.
dren. Funeral services were held Tuesday, little tot, “your fathers are only related
Bar Harbor.
Frank Roberts will give a social dance Rev. J. P. Simonton, of the Methodist to you by marriage, but your mothers are
All dealers have them.
related to you by bornation!”
at West Eud hall Thursday evening. The church, Ellsworth, officiating.

of us than send awav for them.

FRANKLIN

“The Reason for

dent

O. Blaisdell, who has spent the past
winter in Boston aud the spring at Old
C.

Orchard,

We have all the material suitable for that purpose. Organdies, Swiss
We are ready to supply

Mulls, Lawns, Laces for trimmings, also allovers.
all the graduates in the country with everything

trying

luck

$1

Besides these we have the best
Our stock of the well-known makes of

P. &

and

number have been

a

ELITE and

subject for the morning

The general

“How

Augusta last week.
“Nellie
Eaton’! discharged
coal yesterday for steamer “Golden Rod”
which will go on the summer route between here and Bar Harbor, next month.

CORSETS.

Redfern; price, $2.50

wharf.

Schooner

We have added to our already very extensive line of corsets the celebrated positive rust proof corsets, a corset which will not rust; price,
$1. We have also added to our stock for a high grade corset, the celebrated

discharging

in

First of the season and greater than any previous season. To the
hundreds of our kid gloves patrons we should with this stock and these
values add other hundreds. Our celebrated P. P. gloves at $1.25,

$1.75

at Fernald Bros.’

is

Downing spent last week at
home. He left on yesterday’s boat.
Mrs. J. J. Somes and Mrs. Lester Pray
attended tbe grand chapter of the O. E. S.

KID GLOVES.

and

Hamor”

Carolus

ancl Lace Curtains.

ably

was

business transacted.

freight

smallest to the

welcome

Sotneavlll*.
T.

DEPARTMENT.

SHOES.

mons; tbt third, “The Reason for the
Consecration Meeting,” by Rev. B. W.
Russell, West Hullivan, and President
Biair.
After dinner the reports of the different
societies were brought forward and other

—

SHOE——

shall carry a few lines of up.
to-date Men’s and Hoys' Shoes.
We are sole agents in this city
for the celebrated

noble qualities endeared
Sbe leaves four children
Willard, Irving and Alvah Haslem, and
Mrs. Belle Googin*.
May 22.

The “E.

and Chinese mat-

\

was

all.

R. PARKER CLOTHING CO.

George

by Rev. B. W. Russell, of West

to

sponded

the week.

__H.

Beats any
handsome.

Tbe

i Bpringcr.
Sullivan.

to

them.

We have recently added to onr
large stock of clothing and
furnishings a Men's and Hoys’
>>hoe Department, where we

society on Wednesday, May 16. Pres. J.
S. Blair presided.
After the praise and prayer service
words of welcome were read by Mrs. Hattie Gilpatrlck, written
by Mrs. 8. Y.

weeks, preached in the church here Sunday. He will hold meetiugs here through

her

Muslin Ruffled Curtains at 55c to $2.50. Swiss from 50c to $5
per pair. Brussels netts, muslin netts, by the yard or piece. All kinds
of Holland shades, curtains and portiere fixtures.

$1.50
gloves,

past three

character and

Can be washed and easily cleansed. For chambers and cottages it has no
equal. Rugs of the same material. Price for the matting, 35c per yd.

Japanese
Rugs from 50e to $1.25, according
tings from 12 l-2c to 46c.
Art Squares, Japanese and Brussels Rugs from the
# largest in size.

Northeast Harbor
business.

been conduct-

W.

East Lamoine, May 19 (special)—Riverview local uni3ii met with East Lamoine

on

the

preserving

aubrrti*nnmt*.

Rlvervfew Ixm-hI C. K. Union.

recently pur-

Mr*. Phehe Haslem took
place at the church May 18, conducted by
Rev. C. S. Me Learn of the Baptiat church,
Ellsworth.
Mrs. Haslem was a most estimable woman.
Her
true
Christian

W’e start with three different lines of extra super carpetings at 35c,
59c and 69c.
Something entirely new, both in design and make, American Straw

size.

at

thetic

blow* it out.

I'nflnished business
Communion sermon.Rev J S Richards
(alt) Rev II O Wort hie y
Lord’s sapper

are

The funeral of

ours.

to

was

Friday

Kev. Ozro Roy*, who ha*
ing meeting* in Mnriaville

in any store as

Mattings, made by the Grass Twine Co., of St. Paul, Minn.
Jap or Chinese matting ever made. Ten times as durable and

and

collisions nearly all the passengers who
are asleep escape the bad effect* of
shag,
log and concussion, nature’s own anaes-

Wednesday Afternoon.
Singing and prayer

Mrs. Alice Jordan spent a few days in
past week, called there by
the illness of her niece, Miss Ardella
Haslem.

prices

goods put

followed by discussion,
"The Church and the People," Rev.
Chapin, followed by discussion
Open conference

Amherst the

CARPETS.
never

machine

atanda beyant the back curtain, wld
a hole forninat a caudle, an’
whin Fawnee Ike ahoota at tb’ candle, be
He

hia mouth to

Devotional meeting
Business
Report of churches
"The Everlasting Gospel," Rev William
Forsyth, followed by discussion
"The Living Bible," Rev George E Kinney,

the town has arrived.

M. K. Haslem

everything

There has

by

Thursday

that is new in dress goods. Particular attention is called to the fabrics suitable for tailor-made suits and rainy
weather skirts. Dress Goods at prices from 12 I-2c to $2.50.
W’e have

road

new

—

Wednesday Forenoon.

Waltham.

11

Mrs. 81 abb—John, would you refer
to
Mr*.
riarity Dbririn’ a atage, ia it?
agun aa feminine? Mr. 8tubb—I should
nonalnce!
Marla?
Mm.
think
wld
not.
y’r
away
Stubb-Aml
O’Rafferty—Be
why
not? Mr. Htubb—Because guns can be
He do be a light
It’* an actor he la.
silenced.
Mra. McMoriaHty—A loigbt
comedian.
Mm. O’Rafferty-Yi*.
A medical paper aaya that In
comedian, la it?
railway

society

J
J.
j
J

GOODS.

DRESS

and

arrived home last

$1.25.

You’ll think so when yon see the stock. Our
are lower than anybody else.

Tibbetts

He—There ere two periods In ■
m,n>|
life when lie never nnileretanrts a
woman
“Indeed, and when are they?” “Before
be le married and afterward.”

Mr*. McMorlarlty—-Phat i* your non
doin’ now, Mm. O’Raffertj? Mm. O*Rafferty—Sure he'* adopted th’ atage a* a profeaaton, Mm. MoMoriartty. Mr*. MoMo-

Praise service
Home religion.....Rev E Bean
The American missionary association, Rev
Edward S Toad, representing the national

Nora Gray, who
have been working in Medfield, Mass.,

Colored Satin Duchess at $1.

Taffeta at 75c.

W’ash Silks at 59c.

Jessie

W’bat do you think of them ?

Here are the lots.

hundred and twenty-five bushels of
received at the factory to-day.

were

chased

low

Tuesday Afternoon.
Praise And prayer

organization and business
Spiritual fellowship.Rev George II Hefllon
Conference sermon.Ilev William Forsyth
(alt) Rev Charles N Davie
Wuman’s missionary meeting—Five-minute
reports from the county organizations;
Impressions of missionary work in
Turkey and Egypt, Mrs L A Emery;
Mslne missionary society, Mrs P C
Clark; American missionary association,
Mrs C J Lord; Woman’s board of foreign
missions, Miss II T Buck
f
Tuesday Arming.

week.

![
Suits.];

GOODS, CARPETS,

DRY

last week.

Schooner “L. Snow, jr.” discharged a
freight for the grange store last

all the newest and most fash- |
ionable designs in fabrics out for the season. The prices are so equalized ((
to the economical requirements of the times that public confidence is j|
further elicited by our advantageous system of business. All who have < >
obtained for themselves a great and permanent reputation have won and <1
labor. M. Gallert’e store has won <
and
secured it

persevering
by patient
reputation by unflinching truth and honesty of purpose, with the most
sincere and elevated efforts in behalf of the people. We have always
allied proofs with professions. What others promise we perform, and
the result is, whatever we state the public have implicit faith in. For
Instance, we announce to you that we have received the largest, cheapest

received

load of

(I

its

meeting. The programme for the
conference ia as follows:
annual

were

day.

complete, comprising

now

factory

home to-

Mrs. John Reed went to the Maine
general hospital for treatment last Thurs-

J,

evident from the fact of the liberal
patronage that store has always received.

is

returned

Cargoes of coal and salt

||•I M. Gallert’s Dry Goods Store ||
Our stock is

shop.

Capt. Albert Eaton
day from Boston.

That such confidence is extended to

11

Just the

County Conference will l>e
Held at Ellsworth In June.
of
The Hancock county conference
Congregational churches will he held at
Ellsworth Tuesday and Wednesday, June
5 and 6.
T'lis will be the eeventy-flftb
Hancock

Can-makers began work to-day in the
sardine

||

....

I
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CONGREGATION A LISTS.

,T

WHITING

main st

DO YOU

BROS.

■

ELLSWOUTli-

KNOW

can

M.

■"

■■■'
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THAT
Your last year’s buggy

road wagon can bo made to
equal any up-tocarriage by having A SKT OF IIAKD Hl'BBKK TIKE®

date

put

on

or

?

THAT
1

am

putting

on a

large

number

THAT
I

c*u save

you some

of sets tor people all

over

the State t

money

THAT
Ib"e ,b® l,r*“t “aortment of
carriages in all styles and at all prices to
be found in the State of
Maine •

\
!

THAT
1 also

keep Harnesses, Robes

and

THAT

price"?11

d° "e111° °*U and cx*mine
™y "lock and get my bottom cash

HENRY
Franklin Street,

Horae Clothing of all kinds ?

_

E.

DAVIS,

backboard man)
■

Ellsworth, Me-

j

